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08.30 Registration.

Applications Session.

09.00 Use of Erlang/OTP as a Service Creation Tool for IN Services. Sean
Hinde, one2one, UK. tntelligent Networking requires large databases with high performance,
soft real time access, very high availability, ease of management, and minimum customisation.
This talk describes the experiences of a GSM mobile operator in using Erlang/OTP as a service creation tool for
Number Translation, VPN, Mini Pre-pay, and authentication services.

09.30 Sendmail Meets Erlang: Experiences Using Erlang for Email Applications.
Scott Lystig Fritchie, Sendmail Inc, USA. Our experience developing a prototype of a bulk UO
daemon, based on ONC RPC both as a seryer and as a client, suggested a long and difficult development

QI

cycle. Erlang lived up to its promise to make the task easier, despite the learning curve, skeptical management, and the

challenging nature of the project itself.

10.00 MPowered by Erlang. Per Bergqvist, CellPoint. Finder! offers multiple 4'C€LL¡¿IHT
interfaces to the end-user, while providing a uniform look and feel for the service that is
easy to use. The user is always in full control of their privacy. Finder! supports standard GSM phones and WAP
phones, and can also be accessed via the Internet, providing for mass-market services today and in the future.

10.30 Refreshments

Srne

11.00 NETSim - Six Years with Erlang. Bengt Tillman, Ericsson Radio. Ericsson
develops many different applications for the controlling and configuring of telecommunication networks.
Alarm handling and the generation of statistics files are two such applications which have to be tested on
very large networks (hundreds of AXE exchanges). This talk explains how Erlang has been used in order
to make a simulator which solves this huge testing task.
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Implementations Session.

11.30 A High Performance Erlang System. Mikael Pettersson, Uppsala Uniiersity. <Þ
HLPE (High Performance Erlang) is an optimising native code compiler for Erlang under A ¡5T EC
development at Uppsala University. The compiler offers selective compilation and produces h.t*rr.rq
significant speedups over emulated code. This talk will describe the architecture and main features of
the HiPE system. HiPE is available open source at ww!ì¡. csd.uu. se,/projects/hipe/osh.
In Proceedings of ACM SIGP| N. International Conference of Principles and Practices of Declarative Programming

l2.OO ECOMP - an Erlang Processor. Robert Tjärnström and Peter Lundell, Ericsson Telecom.
An Erlang processor has been built in an FPGA (i.e. programmable hardware). The JAM compiler has been changed to
generate native code which allows Erlang programs to be run directly on the processor without any OS and with
improved performance. Furthermore, results from experiments with call control software will be presented.

T2.3O Lunch.



Developments Session I.

13.45 An Erlang DTD. Richard A. O'Keefe, Otago University. The Erlang DTD
supports literate programming, so that the documentation can be automatically extracted from
the master file, and supports better cross referencing. If the marked up source code gets through
the SGML parser, there isn't much left for an Erlang parser to check. There is one program to convert Erlang source
code to ma¡ked up SGML or Xlr{L, and another to extract source code from a marked up document.

14.30 XMErI - Interfacing XML and Erlang. Ulf V/iger, Ericsson Telecom. XvtL(Extensibte
Markup Language) is an emerging standard for handling structured data on the Internet. This talk describes how XML
can be combined with Erlang in an almost seamless fashion. Examples will show how to parse XML documents, and
how to generate true XML or HTML documents from native Erlang data structures.

15.00 Extending Erlang with Structured Module Packages. Richard Carlsson,
Uppsala University. An Erlang system at present is a flat structure where all modules are on the same
level. This causes difficulties for really large systems. This talk will present a proposal based on the
package system from Java and shows how it can be introduced very imoothlyìntõ ttre cunent Erlang
system.
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15.30 Refreshments.

II.

16.00 Highlights from Erlang 5.0/oTP R7B. Kenneth Lundin, orP product
Unit. ttre R7B release of Erlang/OTP contains a number of interesting new features and
enhanced characteristics which will be presented here, such as the bit syntax, trace oflocal
functions, CORBA services etc.

@@s
16.15 COMET - An Erlang-to-COM Port. Jakob Cederlund, OTP Product Unit. coMET is a library
that enables Erlang to use COM-objects on the Windows platform. This gives possibilities for Erlang programs to use
many services and applications on windows, such as Internet Explorer, Microsoft Office and Windowi Sðripting.
Combining Erlang's functional semantics with CoM and object-oriented sysrems in general will be discussàd. õOuBf
will be part ofthe îextopen source release ofErlang.

16.45 The Bit Syntax - The Released Version. Patrik Nyblom, OTP Product Unit. A powerful new
feature in the new R7B release of Erlang/OTP is the åir synrax which enables efficient creation and matòhing of
binaries. This is very useful when, for example, implementing protocol stacks in Erlang. A proposal for the ãil syntax
was presented at EUC'99 and this talk presents the actual implementation.

17.45 Bus Transfer,

Evening Session.

18.30 Conference Dinner. Conference dinner on board traditional
steamship Waxholm III cruising out into the Stockholm archipelago.



Poster and Demo Session.
During refreshments and lunch.

A Toolf for Verifying Software Written in Erlang. Lars-Åke Fredlund, SICS. stGs
Demonstration of the Erlang Verification tool to prove interesting properties of a program

A Monitoring and Instrumentation Tool Developed in Erlang. Miguel Barreiro,
Victor M. Gulias, Juan J. Sanchez, Universidade da Coruña. Mol.IET is a monitoring and

Í Fr nti 1-ft it¡,r{trrr
instrumentation tool developed using OTP applications which is being used in a video-on-demand server, under

development at LFCIA lab, running on a Beowulf cluster. Status information is produced in XML and then transformed
into different formats (HTML, WML, etc.) using Erlatron, a distributed XSLT processor also developed in Erlang using

expat and sablotron libraries. .









Use of Erlang/OTP as a Service Creation Tool for lN services

Sean Hinde (One2One)

Abstract

This paper describes an approach taken to Intelligent Network (IN) service development using a

combination of standa¡d IN elements (SCP, SSÐ and a set of Erlang/OTP nodes using the Mnesia
distributed database to store customer records, and tt¡e Erlang language to provide complex service
logic.

lntroduction

The telecoms ma¡ket has some unique and well documented requirements of its core network systems
including:

r Soft real time
o Massively high availability - 99.999Vo, including planned outages!!
r Enormous complexity - GSM
o Great flexibility

One could probably say without too much fear of confadiction that these requirements are completely
orthogonal! The telecoms industry has had to invent some pretty clever tools to allow the flexibility
required without compromising the other requi¡ements. Some of these have been hardware based with
multiple processors locked together in some level of hot/warm standby, others have been in software
engineering techniques, and yet others have been the approach taken by Intelligent Networks.

This approach is to take ahigh level abstraction ofthe core building blocks of(in this case) a telephone
call. For example a simple freephone call consists of someone picking up the receiver, dialling a
number, having this number translated by the network into another number, and routing the call to tlìe
destination. IN provides a set of building blocks which allow operators to intervene at each of these
points and manipulate the call data at each one in a network safe manner. These building blocks a¡e
normally implemented as a gui tool for defining the logic, and normally n¡n on a separate system to the
actual telephone exchange.

The availaibility requirements are met by testing the toolset as thoroughly as practicable to ensure thaf
even a misuse ofthe tools cannot bring down any part ofthe system, or indeed affect any call other
than the one being controlled.

One ofthe drawbacks ofthis approach to date has been that the interfaces have never been fully
standardised meaning that a vendors IN equipment is much more likely to work seamlessly with its
own switches. At One2One we have an entiely Ericsson based GSM switching network and have
Ericsson IN Service Control Points.

An architectural decision was taken at a very early stage in our IN depolyment to store the data in an

external database and split the logic between the SCP and this database.

The SCP only contains the logic to drive the telecoms interfaces into the switched network and it hands
off control of the "Business Logic" to the external database systems which hold the customer data.
The SCPs and external databases are interfaced using c7 to TCP/IP protocol converters.

Experience of using a standard UNDUcommercial database.

Initial solutions to this problem of where to store the customer data were (and still are) based on a
system written by a small in house team of IT programmers based on C code interfacing to a standa¡d
SQL database. Various problems were experienced with this system:

Copyright One 2 One.
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One read/write failure lead to many others in a row. Solution was to do multi threading!

Random explosions in the numbers of worker threads. Solution was a full time UNIX admin
killing off zombies.

Commercial Failover system deployed never worked correctly. Took at least 30 minutes to do a
manual failover.

CPU load extremely high. Adding more processors made it worse - turned out to be bug in some
spinlock C code.

Still slowed down periodically - Full time team of DBAs to tune and optimise.

We now have a team of 20 full time C programmers hacking code as fast as they can to try to introduce
resiliency into this system.

The Problem

The conclusion drawn from this project by the telecoms designers at One 2 One was that the tools used
in the IT software industry are not up to the task of fast and safe development of systems with the
properties required in a telecoms network without access to the vast teams of people and months of
continuous development and testing available to the telecoms vendors (Surely not - an admission that
these things cost a lot to produce?l).

At the time there didn't appear to be many alternatives which were comparable with the existing GUI
based IN Service Creation Environments.

The Solution?

Then one day in 1998 whìle browsing the Ericsson web site for fun the author stumbled across
Erlang/OTP. The most noticable quality of this system was that for the first time here was a product
which claimed to have almost all the properties we had been looking for in a platform which runs on
standa¡d commercial hardware. It proved a little more difficult to get thought the hype and really
ñgure out what the platform was and exactly how it could be used. Permission was obtained to spend
some time on an invesigation into whether this platform was the answer to our prayers.

It proved to be very easy to learn to program in a functional style even for a completely non
programmer(!), and after a few weeks we had produced the bones of a multithreaded TCP/IP server
which would receive a command from the SCP, invoke a thread to implement a piece of custom service
logic (e.g. translate a number) and send the result back to the network.

The conclusion to this investigation was that there was minimal customisation required to the standard
Erlang/OTP platform to ht in with the existing infrastructure. Namely:

SCP Interface - Socket based using a simple proprietary binary interface
Alarm Interface - to the existing Network Mgt system (socket based text interface)
Stats Interface - ets stats counters needed to be output to files in certain format every l5 mins
hovisioning Interface - Socket based using same protocol as the interface to the SCP
Event Logging - Socket based io of existing event-logger stream to the network management systems
Intranet based monitoring - Simple HTTP query interface to lookup a customer, view alarms, stats.

The effort required to understand the more esoteric parts of the OTP application structure took some
more time and effort, but solutions to these customisations were quickly implemented and work started
on the fìrst IN service.

a

a
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Two large and two small systems have been deployed to date. The hrst one to go live was the 4ú one to
be started and the 2nd one to go live was the 3d one to be sta¡ted!

Currently in service are:

Corporate VPN service. This service allows short code dialling, global and per VPN black and
white lists, Closed User Group functionality (On-net and Off-net calling). It will also present the
short code of the calling mobile for a mobile to mobile call. Pretty much all the actual service logic
ir written in Erlang rather than on the SCP. There is also a prototype WAP based telephone book
service.

Part of this system is a complete Intranet based customer care system based on the INETS web

server included with Erlang/OTP. This has accounted for about 80Vo of the effort in writing the
service. The FITML is currently being ported to a modifed version of the esp Erlang Server Pages

system which allows for lists:rnap/2 loops containing raw TITML and local va¡iables amongst the
embedded Erlang code.

RADIUS Authentication Server for \{AP services. This system started out life as a database
containing a record for all One 2 One customers which would include their IN service profiles.
The first requirement turned out to be for authentication of Dial in WAP users so a front end was
written in Erlang which implemented the RADIUS protocol. The system consists of 24 erlang
nodes - 16 mnesia database servers, 2 O&M,2 Radius nodes, 2 provisioning nodes, and 2 nodes
providing other miscellaeneous fu nctions.

The database servers are configured as 8 pairs of nodes with data split amongst the nodes using the
fragmented tables feature of MNESIA and each fragment replicated across a pair.

So fa¡ the system has been in service for 5 months and has had a series ofindividual nodes fail for
various software licence or hardware reasons but there has not been a single call lost.

Imminently in service:

Mini Prepayment system, This consists of an IN Service which queries an Erlang/OTP based
system at the start of the call to alloddisallow the call and at the end of the call to update the
customer record with their usage.

There is an lnets based query front end where one can query the database based on oldest record,
or highest usage, or highest number of inbound calls first. It allows an agent to update the cutoff
thresholds on an individual basis.

Number Translation Service. This service was the original one planned and due to a whole host
of reasons unrelated to Erlang is only now about to go into service.

lssues

In this section I present some ofthe diffrculties and issues encountered along the way (Using
Erlang/OTP R6B)

EVA Integration
Integration between the standard EVA application and built in alarm_ha¡rdler alarms is non existent. In
the end I gave up using this and now just send all alarms via SNMP traps using a slightly modified
version ofthe star¡dard alarm_handler. To be useable straight out ofthe box this would need to be
tidied up quite a lot.

Copyright One 2 One.
Author: Sean Hinde
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Potential for Partitioned Network
The weakest part of the deployed systems is the communication between the database nodes and the
potentially serious consequences ofa failure for the consistency ofthe database. A dual LAN
arangement has been set up using some commercial software but there is still a single point of failure
in the stacked switched hub arrangement.

It would be nice to see some mechanism whereby multiple sockets could be set up between two nodes
using different interfaces with load sharing/failover. Or there could be some retrtmechanism before
declaring the link to be down.

There must also be scope to perform some form of (perhaps assisted) recovery from a partitioned
network situation in the mnesia database.

Memory Usage
The Erlang runtime system can get out of hand in terms of memory allocation. This has manifested
itself during testing when a table transform of an mnesia table containing 100k small records exceeded
the lG beam process limit.

Future Work

Future work in Or¡e 2 One with Erlang/OTP is cunently planned to remain solely in the telecoms
domain. Projects currently underway or planned are:

Mass SMS sending tool.

Tuxedo Middleware Interface for query of systems.

Investigation into how the architecture may ñt into the future 3'd Generation equivalents of Intelligent
Networks

Resourcing

Vy'e have found that a single developer can develop and test all ofthe IN service logic and Erlang code
for each of the systems mentioned above within 6 months (some more , some less).

Conclusion

The combination of using an Intelligent Network Service Control Point for driving the telecoms
interfaces into a GSM network, and Erlang/OTP based systems to store 

"u.torn", 
i""ords and provide

the complex business logic of the service has proved itself to meet suffrcient of the requirements of
telecoms network components to be used in full commercial service.

The main reasons this is seen to be true are the existence of the mnesia database system to provide soft
real time performance and real time data replication, and the suitability of the Erlang languäge for
writing telecoms logic in such a way that any tailures which do occur cannot affect ótheicalls in
progress.

Attention to the network resiliency problem and the susceptibility to excessive memory usage would
result in a truly formidable system for this sort of database application.

Copyright One 2 One.
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Sendmail Meets Erlang: Experiences [Jsing Erlang for Email
Applications

Scott Lystig Fritchie, Jim Larson, and Nick Christenson: Sendmail, Inc.*
Debi Jonesf

Lennart Öht rutl Sjöland & Thyselius Telecom ABI

October 3, 2000

Abstract
Our software engineering tea- needed to create a system that moves data from a set of legacy

applications witb diverse properties to data repositories scattered a¡ound the network. This system had
to be highly concurrent, straightforwa,rd to extend, have high performance, and be coded rapidly by a
small development staff. Because of these requirements, the authors emba¡ked upon an experiment to
write this application in Erlang. This paper describes what we did, why we did it, and what we lea¡ned
over the course of our development effort. It is our hope that this chronicle may be useful to others
thinking about coding in Erlang for the fi¡st time and to the incumbent Erlang community to hea¡ an
outsider's perspective on this fine language.

1 Introduction
In the fall of 1999, a development team from Sendmail, Inc. began developing a program that would act
as an I/O request broker connecting a set of legacy applications to a set of distributed data repositories.
Some of these legacy applications might operate under a UNIX inetd-like forking model, some might be
multithreaded using one thread per connection, and some might be multithreaded using thread pools and
event-driven programming techniques. The data passing through this program, which was creatively named
the "Client Daemon", is multiplexed over several separate connections to remote data repositories. In essence,
the Client Daemon acts as a "traffic cop" - marshaling, massaging, and redirecting data and data requests
from a varied set of legacy applications to a set of distributed servers.

There were a significant number of additional constraints placed on this project:

o Rapid Development. This technology introduced some fairly radical notions of data movement and
storage. The system needed to be demonstrated to work or to fail as soon as possible, to allow time
for a redesign.

r Early time to ma¡ket. Sendmail, Inc., like most software companies, is competing on "Internet
time." We wanted to be able to get our system to market as quickly as possible.

e Avoid proprietar¡ non-portable hardware and software. Platforms such as VAXcluster [KLS86]
or products from IBM, HP, and other vendors could achieve many of these goals using off-the-shelf
proprietary solutions. However, this system must be straightforward to port to a variety of UNIX
operating systems and perhaps even to Windows NT.

*<scottos€BdDail.con), (npcoseldnail.cou>, and <jiuosendnail.con), respectively.
t (¡etbea¡0earthl, i¡k. n€t >

I (len¡a¡t . ohna¡Ost . sê>
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App. #1 App. #2 App. #3
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IP Stack
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Sendmail Meets Erla,ng
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Kernel space

User space

\
Kernel space

+

Figure 1: Process Architecture Sketch
-

o High performance. A distributed architecture will have higher overhead than a well-tuned architec-ture based on a single machine. Given that fundamental limitátion, we want to make the overall system
and each component as fast as possible. The Client Daemon initiates few data requests itself. The bulk
of its work is taking data from one side (from the network or another application), massaging it, and

lff:]:: 
n through to the other side. This means that its network interfacå and irs lþC *,rrt be highly

emcrent.

o Concurrency. The Client Daemon will need to handle and track many simultaneous requests and
responses from disparate sources. Each of these request/response pairs will tåke an urrkrro*r, amount
of time to complete.r In order to accommodate the various legacy applications, the Client Daemon will
need to handle both synchronous and asynchronou, 

"o**urri"ution 
modes, a notoriously difficult taskin most programming languages.

o Ease of Management. There will be many nodes running a Client Daemon in a production envi-
IlTjllllïefore, we need some mechanism to tie all th-ese systems rogerher for moniroring andaomlnlstratron.

Figure 1 represents the overall architecture. The legacy applications are linked with a glue layer calledthe "Client Library". The Client Library uses IPC to move thì dutu from these applilations to the ClientDaemon, and the Client Daemon moves the data over the network to remote Data Servers.
This paper describes the justification for and the procedures we went through to build the Client Daemonusing Erlang' We chronicle our experiences, including what went well and *hut didn't. We provide someadvice for other groups not terribly familiar with programming in Erlang and some suggestions for the Erlangcommunity on how Erlang might be made more appealing to softwareãevelopment [ioup, like ours.

etwork

In fact, they may never complete. The client Daemon must handle network timeouts in a context-sensitive manner
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2 Background
Since we and the company had developed many applications in C already, we had an intrinsic bias toward
this language. Early on, we built a rudimentary prototype in C using the Libero [Lib] and SMT [SMT] tools
by iMatix and using the familiar rpcgen and libc's ONC RPC library to handle the data transport over
the network to the remote Data Servers. The Libero/SMT finite-state machine approach seemed a viable
way to manage the Client Daemon's growth if we decided we liked SMT, and we wouldn't lose much time if
we didn't like it.

2.1 C Prototype
We confirmed our suspicions that the ONC RPC stub generator, rpcgen, generates some really ugly code.
F\rrthermore, it assumes that all RPC calls are fully synchronous. Even modern rpcgen implementations
capable of generating thread-safe stubs assume the calls are synchronous. As a result, we had to write our
own RPC call mux/demux code, ignoring most of what rpcgeu had created and bypassing much of the ONC
RPC library's infrastructure.

After just over a month of coding, the Libero/SMT version of the Client Daemon was capable of inter-
acting with both the applications and the Data Servers, although it was by no means ready for production
use. At this point, we had learned a lot about RPC client stubs, RPC server stubs, XDR encoding, RPC
fragment reassembly, and other RPC arcana, but the Client Daemon still had at least one obscure memory
leak, its performance seemed slower than estimates predicted, and there were a great many core features
that still needed to be implemented.

2.2 Erlang Discovered
Before starting the first prototype, we had conducted an exhaustive literature search to learn what lessons
we could from the work of others. During this time, we came across references to the HTTP load balancer
Eddie [Edd], which is written in Erlang. Erlang's built-in concurrency model was seductive: all the threading
add-ons to C and C++ looked uþly by comparison. The "standard" Erlang libraries and OTP helped keep
us from typing too much. Tony Rogvall gave us the source code to a full-featured ONC RPC library, allowing
us to avoid a lot of XDR- and RPC-related drudge work.2

Also, around this time we had the opportunity to talk with a number of the software engineers at
Bluetail A.B. who have written most of an email proxying system, called the Mail Robustifier [Blu], in
Erlang. The fact that these folks had done significant work on an email-related project in Erlang increased
our confidence in Erlang's viability. Their kindness to answer some general questions about coding such a
project in Erlang helped us tremendously.

Two potential benefits of using Erlang were most appealing: higher programmer productivity and easier-
to.maintain code. It was difficult to tell how many of the success stories from Ericsson and other companies
using Erlang were worthwhile praise and how many were hype. Since our group was already familiar with a
wide variety of arcane languages, we rvere quickly able to understand the reasons that these claims might be
more than just smoke. We felt that if Erlang could live up to its promises, many of the goals of the project
could be met much more easily with Erlang than with C, especially given our time-to.market concerns.

3 Implementation in Erlang
ft's no surprise that software development managers are uncomfortable adopting new programming languages
or techniques. Trying new a¡rd radical techniques with the industry's current time-to-market demands is
usually a recipe for disaster. Sendmail, Inc.'s management was as skeptical as one would expect. Our dabbling
with developing a second Client Daemon prototype in Erlang was greeted cautiously. Outside of our team,

2We have contributed our enhanced version of his package to the Erlang community. It should be available at
http://wrr.erlaag.orgluser.htnt by the time of the conference.
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4 Sendmail Meets Erlang

nobody in our company had even heard of the language, much less knew anything about developing software
in it.

3.1 The Second Prototype
The beginning of the learning curve was steep. The simple matter of writing a non-trivial program in a
functional language is a radical change for people used to working with procedural languages such as C or
Perl. We used parts of the OTP as best we understood them. The result was not pretty, but it worked.

Once we got over the startup costs of coming to terms with the new language, the Erlang prototype
fell together quickly. After a month and a half, the Erlang Client Daemon had surpassed the ùúero/Slif
prototype in stability and feature set with comparable performance. We didn't discover any project-iitti.rg
issues, so we recommended to our management that we complete our development of the Client óaemo., ii
Erlang.

3.2 Convincing Management To Let Us Continue
Our team had the advantage of being small and closely-knit. The design and prototype development had
been done in a "skunkworks"-like atmosphere: most of the company was preoccupied with otheì projects.
Given the size of our team, the promise of writing a complex application using a rãlatively small number of
lines of code, and our time-to-market constraints, our team agreed that the potential benefits were worth
risking our project on Erlang.

Our management was skeptical about using Erlang for production code. First, they felt the discomfort
normally associated with radical ideas. Second, no other developers knew it, which makes it more difficult
to solicit advice or conduct code reviews in-house. Third, management felt that it might be hard to hire
programmers for the team, since they would have to know both c and Erlang.

On the first and second points, we \¡r'ere still not entirely comfortable with the language ourselves, but
both we and our management team were willing to set aside discomfort if the reasons fo, ãoing ,orrr"ihirrg
new v/ere compelling enough. On the issue of hiring, we pointed out that we had come up to speed fairly
quickly' We felt that any programmer with an adventurous spirit could learn Erlang as quickly as we haã
(especially with our mentoring) and that our projections about time-to-market made this a worthwhile
trade-off. F\rrther, they were persuaded by our estimates about how quickly we could code and debug this
application in Erlang as opposed to C. In the end, the rapid development schedule was able to compÃsate
for the risk, since "If you're going to fail, fail early [Brog5]."

3.3 Further Development and Performance T\¡ning
We spent the next several months tightening up the code, improving Tony's RPC library, filling out features
in the Client Daemon, improving the Client Library, and fixing bugs. While the corå of thã system was
coming together, we had two outstanding concerns. The first was that we found the overall structure of the
code to be vaguely unsettling, and the Client Daemon still didn't perform as well as we'd like.

Prior to starting work on this project, we had established performance goals. One of our reallr- big concerns
going into this project was that the Client Daemon would be doing a lot of data copying. There would be
significant performance penalties if it could not do so efficiently. The default drivers in t¡ã prlu.,g emulator
implement I/O via disk, pipes to spawned sub-processes, and TCP or UDP network connections. The only
way to have direct communication with an unrelated UNIX process is through TCP or UDP sockets, whicir
are not as efficient as other IPC mechanisms.

We created some crude programs that simulated how the Client Daemon might perform if it could interact
with the outside world using UNIX domain sockets, through an mrnap O-style DMA mechanism, and via other
mechanisms. We saw some potential for improvement there, but we still didn't know what was consuming
all of our systems' resources.
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We used the Erlang profiler, eprof , to determine which processes were taking most of the CPU time.

Unfortunately, it was difficult to measure CPU time (versus wall-clock time) consumed or a global context
for the answer. We also had no insight as to how much time was spent in the runtime system for things
like scheduling, memory management, linked-in drivers, and message-passing. To answer these questions, we

compiled the virtual machine with gprof support. This gave us a global context for the performance data,
but didn't give us any correlation with the Erlang code, only with the C code. For instance, we knew how

much of the resources were taken up by garbage collection, but we did not know which processes or modules

were producing the most garbage.

3.4 Outside Assistance

At this point, we felt that we could accelerate our progress with some outside help. Fliends in the Erlang
community recommended Lennart Öhrn*.r (one of the authors of this paper), an experienced Erlang developer

and trainer.
After being briefed on what we were doing and why, Lennart first set out to explain current best practice

regarding process hierarchy, including supervisor structure principles and process linking techniques.3 Since

the Client Daemon was not written using a strict top-down approach, but grew via more "organic" methods,

we never looked at the entire process structure as a whole, and thus had a process hierarchy that was

structured poorly. In hindsight, much of his advice seemed like common sense, and we probably would have

figured it out eventually, but we never stumbled across it in our perusal of the current documentation and
our inspection of other Erlang applications. Lennart's presentation was much more efficient than discovering
the principles ourselves by trial and error.

We also received a great deal of training on parts of the OTP that we hadn't yet used. We learned quite
a number of best practices for Erlang coding that we hadn't found documented anywhere or found only after
we knew what to look for. Overall, this contributed a great deal to the organization of our code, making it
more flexible, structured, and readable, and generally enabled us to think more clearly about its architecture.

The performance issues proved to be more difficult. We discussed several ideas on how to speed things
up. One idea was to run the legacy applications as an Erlang I/O port under the Client Daemon, allowing
communication with that process using a pipe rather than an IP socket. However, that technique won't
work with those legacy applications that fork. We considered adding an Erlang driver that would allow
zero-copy IIO of bulk data in and out of the virtual machine (in most cases), but the time to implement
such a modification to the system ran against our time-to'market constraints and has been shelved for future
consideration.

It was brought to our attention that there haven't been many Erlang projects that are both I/O intensive
and have had externally-driven performance goals. Our application's workload seems atypical in today's
Erlang usage, excepting Eddie and Bluetail's products. While it has been disappointing not to reach our o
pri,ori performance goals, detailed study suggests that our performance shortfall is probably related more to
thè UNIX process architecture and less to our language choice.

After performing code cleanup based on Lennart's suggestions, we prepared for an initial test release of
the system during the summer of 2000. That release has been put on hold while we perform integration work
with another complex legacy application and improve our monitoring system.

4 Lessons Learned

Working with Erlang over the past year has been educational. We've learned a number of lessons that we

think are worth sharing with the rest of the community.

3"Imagine your application running for ten years. How many uncontrolled processes are you willing to tolerate?" This was
a perspective we desperately needed.

b
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4.L Erlang is Quickly Learned
Even in isolation, a decent programmer can quickly come up to speed on the basics of Erlang, with greater
ease than with many other more popular languages. With mentoring, we expect that a new person could
be able to understand enough of our existing code to begin making non-trivial contributions in less than a
month.

4.2 OTP Isn't So Quickly Learned
Proficiency with the OTP, however, is another matter. In our estimation, there simply isn't sufficient docu-
mentation to expect isolated programmers to make decent use of OTP on their own. We often found ourselves
making up too many things as we went along. We'd make informal bets that such-and-such a problem had
already been solved but we didn't know how. The erlarg-questions mailing list [erlb] was invaluable -as long as we had a coherent question to ask - but it was hard to know what we might be missing.

If we'd been learning Erlang at Ericsson the same ¡¡/ay we learned C, rubbing shoulders with much
more experienced programmers and tackling small, self-contained projects, we would have had a much easier
experience. Unfortunately, we had to immediately create the architecture for a major application. Without
a mentor, the best place for education is by reading existing code of well-written applications. However,
without commentary, we would expect the novice Erlang programmer to miss many subtle issues involved
in employing it correctly. We certainly did. If mentoring isn't an option, we think a training course in the
use of the OTP after the developers have some familiarity with the language is probably wise.

4.3 Erlang rs Good For Both Rapid Prototype and Production code
Now that we're more proficient with Erlang, prototyping new ideas is a rapid process. Once the prototype
is done, it can often be folded into production code with only small modifications.

The language, together with the standard and OTP librariés, provides an extremely useful framework.
We're free to consider important operational issues from the beginning, knowing that many mundane details
are already taken care of. The process linking concept, together with process supervision trees, is the most
valuable, in our experience. The tools for event logging are a close runner-up. And the inter-node message-
passing infrastructure is so easy to use it's hard to explain to programmers not familiar with the language.

4.4 Erlang Performs'Well
Our first experiences with bulk I/O with Erlang were bad, since the original version of the RPC code moved
all data as lists of bytes rather than binaries. Once we modified our code to be binary-friendly, we saw its
performance increase by more than an order of magnitude. Without binary data types, though, the language,s
performance would have been abysmal for our application.

For a single application reading or writing a large file over the network, data throughput measures of the
Erlang and C Client Daemons are identical: the performance of both is limited by network latency. When
performing multiple concurrent bulk reads or writes through the same Client Daemon, the C prototype is
faster, but only by a couple of percentage points. We were pleasantly surprised to find the difference so small.
We have found that our performance shortfall, relative to C, is due to a small penalty per byte of bulk data
in each RPC transaction, and a large penalty per transaction. We hope that the former can be addressed by
a more advanced network driver or other IPC mechanisms, and that the latter can be addressed bv further
tuning our code.

4.5 We 'Would Use Erlang Again
Many advanced programming languages are useful for research but have severe deficiencies for production
work. Erlang doesn't fit that pattern. Our increased productivity with Erlang more than offset the difficulties
of learning the language. Aside from wanting access to UNIX domain sockets and shared memory, the
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language provided most of the tools we needed to develop the prototype and then expand it into a production-
quality system. Indeed, we had difrculties with the packaging and distribution tools largely because they
provided more functionality than those in the traditional C/UNIX environment.

We worried that the virtual machine might be too slow for our purposes. Instead, performance has not
been a big issue: Erlang's performance is on par with our C prototype. The next big performance increase will
come from changing the communication channel between the Client Daemon and its applications, probably
using shared memory. If we were to use that scheme in both languages, we expect we would see comparable
performance, and we expect the Erlang version would be finished sooner.

If we had to do this all over again, we'd still use Erlang.

5 What Erlang Needs
'We've got a long wish list of things we'd like to see in future Erlang/OTP releases: enhancements to the virtual
machine, new built-in functions, expanded libraries, more supported platforms, and better documentation.
Fortunately, under the Erlang Public License [EPL], the source code is available for us to modify to suit our
needs. Many of these things aren't tremendously difficult to doa, and we may yet implement some of them,
but code is almost always nicer if someone else writes and maintains it.

We realize many of these wishes may be fulfilted by the R7 release of Erlang/OTP. However, since we do
not have that release at the time this document is being written, these wishes are based on the R6B release.

5.1 Better Documentation of Best Coding Practices
The Erlang book is the best reference we've found for learning the language. However, documentation on the
Open Telecom Platform is confined to the reference material in the online documentation [Erla]. In fairness
to the current OTP documentation, it is a good reference resource, but it's not a tutorial. You simply need
to know where to look and to know if it's the right hammer to pound any particular nail.

Programmers coming from a C/UNIX background are accustomed to an edit-compile-debug work cy-
cle inherited from batch-processing origins. Interactive editors and integrated development environments
have accelerated the cycle but have not changed its fundamental character. The interactive interpreter was
therefore a little puzzling - how should it be used in daily work? Being unable to learn at the knees of
local experienced Erlang programmers, we experimented on our own. Having a detailed "user story" in
the documentation, a low-level chronicle of a typical day programming Erlang, would have accelerated this
process.

5.2 More, Better, and Faster IPC Mechanisms
Understanding that our desires are biased toward the applications we typically work on, we'd like to see
UNIX domain sockets formally supported. We'd also love to dabble with shared memory, though it can be
problematic in a system where memory management is hidden from the programmer. We'd love to see a
more efficient TCP and UDP driver, one that makes use of the outputvO driver interface to allow use of
vectored I/O primitives and other efficiency mechanisms.

'We understand the portability concerns raised by supporting these admittedly platform-specific features.
It can make "write once, run anywhere" code more difficult to write and maintain.s Such feature creep
presents a slippery slope: what new features are platform-independent enough, or is customer demand great
enough? In our opinion, the need for fast IPC warrants their use in the standard Erlang distribution.

As discussed in Section 4.5, Erlang is a surprisingly useful, practical language. Support for additional
IPC mechanisms can only encourage other adventurous programmers to develop other Erlang applications
that break yet more new ground.

4As an example, we've already experimented with having the TCP and UDP drivers allocate their bufiers from a shared
memory pool.

sThe Client Daemon runs quite well on Erlang/OTP for Windows NT, despite intentionally ignoring NT during development.

I
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5.3 Better Debugger

The debugger in Erlang/OTP R6 is useful, but it needs enhancements. We would love to see a binding
watchpoint feature added. A more streamlined "compile, debug, edit, compile, debug newly-edited code in
the same debugger environment" cycle, one that requires fewer mouse clicks, would be nice. Also, it would be
handy to save breakpoint settings in a context-sensitive manner, attempting to maintain breakpoint locations
despite adding or deleting lines of code prior to the breakpoint.

5.4 Better Profiling Tools

We've spent a good deal of effort trying to understand the performance characteristics of the BEAM VM in
general and of our application running within it. The Erlang/OTP R6 profiling tool, eprof , is okay at best
and utterly inaccurate at v/orst. We ended up working on a better tool,ô but the effort has been timited by
the VM's process trace output itself: it can fail to mention execution of some short functions, which throws
off function call counts and can lead to misattribution of execution time.

The fundamental problem is the lack of a global context for the profiling results. If eprof profiling reveals
a function to be the tall tent pole within a given process, it may still be insignificant if the profiled process
is only a small fraction of the overall runtime. The user-contributed top tool [Top] is useful for getting a
system-wide view of VM reductions, but it cannot account for reductions made by short-lived processes.
Furthermore, there is no accurate correlation between VM reductions and either CPU or wall-clock time.

To give a global context for our performance, we used gprof to measure the BEAM VM as a C program.
This didn't allow us to directly measure the execution of our program code, but .vr'e were able to see the
relative weights of bytecode execution, message-passing, garbage collection, and linked-in drivers.

Within the Erlang code, we see the need for both process-oriented and function-oriented profiling. We
also need the ability to create a gprof-style call graph. Lastly, we need both wall-clock and CPU-clock timing
statistics.

5.5 Better String Handling
Being avid Perl hackers, it may be unfair to criticize Erlang for weak string handling features, but we'll do
it anyway. The functions found in the standard string module are a good base. But Erlang's treatment of
strings as lists of bytes is as elegant as it is impractical. The factor-of-eight storage expansion of text, as well as
the copying that occurs during message-passing, cripples Erlang for ali but theiosi performance-insensitive
text-processing applications.

Erlang's treatment of binaries, by contrast, has so far proven to be a showcase for the language's features
without a significant cost in performance. We'd much rather see a string library, parser-generator, etc., based
on binaries, or on some new binary-like string representation, rather than the current list representation.

5.6 Multiprocessing Support and Memory Usage

Again' on this topic Erlang is caught between a rock and a hard place. On multiprocessing machines, we,d
really like to see the virtual machine take advantage of as many CPUs as are available, especially since
moving data between Erlang instantiations via IPC currently requires several data copies and is therefore
expensive. We see no reason why SMP support would require any change to the language or its libraries. It
would require a massive redesign of the virtual machine and possibly large sections of platform-specific code
to get the best performance. However, if Erlang lvants to be considered for applications like ours on high-end
hardware, SMP support is necessity.

We understand that with R7 we'll see the VM able to use up to 4 GBytes of RAM, but, again, for high
end applications this isn't enough. We need to be able to run our system on 12* processor machines wilh

6We were desperate enough to modify eprof for greater accuracy and to try to measure both wall-clock and CpU time. See
http: //rñri¡. erlang. orglul-archive/erlang-questions/20000S/nsgO00E2 . htnl.
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12+ GBytes of RAM. For the foreseeable future, this means running multiple virtual machines per physical
server, which is something we'd prefer not to do.

5.7 More Support For 'Writing Network Servers

Many important Internet applications, such as the Apache web server and the BIND naming daemon, are
moving toward a multithreaded programming model. We shudder to think of using C/pthreads to achieve
this. With the imminent release of the bit syntax, we see a great opportunity for Erlang to be the premiere
language for serious Internet server development.

We'd like to see more support for writing servers providing TCP- and UDP-based protocols. While there
are a few sample applications to learn from, more could be done to assist programmers communicating via
an IP network to non-Erlang-based clients. Items on this wish list include:

o More documentation and examples of non-trivial clients and servers of popular protocols.

o Allow a listening TCP socket to operate in an "active" mode, i.e. by allowing gen-tcp:acceptO to
send a message to the listening process rather than as a blocking function call.7 This would allow a
gen-server to directly accept new connections without blocking.

o Streamline/simplify the process for passing ownership of a newly-accepted socket descriptor process
to another process. The most natural way to write a per-session process's start O entry point is
to have the TCP connection socket ¿rs an argument and to give the new process's PID as a return
value. However, there is a race between the new process using the socket (e.g. printing a prompt or
greeting) and the listener process changing the socket ownership. This race can be resolved with some
message-p¿ìssing for synchronization, but it has occurred often enough in our code to be annoying.

o Avoid needless data copies across the driver boundary.

o The binary synta:r will help immensely with network byte-order conversions and (un)packing encoded
data structures.

With a few clean-ups and an eye towards attracting a wider audienóe, we feel that Erlang can make
significant strides as a network application language.

6 Conclusion

We were surprised at the extent to which Erlang fulfilled its promises. It took some effort, but it was
straightforward for developers to come up to speed on the language, and its use significantly reduced the time
it took to produce working code. While we still believe that Erlang has some deficiencies, it has demonstrated
itself as a first class prototyping language, and we have no qualms about shipping a production application
based upon it. A number of Erlang's features are novel and compelling. As we look at other projects written
in C, we often find ourselves thinking about solving their problems with Erlang. While there are a great
number of places in which the language and its environment could be significantly improved, Erlang is already
a fascinating language that deserves a wider audience than it currently has.
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NETSim - six years with Erlang

a NETSim - a Network Element Test Simulator

a What is NETSim?

a rechnical challenges and their solution with Erlang/orp

a Administrative challenges and their sotution with Erlang/orp

a Summary

Ericsson Radio Systems AB 2000-09-20



NETSim in a telephone network

Simulated NE

lReal Network Etement (NE) O&M traffic:
- Commands and responses
- Gorba method calls-
- Alarms and notifications
- Files

OSS or NMS

lPorX .25 network
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NETS|m

' 
NETSim simulates the operations and maintenance (o&M) functions of net-work elements (exchanges) in a tetephone network

a Customers:
o Developers and testers_of operation support systems (oss) and

Network Management Systems (NMS)tr Trainers of OSS and NMS operators

a lnstallations:
E¡ Ericsson deveropment, test and education departments

all over the world

Scope:a
o Many different o&M protocors (MTp, ilop, ftp, x29, MrR ternet...)o Many different types of simulated NEso Many different versions of each type of simutated NEo Many different o&M functions ([tr,ll- commands, corba methods)o Many simultaneous simulated NEso Many simultaneous userso Heavy O&M traffic

Ericsson Radio Systems AB
2000-09-20



Tech. challenge 1 - Product structure
a Different products for ditferent markets

a cSM
o PDC (Pacific Digital Ceilutar)
o UMTS
o GeneralAXEsimulation
B User developed products

O Many functions in more than one product
c¡ General AXE simulation
o General Gorba functions
o User interfaces
o NETSim information model

2000-09-20
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Tech. challenge 1 - Product structure
Solution:
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Tech. challenge 2 - Many "commands"
NETSim shall simulate many different "commands" in many
different versions of many different types of NEs,

Base Station Controller (BSC)

R7
a Example of commands

tr AXE commands (CACLR SAAll, NTCOP)
o Corba methods (basic_create_MO)

a Solution: One Erlang module per command
o Unique module names:

- ntcop_bscrG.erl
- ntcop_bscrT.erl
- ntcop_bscrS.erl

D - 1100 modules (Erlang/OTP runtime 738)
o Search database per NE type which

maps command to Erlang module
u Structured modules would have been nice

NTCO

R8

NTCOPilI

2000-09-20
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Tech. challenge 3 - Many NEs
a Many NEs must be active simultaneously

tr System test - 300 to 600 simulated NEs - > 4000 in the future
o Function test - a number of testers (10) have one network each (10-50 NEs)

O Other requirements
o Each NE shall have its own database where the following functions shall

be possible independenily and at any time:
- save database (10 - 30,000 records)
- restore database
- copy database to another simulated NE

o Load distribution over several computers must be possibte'

a Solution: NETSim database implementation:
o ets tables with a wrapper around (mmldb, nets¡mdb)

[{{Table, Key}, [{Tag, Vatue}, ...1}...]
o Mnesia too rigid - we have looked at it

a Solution: NETSim load distribution imptementation:
E Distributed Erlang, see next page

Ericsson Radio Systems AB 2000-09-20
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Tech. challenge 3 - Many NEs

h3,ïll'1"" Erlang nodes in NETSim

ttCommon"

ö SS - superserver - administers licenses and keeps
track of all other nodes ("fixed point")

O CL - client - administers the networks of simulated
NEs for one user

a Ul - user interface - graphical (Java) or command
line interface

a S - server - executes simulated NEs.
Limitations to consider:
tr Number of ets tables per Erlang node

=> max - 256 NEs per server
o Number of unix file descriptors per unix pro-

cess
o Memory size of computers
o One Erlang ORB (Orber) per NETSim server

a Very dynamic environment - nodes come and go all
disk

s s

ulss

UI s

s
CL

UIs

S
CL

s
UI

UNIX
computer

;l
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Challenge 4 - Technological frontline

a First Erlang (R2?) in NETSim had no ets, no behaviours...

a Until 1998 Erlang grew and NETSim foltowed

a With new GUI (Java) 1997: Erlang - Java coupling through iinterface and ic
(first through Orber) - unfortunately gs is not good enougtr.

a With UMTS (3rd gen mobile systems) NETSim is pushing Ertang:
o Corba - Orber
o Corba - CosNotifications
o Many R7 changes caused by NETSim requirements

a Very good cooperation with and support from Erlang/OTp:
o Niclas Eklund and Babbis Xagorarakis

Ericsson Radio Systems AB 2000-09-20



Tech. challenge 5 - parallelism

a Requirements:

o Many NEs executing at the same time
o Several parallel command sessions per NE
o Many Uls open at the same time

a Solution:
Et Erlang processes for commands and NEs
o D¡str¡buted Erlang for parallet Uls

11
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Adm. challenge - Lead times and freq. deliveries

NE development Real NE available

uent

OSS development Function

NETSim development

deliveries deliveries
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Adm. challenge 1 - Lead times
a Solution: The outstanding proOuctiuity in Erlang/OTp due to

o loading of code into an executing system
o behaviours (both faster coding and repeated loading)
o its high level
o This gives

==) Ìêâl short turn-around times (a few seconds)
==> development in a "real" NETSim installation
==> incremental development: "write 3 lines and then test them"
==> development, basic test and integration test at once
==> time is spent on making functions - not on debugging
==) GOrnpact source code - easy to read and easy to maintain

a Solution: Erlang/OTP is easy to tearn
o we have had many persons writing "commands" over the years

and no one has known Erlang in advance

13
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Adm. challenge 2 - Frequent deliveries

O Problem:

E¡ lncremental deliveries so test can start early
o Frequent changes
o Often parallel support to different customers

O Solution (all implemented as Erlang programs)
o Daily build (also used as part of system test)
o Administration tool (about 32 different windows implemented

three weeks using gs)
o Automatic test records
o This gives:

==> The status of the source code known at all times
==> Anyone can do configuration management tasks
==> Beta delivery with 24 hours notice
==> Alpha delivery with S hours notice
==> Patch delivery with returning mait (seldom needed)

in about

Ericsson Radio Systems AB 2000-09-20



Adm. challenge 2 - Frequent deliveries
Daily build process

a Build allfunction blocks (2 hours)

a lnstallfunction blocks of one product

t Perform black-box testing of all functions directly availabte to the customer
(without programming). (i - 2 hours/product)

a lnstall test programs (dynamic linking again)

' 
Perform black-boxtesting of application programmer interfaces and white-box
letllg of internal interfaces (NOTE: the-proluct we deliver to our customers
is Nor contaminated with tesi programsj. F - 2 hours/proauci¡. - -

a Go back and installthe next product

' fo¡ all products tested generate a test record (which is automatically pub-
lished on the intranet)

15
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a

Summary
Without the following properties of Erlang/OTP it would have been impossible
to develop and maintain NETSim with the small team we have been
(2 - 15 persons):

so easy to learn - and still so powerful
so fast to develop in because of loading of code into an executing system
so flexible because it allows distribution and dynamic linking
so powerful because of its light-weight processes

a some other nice features which have saved us a lot of time:
o behaviours, ets
E¡ the tools tv, pman and debuggêr =¡ debugging at customer-sitéso ASN.1, SNMR orber - so far no 3rd party piooucts needed

a My personal experiences in programming:
o I programmed assemble¡ Forth and Pascal 1966 - lggo and enjoyed itE¡ I learned C++ in 1990 and distiked ito ln 1993 I thought about working with project management and system

design rather than to program in C++o Since 1993 ¡ have worked with ¡_vstem design and produced more pro-
grams than ever - in Erlang - and lstillenjoy it.

0
o
o
o
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A High Performance Erlang System

ABSTRACT
Erlang is a concurrent functional programming language de-
signed to ease the development of la.rge-scale distributed soft
real-time control applications. It has so fa¡ been quite suc-
cessful in this application domain, despite the fact that its
cunently available implementations are emulators of virtual
machines. In this paper, ì¡/e improve on the performance
aspects of Erlang implementations by presenting HipE, an
open-source native code compiler for Erlang. HiPE is a com-
plete implementation of Erlang, offers flexible integration
between emulated and native code, and efficiently supports
features crucial for Erlang's application domain such as con-
currency. As our performance evaluations show, HiPE. is
currently the fastest amoDg all Erlang implementations.

I. INTRODUCTION
The concurrent functional programming language Erlang
was designed by Ericsson to add¡ess the needs of large-
scale distributed soft real-time control applications [2]. Such
applications routinely arise in products developed by the
telecommunications industry. Erlang caters for these needs
with a run-time system that provides many features often
associated with an operating system rather than a program-
ming language. These features include scheduling of light-
weight concurrent processes, automatic memory manage-
ment, networking, protection from deadlocks and program-
mer errors, and support for continuous operation even when
performing software upgrades.

After around a decade of existence, Erlang is generally con-
sidered as a "success-story" in declarative progremniag l¿tr-
guages; see e.g. [25]. Users experience that Erlang allows
telecommunication systems to be programmed with less ef-
fort and fewer errors than by using conventional program-
ming language technology [1, 5]. It is worthwhile to note
that such systems typically consist of several hundred thou-
sand lines of source code (the size is pa^rtly due to the com-
plexity of the telecommunication protocols), and rely heavily
upon the concurrency capabilities of Erlang.
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The industry, besides Ericsson, is showing a growing inter-
est in Erlang, but there is a very limited choice of compilers,
partly due to Erlang's-until recently exclusive-,,in-house',
developmeut. Also, as an implementor of these compilers
publicly admits [1]: 'performance has always been a ma-
jor problem' and 'we are (even) considering adding imper-
ative features to the language to solve these (performance)
problems'. Indeed, the performance of current implementa-
tions of Erlang is inferior to that of good implementations
of other functional programming languages; see also [8, 11].
In the competitive ma¡ket of telecommunications, however,
the need for a high-performance implementation is some-
times pressing.
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As one such example, consider AXD 301, a new generation
ATM switching system from Ericsson [5]. The major part of
AXD 301's software is written in Erlang; it consists of about
480,000 lines ofErlang code, with about 95,000 ofthem con-
stituting the time-critical modules of the system. Speeding
up this time-critical part would be more than welcome by
the AXD 301 engineering team, ìet alone Ericsson, because
this speedup directly corresponds to the ATM switch being
capable of servicing more requests; see also [5].

Currently, complete implementations of Erlang are based. on
emulators of virtual machines. This gives them good porta-
bility, but emulation incurs a performance penalty to Erlang
programs which some users wish-and in some cases need
to-avoid. Ways to avoid the performance problems caused
by emulation are: 1) compile to a sufficiently low-level and
fast language such as C or 2) use the recently proposed
C-- [19] as a portable assembly language, 3) use a retar-
getable code generator such as ML-RISC [18] or  ) the gcc
back-end [21j, or 5) compile directly to native code. Each of
these implementation choices has u/ell-known pros and cons
but one can roughly expect a decrease in portability and
an increase in performance and implementation effort for a
higher choice number; see also the above references and the
references therein.

Perhaps another issue deserves attentio¡r: byte-code emula-
tors usually result in smaller object code size than C_based
or native code compilers. Although object code size is be_
coming less and less of a concern nowadays, it is still a poten_
tial problem when the source code of the application con_
sists of several hund¡ed thousand lines. Also, not paying
attention to code size can result in poor I-cache behavioui
leading to significant performance degradation. Ideally, a
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system should provide a seamless integration of emulated
and native code execution, and allow its user to choose the
execution mode individually for each application component
based on the various space/time trade-offs that are involved.
Information about these trade-offs should also be something
that the system provides to its user.

This paper presents our approach to the eficient execution
of Erlang. We have developed a system, HipE, which com-
bines the performance cha¡acteristics of a native code com-
piler with the benefits of an emulated implementation. HipE
currently uses the JAM emulator [1] as a basis and allows
selective compilation of whole modules or individual func-
tions into native code, which is then executed directly by the
underlying ha¡dwa¡e. Besides fully describing the architec-
ture of HiPE and the changes to the JAM run-time system
needed to support native code execution, we discuss va¡ious
technical issues that this emulated/native code integration
entails in the context of Erlang and how we dealt with them.
More specifically:

Processes in Erlang are extremely light-weight, their num-
ber in typical applications is quite big, and their mem-
ory requirements vary dynamically. Erlang's concurrency
primitives-spartr, "!" (send), and receive-allow a pro-
cess to spawn new processes and communicate with other
processes through asynchronous message passing. Any data
value can be sent a.s a message and processes may be lócated
on any machine. Each process bas a mailboø, essentially a
message queue, where each message sent to the process will
arrive. Message selection from the mailbox occurs though
pattern matching. There is no shared memory between pro_
cesses and distribution is almost invisible in Erlang. To
support robust systems, a process can register to receive a
message if another one terminates.

. we compa¡e and analyse the performance of existing
Erlang implementations on ,,standard', small bench_
marks and on large progtams from actual industrial
Erlang applications and show that HipE,s performance
is superior.

r we pay special attention to supporting hot-cod,e load,ing
(see next section) and error handling in HipE;

o we describe a method for performing tail call optimiza-
tion in a mixed mode of execution where a separate
stack is used for each mode-this method is probably
folklore but, to the best of our knowledge, iL has noi
been reported in the literature;

Erlang applications typically consist of a number of mod-
ules: an Erlang module defines a number of functions. Only
explicitly exported functions may be called from other mod-
ules. Calling functions in different modules, called remote
calls, is done through supplying name of the module of the
called function. During execution of functions, tail call op_
timization is performed. As in other functional languages,
Erlang's memory management is automatic through ga"úgu
collection. The real-time concerns of the Ianguage call fór
bounded-time ga^rbage collection techniques; sãe [ãa, 16]. In
practice, garbage collection times are usually small as most
processes are short-lived or small in size.

To perform system upgrading while allowing continuous op_
eration, an Erlang system needs to cater for the ability io
change the code of a module while the system is running, so
called hot-code loailing. Processes that execute old code can
continue to run, but a¡e expected to eventually switch to the
new version of the module by issuing a remote call (which
will alwãys invoke the most recent version of that orod,rt"¡.
Erlaug provides mechanisms for allowing a process to time_
out while waiting for messages and a catch/throw_style ex_
ception mechanism for error handling.

The Erlang language wa.s purposely designed to be small,
but comes with libra¡ies containing a large set of built-in
functions (known as B.IFs). With the Opãn Telecom pìat_
form (OTP) middlewa¡e [23], Erlang is extended with stan_
da¡d solutions to common requirements of telecommunica_
tion applications (servers, state machines, process monitors,
load balancing), standard interfaces (CORBA), and stan_
dard communication protocols such as HTTP and FTp.

3. JAM: THE BASIS OF HIPE
HiPE is based on the bytecode emulated JAM implemen-
tation of Erlang, to which it adds the ability to compile
and execute Erlang as native machine code. HipE is a new
component (currently 30,000 lines of Erlang code and 3,000
lines of C and assembly code) added to an ðtherwise mostly
unchanged JAM system; only the JAM emulator and the
garbage collector have been extended to be aware of native
code. Because of this tight integration, we describe relevant
aspects of the basic JAM system here; Section 4 continues
with HiPE-specifics.r

To make this paper self-contained, we begin by reviewing
the cha¡acteristics of Erlang (Section 2). Sections 3 and 4
form the main pa.rt of this paper and describe the basic
cba¡acteristics ofHiPE, its architecture, and the integration
of native and emulated execution within the same run-time
system. Section 5 contains a performance comparison of
HiPE against other implementations of Erlang, both indus_
trial and academic, and against other functional languages.
Section 6 contains additional measurements on some of the
benchma¡k programs used in our performance evaluation
that give more insight on HiPE's performance. We end this
paper with some concluding remarks.

2. A BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO ERLANG
Erlang is a dynamically typed, strict, concurreut functional
programmi¡g language. It is possible to create closures in
Erlang, but typical Erlang programs are mostly first-order.
Er-lang's basic data types are atoms, numbers (integers with
a^rbitrary precision and floats), process identifiers, and ref_
erences; compound data types are lists and tuples. There is
no destructive assignment of va¡iables and the fi¡st occur_
rence ofa va¡iable is its binding instance. Function selection
happens using pattern matching. Erlang's design inherits
some ideas from concurrent constraint logic programming
languages such as the use of flat guards in function clauses.

tHiPE is publicly a¡¡ailable as open-source. The current
retease ts based on Ericsson's Op.en Source Erlang 47.4.1.
See http://www.csd. uu.se/projectih¡p¿.



3.1 The JAM system
The JAM-based Erlang implementatiou uses JAM: a vir-
tual stack machine whose primitive operations closely cor-
respond to the Erlang language. For example, since Erlang
is a dynamically-typed language, JAM uses a self-describing
data representation v¡ith tagged values [10], and the emu-
lator's instructions operate on tagged values, never on raw
machine values.

3.1J The JAM compiler
The JAM compiler is a non-optimising compiler which per-
forms a straightforward translation to the JAM virtual stack
machine. The object files contain bytecodes and relocation
entries which describe all symbolic references that must be
resolved by the loader.

3.1.2 The JAM loader
The JAM loader translates JAM bytecodes from the ex-
ternal format to the internal format expected by the JAM
emulator.

Erlang atoms a¡e symbolic constants, like atoms in Prolog
or symbols in Lisp. The internal representation of an atom
is its position in the atom table, which is not known until
runtime. Therefore, the fust task of the loader is to replace
symbolic references to atoms by their current internal rep-
resentation.

A remote (non-local) function call is represented by a triple
(module name, function narle, function a^rity). First the
names a¡e translaüed to internal atoms. Then special cases
a¡e identified, such as calls to the erlaag module which
become calls to C functions in the runtime system. Finally,
the JAM instruction at this call site is patched to reflect the
result.

After a module has been loaded, a global symbol table is
updated with information about the module, its exported
functions, and the code addresses at u¡hich those functions
start.

3.1.3 The JAM emulator
The JAM emulator is a single C function which executes
JAM instructions represented a.s bytecodes. The JAM im-
plementation is indirectly threaded 14, ITl. The emulator is
invoked on a runnable Erlang process, and executes code for
that process until it blocks. A process blocks either when it
attempts to read a message and its message queue is empty,
or when its "time slice" has expired. Time slices ile rep-
resented by work budgets, v¡hich are explicitly decremented
and checked at specific points in the emulator.

Each Erlang process is described by a process controì block
(PCB), a stack, a heap, and a set of pointer registers:

sp next word on the stack
fp start of current function's activation record
ap fust actual parameter
pc current bytecode instruction
cc debug information about the current function

The stack discipline is simple but unoptimised. At a call,
the parems¿¿rs are pushed in left-to-right order, followed
by a 4-word continuation record containing the caller's fp,
ap, pc, and cc. Then fp is set to point to the start of this
record, sp to the fi¡st word after the record, and ap to the
fust parameter (derived from fp and the callee's arity); see
Figure 1. (Note that ap now has the same value as the
caller's sp had before the call.) At return, sp is reset to ap,
then cc, pc, ap, and fp a¡e restored from the frame, and the
return value is pushed onto the stack.

aP -+

fP -r

sP -+ (stack grows down)

Figure l: JAM stack on entry to a function

In JAM, tail calls a.re complicated by the fact that the four-
word continuation frame is pushed after the pa.rameters in-
stead of before. Since the continuation frame is adjacent to
the parameter axea, it must be relocated whenever there is
a tail call and the caller and callee have difierent number
of parameters. At a tail call, the JAM emulator copies the
frame into temporary variables, then copies the outgoing
parameters from the bottom of the stack to the pa.rameter
a.rea, and then (if necessary) moves the copy back to the
stack.2

Exception handling is implementedby dynornic tracking [J).
On entry to a protected code block, a 2-word catch frame is
pushed onto the stack, containing a pointer to the previous
catch frame and the address of the fust instruction after
the protected block. The address of this frame is saved in
the PCB. To raise an exception, the stack is unwound one
call-frame at a time, until the activation record containing
the current catch f¡ame is found. The u¡winding procesi
simultaneously restores the sp, fp, ap, and cc registers.

3.2 Processes and memory management
An Erlang nod,e is an instance of the Erlang runtime system
executing on a given machine. On Unix, this is a single
Unix process. Within a node, Erlang processes a¡e created
dyn¡mically and execute as coroutines. A C procedure acts
as scheduler, continuously selecting a runnable process and
passing it to the emulator for execution.

Each Erlang process has a PCB, a stack, and a priuote !-rcap
for the data structures it creates. An Erlang process starts
with small stack and heap areas, which are grown when
needed. Compared to a typical implementation of posix
threads in Unix, which would allocate in the order of one
megabyte of virtual memory for each thread's stack, Erlang
2Performance could be improved by shrinkinq the frame to
a minimum: lp.is_redundant and cè can be cómputed from
pc when needed. If the continuation was pushed before the
parameters, jt could remain in place duiing tail talls [7,Section 4.6.1].

paxameter #1

parameter fn
caller's fp
caller's ap
caller's pc
caller's cc



processes a¡e extremely lightweight. An Erlang node is ex-
pected to handle hundreds or thousands of Erlang processes
with relative ease.

The garbage collector is of a standard two.generational stop-
and-copy type [16]. It does, however, have one interest-
ing design feature: each process' heap is strictly private to
that process, and no references a¡e allowed from one pro-
cess to another's heap. The advantage of this arrangement
is that it simplifies memory management. Since references
from other processes cannot occur, garbage collection is a
strictly local activity, and when a process terminates, its
menory can be reclaimed immediately. This is believed to
reduce total memory management costs, since the major-
ity of Erlang processes a.re expected to be short-lived or to
have small amounts of live data. The disadvantage, how-
ever, is that message passing must be implemented by data
copying, which reduces sharing and increases the pressure
on the memory caches.s Messages are expected to be small,
however.

4. HIPE: SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The HiPE compiler is called as an ordinary Erlang function,
within a running Erlang system. The smallest unit of com-
pilation is a function: given the name of an existing Erlang
function, the compiler translates that function,s JAM byte-
codes to SPARC V9 machine code, and then a linking phase
updates the system state so that future calls invoke the na-
tive code; see Section 4.2. ln this respect, HiPE resembles a
(user-invoked) JIT compiler. Alternatively, the HipE com-
piler can compile a whole Erlang module, and the result of
the compilation can be saved in a file, as symbolic SPARC
code. This file can later be loaded explicitly into the HipE
system.

Some Erlang applications are delivered only in bytecode for-
mat and no sources a¡e available. For example, before Er-
lang became open-source, Erlang libraries were only present
as JAM bytecode files. Therefore, HiPE was designed to be
able to take already,loaded functions in JAM bytecode for-
mat instead of Erlang source code as input. Although this
means that HiPE cannot perform some high-level optimiza-
tions, this compilation scheme offers more freedom to its
users: users have the possibility to identify (using HipE's
profiling tools) those functions and call paths that would
benefit most from compilation to native code and selectively
compile them. This way, HiPE combines the performance of
a native code system with the code compactness of a byte-
code system. This integration is very tight: code compiled
by HiPE uses the same runtime system and the s¡me built-in
functions as the JAM emulator.

4,1 The HiPE compiler
The compiler has four intermediate representations: an in-
ternal representation ofJAM bytecode, a high level interme-
diate language (ICode), a general register transfer language
(RTL), and a machine-specific assembly language, currently
only SPARC; see Figure 2. ICode, RTL, and SPARC are
represented as control flow graphs of basic blocks.

Erlang Run-Time System H\PE Compiler

Figure 2: Intermediate representations in HiPE.

The JAM bytecodes are translated to symbolic form by a
straightforward process. Internal atom numbers are con-
verted to real atoms, and branches to local functions are
translated to call instructions with symbolic function names.

IOode is based on a register-oriented virtual machine for
Erlang. Arguments and temporaries a¡e located in an in-
finite number of registers, and all values are proper Erlang
terms. The call stack is implicit, and calls preserve regis-
ters. Bookkeeping operations, such as heap overflow checks,
context switching, and time-slice decrements, are implicit.
The translation f¡om JAM bytecode to ICode uses a simu-
lated stack to map JAM stack slots to lCode registers. To
simplify dependency analysis in later compilation passes, a
renâming post-pass ensures that independent live ranges use
different registers.

The lCode is then optimised with standa¡d compiler opti-
mizations such as copy and constant propagation, and con-
stant folding. This is done in one pass over all extended
ba-sic blocks. Dead code removal is then performed to re-
move assignments to dead temporaries.

Unreachable code is removed by the translation to RTL,
since only reachable basic blocks are inserted in the RTL
control flow graph. Operations on Erlang values a¡e ex-
panded to make data tagging and untagging explicit.

The optimisations that were performed on lCode are applied
again to the RITL code. Heap overflow tests, call stack man-
agement, and the saving and restoring of registers a¡ound
calls are made explicit, and the standa¡d optimisations are
applied again. In order to limit the number of heap overflow
tests, they are propagated backwa¡ds a.s far as possible, and
adjacent tests are merged.

The RIL code then is translated to abstract SpARC code,
and registers are assigned using a graph-colouring register
allocator simila¡ to the one of Briggs et at. [6]. Finally,
symbolic references to atoms and functions are replaced by
their values in the running system, memory is allocated for
the code, and the code is linked into the system.

Sgm.bolic
JAMJAM

Byte-code
ICodeJAM

Emulator Data

RTL
Native
Code

SPARC

Memory

3We are planning to measure memory subsystem perfor-
mance by implementirlg a sha^red-heap-runtime syste'm and
compa.ring it against the current runtime system.



4.2 The HiPE linker
As described before, Erlang requires the ability to upgrade
code at runtime, without afrecting processes currently exe-
cuting the old version of that code.

The JAM system maintains a global table of all loaded mod-
ules. Each module descriptor contains a name, a list of
exported functions, and the locations ofits current and pre-
uious code segments. The exported functions always refer
to the current code segment. At a remote function call,
module:fu¡ction(para.neters. .. ), the JAM emulator first
performs a lookup based on module and function name. If
the function is found, the emulator starts executing its byte-
codes. Otherwise, an error handler is invoked.

In native code, each function call is a direct machine-level
call to an absolute address. When the caller's code is being
linked, the linker initialises the call to directly invoke the
callee. If the callee has not yet been loaded, the linker will
instead direct the call to a stub which performs the appropri-
ate error handling. If the callee exists, but only as emulated
bytecode, the linker directs the call to a stub which in turn
will invoke the JAM emulator.

In order to handle hot-code loading and dynamic compila-
tion at runtime, the linker also maintains information about
all call sites in native code. This information is used for
d,ynamic cod,e patching, as follows:

¡ When a module is updated with a new version of the
emulated code, all remote function calls from native
code to that module are located. These call sites are
then patched to call the new emulated code, via new
native-to-emulated code stubs.

o When an emulated function is compiled to native code,
each native code call site which refets to this function
is patched to call the new native code. The fi¡st in-
struction in the bytecode is also replaced by a new
instruction which will cause the native code version to
be invoked. Finally, the native-to-emulated stub used
to invoke it from native code is deallocated.

o When a module is unloaded and its memory is freed,
all native code call sites referring to this module are
patched to instead invoke an error handling stub. All
native code call sites within this now non-existent mod-
ule are also removed from the linker's data structures,
to prevent future attempts to update them.

Both the stauda¡d Erlang system and HiPE support load-
on-demand of modules. When invoked, the error handler
for undefined function calls will attempt to load the JAM
bytecodes for that module from the file system. If this is
successful, the call continues as normal. As a side-effect of
loading the JAM module, the HiPE linker will patch native
code call sites as described above.

4.3 Native code calling conventions
In the HiPE ruutime system, an Erlang process can execute
both emulated JAM code and native SPARC code. To facil-
itate data sharing, HiPE uses the same data representation

as JAM. However, the JAM calling convention is inappropri-
ate for native code, since JAM passes all parameters on the
stack and uses large call frames containing redundant infor-
mation. Instead, native code passes the return add¡ess and
the fust five parameters in registers, remaining parameters
(if any) on the native stack, and shrinks the fixed portion
of stack f¡ames to a single word for preserving the previous
return address. Currently, HiPE does not use the SPARC's
register windows; instead, registers a¡e saved and restored
a.s needed around function calls.

HiPE uses two stacks for each process, one for emulated
code (the estack) and one for native code (the nstack). An
ea¡lier version of HiPE used only one stack, but that scheme
was quickly abandoned as it was found to be quite complex
and difficult to implement correctly. Our current dual-stack
approach has disadvantages and advantages too:

- As described in Section 3.1.3, the JAM emulator im-
plements exception handling by creating a linked list of
catch frames on the stack. Native code uses the same
strategy, which means that each stack may contain
pointers to the other. If the runtime system ¡elocates
one stack (to increase its size), then the other stack
must be traversed so that the catch frame links can be
updated.

* By separating the stacks the stack-scanning code in the
garbage collector is kept simple. With a single-stack
approach, the scanning code would have to know when
to switch "mode", in order to correctly deal with the
different stack frame layouts. This is certainly doable,
but would require more effort to implement correctly.

Fore i gn F unction Int e rfac e
Erlang progÌams can and often do call C functions: standard
procedures (BIFs) in the runtime system a¡e written in C, as
are the I/O modules. For each BIF, there is a machine.code
stub which is directly callable from native code. The stub
takes care of saving the native-code state registers before
invoking the C function on the C stack. The stub also checks
for exceptious at return, and either returns to its caller or
invokes the current Erlaug exception haudler.

However, the Erlang runtime system is not designed to per-
mit arbitrary recursive calls between Erlang and C func-
tions. Whether the Erlang code is emulated or native makes
no difference. A detailed explanation is beyond the scope of
this paper, but the limitation stems mainly from the non-
reentrancy of the Erlang process scheduler (a C function)
and the way in which the runtime system periodically polls
I/O channels. (It would not be overly difficult to modify the
runtime system to eliminate this limitation, however.)

4.4 Mode-switching
In HiPE, a rnode-switcl¿ occurs whenever there is a trans-
fer of control from native code to emulated code, or vice-
versa. We made the design decision that the mere presence
of multiple execution modes should not impose any runtime
overheads, as long as no mode-switches occur. This design
requirement calls for gteat care when implementing mode-
switches, not only for performance, but also for correctness.



4.4.1 Where do switches occur?
Since HiPE compiles individual functions to native code, a
mode-switch must occur whenever there is a flow of control
from oue function to another, and the two functions a¡e
in different modes. Thus, mode-switches occur at call and
return sites. Erlang's exception mechanism also introduces
mode-switches, viz. when an exception is thrown from code
executing in one mode, and the most recent catch handler
is in a different mode. We will refer to these cases as caII,
return, and throw evetts, respectively.

4.4.2 When do switches occur?
How does the system discover that a particula¡ instance of
a call, return, or throw event must perform a mode-switch?

Call Events
Older Lisp systems often use a dynamic test at calls to de-
termine the mode of the callee (e.g. compiled or emulated),
and then perform the appropriate action.

Another common choice is to use a fixed mode for calls,
usually native code. Emulated functions are represented as
small native code stubs which invoke the emulator when
called. The advantage of this approach is that no dynamic
type test is needed when both caller and callee are in native
code. The disadvantage is that calls between emulated-mode
functions are penalised since they have to make conversions
to and f¡om the native-code calling conventions.

HiPE uses a pseudo.static approach in which calls always
use the mode of the caller. As described in Section 4.2, if
a native-code caller refers to an emulated-mode callee, then
the linker redirects the call instruction to instead invoke a
native-code stub, which in turn causes a switch to emulated
mode. If an emulated function is compiled to native code,
then the sta¡t ofthe original bytecodes is overw¡itten with a
special emulator instruction which causes a switch to native
mode. (The asymmetry between these cases is due to the
fact that the HiPE linker only has knowledge about call sites
in native code.)

Return Events
'Whenever a recursive function call causes a mode-switch,
the return sequence must be augmented to perform the in-
verse mode-switch. Like calls, this is often implemented by
dynamic tests, a fixed-mode convention, or by same-mode
stubs.

If dynamic tests are used, then the return address is tagged
to indicate that a mode-switch is required when the cãùee
retu¡ns. Typically, either the lowest or the highest bit is
used. The lowest bit is available if return addresses are
aligned otr some 2i > L boundary. Using the highest bit
imposes a limit to the usable address space.

If a fixed-mode convention is used for calls, then the same
mode is also used for returns. If that mode is native code,
then a call from an emulated-mode function must push a
"stub" native-mode return address which causes control to
flow back into the emulator.

created in the mode of the callee. The return address. in
this continuation points to code which causes a switch back
to the caller's mode. For returns from native to emulated
code, the return address points to machine code in the run-
time system. For returns from emulated to native code, the
return address points to a special emulator instruction. We
made this choice in HiPE because it causes no overhead ex_
cept during mode-switches, and it minimised the amount of
changes we had to made to the existing JAM emulator.

HiPE uses a same-mode convention for returns. When a call
causes a mode switch, a new continuation (stack frame) is

Throw Events
HiPE deals with exception throws in the same r¡ay as it deals
with function returns: a same-mode convention augmented
with mode-switching stack frames. When a call causes a
mode-switch, a new exception catch frame is created in the
mode of the callee. The handler add¡ess in this catch frame
points to code which switches back to the caller's mode,
and then re-throws the exception. Thus, when a call causes
a mode-switch, úuo frames a,re pushed: fust a catch frame,
then a return frame. The code at the return address in the
return frame knows that it also has to remove the catch
frame beneath it before switching mode.

4.4.3 Maintaining tail-recursion
The same-mode calling convention with mode-switch stack
frames is efficient and easy to implement. For many pro.
gramming languages, this would be enough. However, like
most other functional programming languages, Erlang relies
on tail-recursive function calls for expressing iteration. Con_
sider the following sequence of tail calls, where each I' is an
emulated function, and each fi is a native code function:

ri :i ri :i ¡; ii îi E...
A correct implementation of Erlang is expected to execute
such a sequence in bounded stack space, regardless of its
length. Unfortunately, at each call, a new mode-switch
stack frame is pushed, to make the return perform the in_
verse mode-switch. !hus, stack space usage will grow lin_
early with the length of the sequence of tail calls, and tail_
recursion optimisation is lost.

HiPE solves this problem as follows. The return address in a
mode-switch stack frame will always have a known value: ei_
ther the address of the return mode-switch routine (in native
mode), or the address of the return mode-sy/itch instruction
(in emulated mode). Thus, a simple runtime test is able
to distinguish mode-switch stack frames from normal stack
frames. Now, consider the following call sequence:

¡" -+ g" lt h'
'When /" calls g', it pushes two mode-switch frames on the
native-code stack: first a catch frame, then a ¡eturn f¡ame.'When 9' tail calls /r", the system would normally push two
new mode-switch frames, on the emulated-code stack. In_
stead, HiPE implements a mode-switch call event as follows:

f . if the current return frame is a mode-switch frame,
then

(a) remove the mode-switch return frame f¡om the
caller's stack



(b) remove the mode-switch catch frame from the
caller's stack

(c) invoke the callee;

otherwise

2. push a mode-switch catch frame on the callee's stack

3. push a mode-switch return freme on the callee's stack

4. invoke the callee

By preventing adjacent mode-switch frames from being cre-
ated, the test restores proper tail-recursive behaviour. The
test itself is not expensive, and is only executed when there
is a mode-switch call. This implementation refutes a state-
ment in [9, Section 4.4.3], where it was claimed that the
use of mode-switch stack frames loses tail-recursion opti-
misation. Although similar methods to maintaining proper
tail-recursion in the context of mixed mode execution have
been used in some Prolog implementations (e.g. BIM Pro-
log, SICStus Prolog) and perhaps elsewhere, these methods
are probably folklore: to the best of our knowledge, they
have never been in print.

4.4.4 Mode-switching in suspend./resume events
In addition to the call, return, and throw events described
above, HiPE may also need to perform mode-switches when
a process is suspended or resumed.

The scheduler in the Erlang runtime system has no knowl-
edge about the current mode of a process. It assumes, im-
plicitly, that each process is executed by the JAM emulator.
Therefore, when a process is created or resumed, the sched-
uler simply passes the process' PCB to the JAM emulator
for execution.

When a process is suspended while executing in native code,
HiPE sets the resume address in the PCB to point to a
special emulator instruction. When the scheduler resumes
the process, the JAM emulator executes this instruction,
which transfers control to the suspended native code.

4.5 Modifications to the JAM emulator
As described in Sections 4.2-4.4, we have modified the JAM
emulator to support mixing native and emulated code. In
summâry, these modifications a¡e:

o The JAM loader registers the location of each func-
tion's bytecodes with the HiPE linker.

o A native-code stack has been added to the PCB, to-
gether with a few native-code va¡iables (stack pointer,
resume address).

o The garbage collector has been extended to scan the
native-code stack, and to repair catch frame liuks when
either stack is relocated.

o A small number of instructions have been added to the
JAM emulator, to support mode-switching between
emulated and native code.

A previous version of HiPE used dynamic tests in the
JAM emulator instead. At each call, a check was made
if the target also had a native-code version, and at
each return, throw, and resume, a check was made if
the return address wa.s zero, which was interpreted as
a signal to switch mode. That design required changes
to many different locations in the emulator, compli-
cated the mode-switch stack frame management, im-
posed runtime overheads on emulated code, and was
generally ugly and difficult to maintain.

In contrast, our current design requires only a small
localised extension of the emulator, and imposes no
runtime overheads except during mode-switches.

4.6 Performance instrumentation features
To support performance analysis and benchmarking, and to
help users identify which parts of their code could benefit
most from compilation to native code, we have added two
kinds of performance instrumentation features to HiPE's
runtime system: software euent counters and hard,ware per-
formance counters.

The software event counters keep track of how often various
interesting operations are performed. These include: the
number of times each Erlang function is called, the number
of times each built-in library function is called, how many
times each JAM instruction is executed, and how many
times control is passed between emulated and native code.

The ha¡dware performance counters are event counters in-
side the UttTaSPARC processor4. They are used to measure
the number ofclock cycles spent in code regions, and to pro-
vide hardwa¡e-specific information, for example the amount
of time lost due to stalls and cache misses. The reason for
a stall can also be determined: data cache miss, instruction
cache miss, external cache miss, or a branch misprediction.
For more details on the instrumentation facilities, the reader
is referred to [14j.

5. PERFORMANCEEVALUATION
We conducted our performance comparison on a 143 MHz
single-processor Sun UItTaSPARC 1/140 with 128 MB of pri
m¿lry memory running Sola¡is 2.6. Although slow by today's
standards, this machine was used because we could ensure
it was lightly loaded during the benchma¡k runs, and it had
enabled user-level access to the UIITaSPARC's performance
instrumentation facilities [22]. The latter was needed for
the performance results presented in the following section.
\Mhen using HiPE, all functions actually called in the pro-
glams were compiled to native code.

5.1 Erlang systems used in the comparison
Besides HiPE (version 0.90), three other Erlang systems
were used in this comparison: JAM, BEAM, and Etos. The
JAM and BEAM systems used in our measurements are
from Ericsson's Erlang 47.4.L (upon which HipE 0.g0 is
based). The version of Etos used is 2.8.5 We describe BEAM

i

nM*y modernprocessors have hardware performance coun-
ters, aìthough their functionality and the lèvel ofOS support
vartes.
sVersions of Etos & HiPE used in [B] are significantly older
than those used here.



BEAM
The BEAM [12] is a register-based abstract machine, influ-
enced by the 'Wa¡ren Abstract Machine (WAM) [26] used
in many Prolog implementations. Compared to JAM, the
tra¡slation of Erlang code to BEAM abstract machine in-
structions is more advanced. For example, the treatment
of pattern matching is better in ihe BEAM system, even
though a full pattern match compiler (like that in e.g. [20])
is uot implemented. Also, BEAM uses a direct-threaded
emulator [4, 17] using gcc's first-class labels extension [21]:
instructious in the abstract machine code a¡e add¡esses to
the part of the emulator that implement the instruction.

Etos
Etos, described in [8], is a system based on the Gambit-C
Scheme compiler. It tra¡slates Erlang functions to Scheme
functions which a¡e then compiled to C. The translation
from Erlang to Scheme is fairly direct. Thus, taking ad-
vantages of the simila¡ities of the two languages, many op-
timizations in Gambit-C are effective when compiling Er-
lang code. Among these optimizations a¡e inlining of func-
tion calls (currently only within a single module) and un-
boxing of floating-point tempora^ries. Etos also performs
some optimizations in its Erlang to Scheme translation, for
example, simplification of pattern-matching. process sus-
pension in Etos is done using call/cc implemented using
a lazy copying strategy; see [13]. When a process is sus-
pended, the stack is "frozen" so that no frame currently
on the stack can be deallocated. When control returns
to a suspended process, its stack frames are copied to the
top of the stack. When the stack overflows, the garbage
collector moves all reachable frames from the stack to the
heap. In general, suspending and resuming a process will
require its stack to be copied at least once. In contrast,
the JAM/BEAM/HiPE runtime systems handle processes
explicitly; saving or restoring the state of a process involves
storing or loading only a small number of registers. The
Etos compiler is work under progress, and it is not yet a full
Erlang implementation. We have therefore been able to run
only relatively small benchmarks on Etos.

5.2 Time on benchmark programs
We sta¡t our performance comparison using the following set
of "standa¡d" small sequential benchmarks also used in [a]:

and Etos below; HiPE and JAM have been fully described
ea¡lier in this paper.

fib A recursive Fibonacci function. Calculates fib(30) b0
times.

huff Huffman encoder. Compresses and uncompresses a
short string 5000 times.

length A tail-recursive list length function finding the length
of a 2000 element list 100,000 times.

nrev Naive reverse of a 100 element list 20,000 times.

qsort Ordina.ry quicksort. Sorts a short list 50,000 times.

smith The Smith-Waterman DNA sequence matching algo-
rithm. Matches one sequence against 100 others; all of
length 32. This is doue 30 times.

Benchmark TI¡P.TJ ¡itos JAM BEA'M
f¡b
hufl
length
nrev
qsort
smith
tak

33.8
11.9
22.7
18.5
12.3
LL.4
13.5

31.8
L2.L
L7.2
24.4
11.0
11.6
12.8

28L.4
234.7
375.6
24L.3
208.1
114.6
140.1

120.6
69.2
98.9
56.9
97.6
53.9

100.2
decode 22.8 52.4 67.E 49.0

Table 1: Times (in secs) for small sequential bench-
marks.

tak Takeuchi function, uses recursion and integer a¡ithmetic
intensely. Calculates tak(18, 12,6) 1000 times.

and a medium-sized one (= 400 lines)

decode Pa¡t of a telecommunications protocol. Decodes an
incoming binary message 500,000 times.

Table 1 contains the results of the comparison. In all bench-
ma.rks, HiPE and Etos are the fastest systems: in small pro-
grams they a¡e between 7 to 20 times faster than JAM and
3 to 8 times faster than the BEAM implementation; see also
Figure 3. Excluding length and nrev where HipE and Etos
show complementary behaviour, the performance difference
between these two systems on small programs is not signifi-
cant. In decode, where it is probably more dificult for Etos
to optimize operations and pattern matching on binary ob-
jects (i.e. on immutable sequences of binary data), HipE is
more tha¡ 2 times faster than Etos. HiPE is faster than
JAM and BEAM, but not to the same extent as for the
other benchma¡ks.

20 IHiPE +
T ETOS

trJÀM
NBEÀM '

E

r 15

lro

fib huff lÐgth nrev qsolt sniÈh Èak decode

Figure 3: Speedup compared to JAM for small
benchma¡ks.

Next, we compa¡e the Erlang implementations orr concur_
rent programs. As mentioned in the introduction, most Er_
lang programs rely heavily on the concurrency primitives of
the language. Thus, these progtams call for special attention
in good Erlang implementatious. The benchmark programs
we used a¡e:

ring Creates a ring of 10 processes and sends 100,000 mes_
sages. The benchma¡k is executed 100 times.



Ilenchmark HiPE Etos J.A'M BE.A'M
nng
stable
life

37.7
12.8
5.6

76.0
27.9
20.t

101.6
37.8
13.4

72.5
19.5
8.7

Table 2: Times (in secs) for small concurrent bench-
marks.

stable Solves the stable ma^rriage problem for 10 men and
l0 v¡omen 5000 times.

life Executes 1000 generations in Conway's game of life on
a 10 by 1.0 boa¡d where each square is implemented as
a process.

Table 2 co¡tains the results of the comparison. Once again,
HiPE is the fastest system: it is around 2.5 times faster
than JAM, 55% faster than BEAM (95% on ring), just over
2 times faster than Etos on ring and stable and more than
3.5 times on the life benchma¡k; see also Figure 4. In fact,
Etos 2.3 does not seem to be significantly faster than JAM
and is slower than BEAM when processes enter the picture.
We suspect that Etos' implementation of concurrency via
caLl/cc is uot very efficient.

Program rtiP!] JAM IjIÙAM
JAM Compiler
Eddie
AXD/SCCT

5.4
18.8
68.0

t7.2
93.6

109.9

5.9
40.0
84.5

Table 3: Execution times (in seconds) for large pro-
grams.

ATM switch sets up and tears down a number of con-
nections 100 times; 501 functions a¡e used in the bench-
ma¡k which amount to x LSTo of the code. The re-
maining code provides other ATM services or handles
errors that can occur in practice (but not during the
benchmark run!). These parts were not compiled to
native code.

Table 3 shows the results of this comparison.6 HiPE is once
agaiu the fastest system. However, a^s rüe move f¡om bench-
ma¡ks to real-world applications of Erlang, programs tend
to spend more and more of their execution time in built-ins
from the standard library. For example, the AXD/SCCT
program extensively uses the built-ins to access the shared
database on top of the Erlang term storage; see the data
presented in the Section 6 and in [14].

As the implementation of these built-ins is currently shared
by all three systems, the percentage of execution spent in
these builtins becomes a bottleneck and HiPE's speedup
is less than before. Still, HiPE is 24% faster ùhan BEAM
on the largest benchmark, and considerably faster than the
JAM implementation on which it is based; see also Figure 5.

5_

JAM comp Eddie AXD 301

Figure 5: Performance speedup for large pr<rgrams,

5.4 Code size
During benchma¡king, all called functions of programs were
compiled to native code. This makes perfect sense in small
prograrns but might not be the best approach in all cases.
As mentioned, users of HiPE can selectively compile time-
critical parts of their applications to native code and use
the emulator for the remaining parts. Still, HipE's space
overhead is not prohibitive and compilation of whole appli
cations to native code is a valid option.

Table 4 provides some evidence to that effect. For JAM,
BEAM, and HiPE it presents the size (in bytes) of the loaded
code that is used by the benchmarks in this section. In all
cases but AXD/SCCT all functions of loaded modules are

¡

3

Ring Life Stable

for concurrentFigure 4: Performance speedup
benchmarks.

5.3 Time on real programs
To us, it was very unclea¡ whether performa.nce experiences
gathered from the study of small or medium-sized bench-
ma¡ks a¡e applicable to real-life applications of Erlang. \{e
thus also compa,red the performance of HiPE on quite large
Erlang progråms. The progra-s used in this endeavour
were:

JAM Compiler This "application" is incestuous, but large
nevertheless. The used portiou of the compiler consists
of 30 modules totalling = 18,000 lines of Erlang code.
The benchma¡k is to compile lL of these modules using
the JAM compiler compiled in each of the systems.

Eddie An HTTP parser which handles 30 complex http-get
requests. Excluding the OTP libraries used, it consists
of 6 modules for a tot¿ì of 1,882 lines of Erlang code.
The benchma¡k is executed 1,000 times.

AXD/SCCT This is the time-critical softwa¡e part of rhe
AXD 301 switch mentioned in the introduction. Not
countiug standard libraries, it consists of about 95,000
lines of Erlang code. This actual benchmark of the
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EBEAM
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6Etos is not included here; it currently cannot handle these
large programs.



Program JAM BEA.M HiPE Etosf
f¡b
huft
length
nfev
qsort
smith
tak
decode

ttI6
2530
678
750
850

1416
656

1933

L937
7691
2085
2745
3049
4709
2057
8641

4080
38728

4400
4932
6308

13616
4712

1.4012

ITEUE

90744
22424
24444
24784
7t760
23684

100132
nng
life
stable

784
1400
t299

2737
5069
470t

ö920
15280
14008

29380
63772
59264

Eddie
AXD/SCCT

2r717
83370

81075 170308
244936

A
A

N
N

Table 4: Code-size (in bytes) for the programs used.

mismatches with performance numbers reported in the pre.
vious section. A more thorough analysis and comparison of
these systems can be found in [14].

length is a small sequential benchmark consisting of two
nested loops, one that traverses a list and one that
iterates a number of times.

On this benchma¡k HiPE is 16 times faster than JAM
and over 3 times faster than BEAM; see Table 5. The
byte-code emulation overhead is evident in this bench-
mark where HiPE executes only 6 million SPARC in-
structions while JAM and BEAM execute 49 and 10
million instructions respectively. JAM and BEAM also
have problems (10% al'd14% of their run time, respec-
tively) with pipeline stalls from branch mispredictions;
see Table 7. The same table shows that all three sys-
tems have some problems with load stalls (a value is
needed befo¡e it has been completely loaded into a reg-
ister) but none of the systems suffers from instruction
cache misses.

Eddie is a mildly concurrent (only 5 messages a.re sent)
benchma¡k which parses HTTP requests. The pa.rser
consists of four modules, another two a¡e added for
the benchmarking purposes, 4.77o of the calls are to
built-in C functions, and some Erlang/OTp standa¡d
libraries a.re heavily used. The benchma¡k consists
of 159 different Erlang functions that a¡e called a total
of = 30,000 times.

On this benchma,rk, HiPE is 6.3 times faster than JAM
and over 2 times faster than BEAM. Here the improved
BEAM compiler almost makes up for the emulation
overhead: BEAM executes 4 million SPARC instruc-
tions which is not much more than HipE's B million
and a lot less than JAM's 1J million. All three systems
have about the same percentage ofpipeline stalls: 36%
for JAM and HiPE, and 37Vo for BEAM.

AXD/SCCT is a time critical part of Ericsson,s AXD 101
ATM switch. SCCT is responsible for setting up and
tea.ring down counections in the switch. The code we
have used is from version 6 of AXD 301, an ea.rlier
version than what is used in the product today. This
benchma¡k is more concurrent than Eddie, with sev-
eral processes and over 8000 messages sent. It also
uses the built-in functions heavily: about 32% of the
execution time for JAM is spent in built-ins. In abso_
lute terms, this time is the s¡me in HipE; in relative
terms, it corresponds to 50% of HipE's execution time
a¡rd built-ins sta¡t becoming a bottleneck. SCCT is a
large benchma¡k: the total size of the SOL called func_
tions is in native code 244,936 bytes (see also Table 4).

JAM BEAM }IiPE
length
Eddie

AXD/SCCT

1

1

1

2.6
r.4

16.1
6.3
1.6

Table 5: Speedups for BEAM and HipE compared
to JAM calculated from the total execution times in
clock cycles.

used in the benchmark; in AXD/SCCT only a fraction of the
functions is used. As the BEAM-based Erlang system does
not provide any means of obtaining the size of individual
functions (only of whole modules), we could not report the
corresponding number for BEAM. For small programs, the
code size increase of HiPE compared to JAM is between
7 to 15 times. Compared to BEAM, HiPE requires 2 to 3
times more code space (excluding huff). In large programs,

!h9 space overhead is on the low end; see e.g AXD/SCCT.
For compa.rison, we also present the sizes of stripped ;o1
files produced by the Etos compiler; they a^re quite big partly
due to the aggressive inlining performed by Etos 2.8. It is
not clea¡ to us to what extent Etos benefits from its use of
inlining. Note that the code size reported for Etos might
differ slightly from the code size of these p.ogra-, *h"o
loaded; however, not by much. Table 4 denotes this by a t.

5.5 Erlang vs. other functional languages
We have compa^red the performance of HipE with that of
several other functional language implementations (Bigloo
2.1.c, CML from SML/NJ 110.0.6, CLEAN 1..3.2) on a few
small benchmarks (versions of the qsort, f¡b, huff, and ring
benchma¡ks described previously).

On the small sequential benchma¡ks, CLEAN was consis-
tently the fastest system. The other three systems showed
considerable va¡iance in their performance, with no clea¡
winner. Compared to CLEAN, CML was from 1..25 to 4.4
times slower, Bigloo 1.33 to 13 times slower, and HipE 1.gg
to 14.8 times slower. HiPE and Bigloo had comparable per-
formance, except on qsort where HipE ** *orã than twice
as fast. On the concurrent ring benchma^rk, HipE was 1.3
times slower than CML, while the JAM emulator was 1.2
times slower than CML.

See [15] for further details about this compa.rison.

6. MORE DETAILED MEASUREMENTS
To shed more light on HiPE's performance characteristics
compa^red to the other two Erlang systems from Ericsson,
we present some additional measurements on three bench-
ma¡ks of different sizes: length, Eddie, and AXD/SCCT.
These measurements were obtained by enabling the perfor-
mance instrumentation features of the three systems (see
Section 4.6) during their installation; this u*jlaio, stigtt



Mc Mz CPI

length
JAM

BEAM
HiPE

63
L4
4

49
10

6

1.30
7.45
0.70

Eddie
J.A'M

BEAM
HiPE

l8
7
3

13
4

3

1.39
7.54
1.07

AXD/SCCT
JAM

BEAM
HiPE

153
111

97

101

62
62

L.52
L.79
1.56

Table 6: Measurements for the benchmarks. The
Mc column is rounded average execution times in
million of cycles. T}ae Mi column is ühe average
number of millions executed instructions. Tl¡le CPI
column is the number of cycles per instruction (the
lower the better).

On this benchma¡k HiPE is only about.l..6 times faster
thaa JAM and 1.1.5 times faster than BEAM. Here
the improved BEAM compiler completely makes up for
the emulation overhead. This is indicated by the fact
that BEAM and HiPE both execute about 62 million
SPARC instructions on this benchmark; see Table 6.

The execution times in millions of clock cycles (Mc) and
millions of executed instructions (Mi) for each system and
benchmark a¡e shown in Table 6.

The high speedup on length for HiPE compared to JAM has
two reasons:

1. Because of compilation to native code and various opti-
mizations, HiPE executes less than L27o of the number
of SPARC instructions that JAM executes.

2. By utilizing the pipeline better, HiPE executes 1.86
times as man¡r instructions per cycle as JAM.

With fewer instructions executed and better pipeline utiliza-
tion, HiPE gets a speedup of 16 (8.6*1.86) times over JAM;
this is shown in Table 5.

On Eddie, as on length, HiPE and BEAM execute consid-
erably less instructions than JAM, and HiPE has a lower
CPf than JAM and BEAM. This benchma¡k uses builr-
in functions and concurrency. This together with the use
of different types of calls probably is the reason that the
speedup for HiPE is not as great as it was on length. On
Eddie, all three systems spend more than 35% of the time
stalling, mainly on loads. HiPE has significantly higher in-
struction cache stalls tha¡ the other two system, while JAM
and BEAM suffer more from branch misprediction stalls; see
Table 7.

Because of the large size of the generated native code, on
AXD/SCCT the absolute number of instruction cache stalls
is about twice as many for H|PE (22% of 97 million) as for
JAM (6% of 153 million). But taken together, the number of
stalls from mispredictions and stalls from instruction cache
misses is about the same for JAM and HiPE. All three sys-
tems spend about 40% of their total execution time stalling

%L %M %IC %Totol

length
JAM

BEAM
H¡PE

L2

9

16

t0
t4
0

0
1

2

,,
23
18

Eddie
JAM

BEAM
HiPE

23
23
18

10
11

4

t
3

74

36
37
36

AXD/SCCT
JA.M

BEAM
HiPE

23
25
16

12

8

5

ti
I

22

47

40
43

Table 7: Percentage of the execution time spent
on the most common types of pipeline stalls. The
column %L shows the percentage of load stalls,
%M shows the percentage of branch mispredic-
tion stalls, %IC shows the percentage of instruction
cache stalls, and finally t}ae %Total column shows the
total percentage of stalls. All numbers are based on
the number of executed machine cycles.

on this benchma¡k. This indicates that even though HipE
runs into problems with the instruction cache, HiPE does
not suffer more from this than JAM or BEAM suffer from
other types of stalls. One reason why HiPE does not achieve
the same speedup as on smaller benchmarks is that much of
the time is spent in code currently outside HiPE,s control,
such as built-in functions and garbage collection. Ignoring
the time spent in built-in functions, the garbage collector,
and the operating system, HiPE is 2 times fa.ster than JAM
on this benchma¡k.

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PLANS
This paper has described the architecture and implementa-
tion of HiPE, a native code compiler for Erlang. HiPE ofiers
flexible, user-controlled integration between interpreted and
native code, is a complete implementation of Erlang, and
supports features crucial for telecommunication applications
such as concurrency, error handling, and hot-code loading.
As our performance èvaluation shows, HiPE is the fastest of
current Erlang implementations.

HiPE is publicly available as open-source since Ma¡ch 2000.
The current release is based on Erlang 47.4.1.. Since the Er-
icsson releases ofopen-source Erlang v¡ill exclusively use the
BEAM implementation f¡om novr' on, we plau to port HipE
to the BEAM run-time system. At present HiPE only runs
on one platform, the UltraSPARC. To improve the useful-
ness of the HiPE system, ì¡r'e are currently developing a code
generator for the x86 processor family. We a¡e also develop-
ing a new front-end for HiPE so that compilation does not
necessarily rely on the outcome of a previous compilation to
JAM (or to BEAM). Instead, the new front-end will be based
on Core Erlang,T an intermediate representation for Erlang
developed recently. Since Core Erlang is a fairly high-level
functional language, we expect that it should be easier to
include optimizations, for example efficient pattern-match
compilation, at that level.

Our benchmark results indicate that real-world applications
spend a large fraction of their time in built-in standard pro_

7 See http: / /lrr¡s. csd. uu. selprojects,/hipe/corer1.



cedures. We will therefore investigate this issue further, and
extend the scope of HiPE accordingly. This may require im-
proving the compiler, tuning the runtime system, or both.
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EGOMP - ân Erlang Processor
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Outline

f Why an Erlang Processor

I The Processor

I Run-Time System

t Prototype

I Results
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What ls an Erlang Machine

I A (micro) processor dedicated for execution
of Erlang.
I Executes compiled Erlang code.

Why a Dedicated Erlang
Processor

. ;'. ::". ; ;-

I Increased use of Erlang
I Eliminating Performance and power Dissipations

Concerns
I Low Power Impoftant in Embedded Control

I Simplify use of Erlang for Embedded Control
t Eliminate cost for Real-Time Operating System

I Provide run-time functionality
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Power Dissipation in
Processors

I Factors Increasing Power Dissipation
I Increasing functionality
I Less efficient code

I Less efficient languages

I Increasing speed requirements

I Factors Decreasing Power Dissipation
I Lower supply voltages

I Scaled down mfg. processes

I Increased level of integration

lnstruction Set Architecture

I Optimized for Execution of Erlang Code
I Function calls, return from function
I Argument transfer
I list operations

I Register file management
I Clean register file upon start of new function
I No read/write-back of variables needed

aJ



lnstruction Set Architecture
-*' - *- "':;@n,:r.-. 

:,,

I Suppofts processes

I Suppofts local scope
I Three sub-instructions in each machine

instruction
I Sub-instructions for garbage collections

Processor Arch itecture

I Much in common with conven-
I tional architectures

I RISC

¡ LÏW

I Harvard

I Pipelined (3-5 stages)

I No complex (advanced) features
I Not super-scalar
I No OOO-execution or speculative execution
I No branch-prediction (but will be added)

Fetch

'1,
Decode

ü
Reg-Flle

t
Execute

m
t|,

ï
e
e

?

F
I
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I Real-time garbage collection
I GC peformed concurrently in HW

I Currently supports one element size

f HW suppofted process-switching (-20 cycles)

I Currently 1 process-queue, (may have more)

I Clock-cycle limit for each process

I (Basic type checking)

t (Prepared for Multi-Threading)

Run-Time Functionality
- -- l;;; ';.';--.1-..-:r^:. :: j i. ... "

t Switch, Spawn, Send, Message-queue handling,
CatchÆhrow, Time-out

I External io, Atom-handling, Registered-
processes

I Implemented in machine code

t Buift-ins (e.9., element)

I Standard Libraries (e.9. lists, FfS)

5



f HW model of the processor (developed in
Erlang)

f VHDL implementation & test bench
f FPGA based demonstrator (VHDL-code)

Prototyping

u¡adm
tu

l t¡ t¡¡Àrut¡
:gro1tclo

E-E
¡lóæ

tçl{€lb
Irlra

A¡r¡crþãal |l|ectr Otqr¡n 9*¡C1OCGBT

I PCI Board with Xilinx 40150 FPGA and 4 banks of
2 MB SRAM each

I Board has PCI bridge (slows down
communication)

Prototyping ll

Eú¡
uo
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--'ï;;-;ffi1¡*sa¡a*;; i:::'

I Using a PC (NT) to host the board.
I Board driver routines were only available for Win NT

I Messaging between Erlang-host to Erlang-board
is accomplished thru a dynamically loadable
driver (DLL).

I The external Erlang format is used for comm
between board and host.

I IO processes are running on both board and
host.

Prototyping lll

I About 3-4 lines of machine code per Erlang line
I An approximate speed-up of a factor 30 can be

seen
I measured per use of clock cycles

I Tested a larger example
I Call Control (714 k dump)
I Increasing performance while decreasing power with

more than order of a magnitude

PeÉormance

7



Near Future Activit_i-es _*_--"-''''--@.=,^.

I Compiler Improvements
I Product integration's

I Distributed control node, e.9., multi-processor
execution,

I Full-Scale Version.

I Multi-threaded Processor.

I Prepare for Silicon Implementation.

8
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Erlang/OTP User Conference 2000

An Erlang DTD

Richard A. O'Keefe

CS, University of Otago

Erlang/SGML is not an SGML parser for or in
Erlang.

If you want one, parse the ESIS output of an
'sgmls' or 'nsgmls' process (dead easy).

Or you could pick up Jan Wielemaker's sgml
package for SWI Prolog (the parser core is in
C; it calls foreign interface code to build Prolog
data structures) and adapt that (considerably
faster than nsgmls but less capable).

Erlang/SGML is not an XML parser either (I've
done one 10-2oyo faster than expat in 950 lines
of C).
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Erlang/SGML is not primarily a literate pro-
gramming tool for Erlang. Unlike most Lp
tools, it cannot generate multiple source files
from a single document. Currently it does not
handle fragments, which Erlang has little need
of. It does handle cross-referencing.

Noweb, Nuweb, and Funnelweb work perfectly
well with Erlang, so we don't need a new LP
tool for Erlang.

If we did want one, there's Kristina Sirhuber's
YERL.

It's all about document indexing to support the
maintenance process.

Hypothesis:

Maintenance programmers seek-

ing information or try¡ng to fig-.
u re out the conseq uences of a

change have to find related doc-

u ments.

Improving that step should help

maintenance.
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Isn't "maintenance" a rather old-fashioned way
of thinking about a neat fast-development lan-
guage like Erlang?

No. Faster development means that the pro-
gram is useful sooner, which just means that
the maintenance phase is longer. ( "Longer" is
not the same as "more expensive".)

Extreme Programming involves continuing re-
design, which absolutely requires good tools
for finding related places in related documents
easily and quickly.

Erlang/SGM L is part of the Large Scale Erlang
project. Approaches that work well for 300
kSLOC do not scale to 100 MSLOC.

One major reguirement is a water-tight module
system. (I oflered two papers this year; that
would have been number 3.)

Another requirement is more contextual infor-
mation, so that far less human filtering is re-
quired.

See the "SIF" problem later.

65
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What are SGML and XML anyway?

SGML is a language in which one may define
document grammars, with rules like

<IELEMENT module - 0

(metadata,
(function I pattern I constant I

typedef I protocol I p) *,
section* , glossary? , index*) )

<!ELEMENT section -
( (function I pattern I constant I

typedef I protocol I p) *,
section'1. , glossary?, index*) )

Abstractly, a document is a tree, where each
node is either a text node or a labelled node; a
labelled node has a label, a set of attribute:value
pairs, and a poss¡bly empty sequence of ch¡l-
dren. Nodes may be given un¡que identifiers,
which are used for cross-references within a

tree.

Developing a document grammar is basically
an exercise in information modelling, rather
like the conceptual modelling phase of the Uni-
fied Process.

There are several semi-formal models of the in-
formation content of a document. The SGML
standard has Element Structure Information
Sets; HyTime and DSSSL have Graph Repre-
sentations Of property ValuEs. XML has sev-
eral not quite mutually compatible ones, but is
like SGML.
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SGML
writa ble
readable
concise
sta ndard, sta ble

tricky to parse
easy to process

XML
need machine help
need machine help
amazingly bulky
W3C, grows fast
(Namespaces, XBase,
trivial to parse
harder to process

The Erlang SGML DTD and the Erlang XML
DTD both include the same grammar file; the
SGML version enables human readability fea-
tures such as tag omission and short reference
strings.

Erla ng sou rce: 39k; stripped : 2Lk;
as SGML: 43k; as XML: 104k.

Erlang/SGML expresses

o text (based on HTML with strong influence
from TEI, but reasonable restraint)

¡ tables (based on HTML4 but not as pow-
erfu l)

o mathematics (not ISO 12083, not HTML
3.0, most certainly not MathM L which is

not meant for human beings, but home
brew; nearly as concise as Éil-g[but stricter)

o pictures (images via Encapsulated Postscript,
diagrams via Pic)

....continued

10
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Erla ng / SGM L expresses

o Erlang source code (enforces all syntac-
tic constraints except for what's allowed
in guards; could do that too)

o glossaries

o indices

o Dublin core metadata

r €Xâmples

Status

. Erlang source code -+ markup
done in Prolog. Complete.

o markup -+ Erlang source code:
done in Prolog. Complete.

o parser:

SP 'nsgmls' (a wee b¡t too complex for
'sgmls'), SWI'sgml'.

o SGML to XML conversion:
done by 'nsg m ls'

o document searching: LT XML toolkit (good)
or sgrep (poor).

o

11 l2



. . Status:

o €diting:
by hand (own editor) or Emacs SGML mode
(psgml). Free XM L editors are disappoint-
ing.

o formatting:
patchwork of AWK scripts; to be redone in
Prolog.

o manual:
in IATEX; woefully incomplete but slowly
g rowin g .

Why Prolog? Because I have Prolog on my
home Macintosh but not Erlang. Also because
of SWI Prolog/SGML kit. Should migrate to
E¡lang when compléte.

13

The context problem: is 'SIF'

o the name of a Goddess?

. part of a word ('SIFTER' perhaps)?

. a file extension (Smalltalk Interchange
Form at) ?

o sorì1€ other acronym?

o a tag used inside some data structure?

o a module name?

o a function name without its module
and arity?

o a type name?

If I'm looking for references to a module, I do
not want to be distracted by Norse goddesses.

L4



The context solution. Use a document gram-
mar which is based on Erlang syntax but en-
riches it with information people need and com-
pilers don't.

<name>, <acr>, <abbr>. <modname>,
<funcname>, <patname>, 4pidname> and çtype
already existed for use in text; <text> already
existed for use in mathematical formulas. Al-
lowing them to be used where a n otherwise
unclassified <sym> would have been used was
easy.

There is no way to predict all possible uses for
an atom.

< ! ELEMENT atom - (#PCDATA) >

<!ATTLIST atom u NAME #IMPLIED>

says that the 'u' attribute of a <sym> can be

any name.

<name mytn/SF /
<text/SIF /
<atom u:ext/SIF /
<acr /SIF /
<atom u-tag/SlF /
<mod name/SlF /
<funcna me/SIF /
<fu ncna rrì€ Ft't :x / SIF /
<typena me/SIF /
<pidnam e/SIF /

goddess
text fragment
file extension
acronym (-+ <glossary>)
data structure tag
module name
local function name
imported function name
type na me
PID name

15 16



<text> normally allows all sorts of markup in-
side ¡t including mathematical formulas; that
doesn't make a lot of sense in atoms. SGML
lets us write

<IELEMENT expr (...)
- (em I strong I math I . . . ) >

The exclusion here says that certain tags are
not a llowed a nywhere inside a n <expr> ele-
ment even if the rest of the grammar (such
as the definition of <text> says that they are.
XML does not have exclusions, more's the pity
(XHTML really needs them).

l7

What a system can't figure out, it can be told.
The u- attribute lets us tell Erlang/SGML
how an atom is being used.

If a system can figure something out, it should.
This is very like type checking, but it goes be-
yond current Erlang type systems. It should
be possible to automatically propagate usage
information.

But no type checker will analyse the Erlang
atoms that appear in the explanatory text, and
we do need to find them during maintenance.

18



Nothing in Erlang syntax expresses a relation-
ship between documents. Directives such as

-module (tfris) .

-export-to(that, la/t,b/2f)
-import(the-other, lc/31) .

express relationships between this document
and some modules. The links are completed
at run time by loading files.

No official annotations express relationships be-
tween source files and other documents such as

standards, requirements, test plans, user doc-
umentation, you name it.

There are not even any clear suggestions about
how to use -author -vsn and so on.

There rs an official set of document annota-
tions for cataloguing and indexing purposes:

the Dublin Core.

19 20



Dublin Core p1

. <identifter/unambiguous formal reference
for this resource/

o <title/Name by which humans know this
resou rce/

o <subject/keywords, key phrases,ACM codes,wh¿
about,for indexing/

o <description/Reasonably full description
(lengthy abstract)/

o <coverage/scope, e.9., which standards
supported/

o <date/yyyy-m m-dd /
When this resou,rce became available

2'1.

Dublin Core p2

. (language/en _NZ/
one for each language used; I extend this

. <type/software/
but useful in descriptions of other files

. <format>text/SG M L</format>
but useful to describe other files

o <creator/Repeat with name of everyone
taking major part in creation (-author?)

o <contributor/Repeat with name of each
contributor (minor mainten ance?) /

22



Dublin Core p3

. <publisher/Who caused this to be relea sed/

o <r¡ghts/State or cite rights held-
like -copyright but more possibilities/

. <source /unambiguous formal reference for
base of derivation/

o <relation/unambiguous formal reference to
related docu ment/

I propose adding a new directive to Erlang:

-dc(Attribute, Value[, Qualifier(s)]).

-dc(creator, "Karl Marx", [{type,architect}]) .

-dc (creator, "Groucho Marx", [{type, coder}J ) .
-dc (contributor, "Greasy Marks") .

-dc(rights, "Copyright (c) 2OOL FuBar Ltd").
-dc(rights, "See licence.txt") .

23 24



The difticult thing about doing this is

studying all the relevant literature to
glean techniques and ideas.

o Should paragraphs be like HTML or TEI?
(TEr)

o What should tables be like?

o How to express mathematics in SGML so
that a human can type formulas with use-
ful syntax checking but without dying of
exhaustion? (I have used a point-and-click
equation editor and it stank Even typing
MathML by hand was faster, which says a

lot.)

. How best to use the SHORTREF feature
to make typing Erlang easy?

25

SGML lets you attach macros to strings con-
textually. So

o ttabct, -+
<str> a bc< /str>

o 'abc' ->
<sym >abc</sym>

. ['a ' r 'b' r'c' ] -+
< elst> <sym >a< / sym > <exp n >
<sym >b < / sy m> < / expn > <expn >
<sym >c< / sym> < / expn > </elst> in expres-
sions

o ['a ' r 'b' r'c, ] -+
ç plst) <sym >a < / sym > < patn >
<sym > b</sy m> < / patn > ¡ patn )
<sym >c< /sym> < / patn>a/plst> in patterns

Makes Erlang code much more readable and
writable; not available in XML.

26



Erla ng/SGM L has type declarations and anno-
tations. When generating Erlang source code,
they can simply be ignored. Erlang/SGML has
protocol declarations; a protocol is a data type
for a process's message queue elements (as

in OCCAM). Purpose is documentation and
maintenance. When generating Erlang source
code, they are ignored. When you want to
know what Pl{frazzle,X} means, it's nice to
have

(import m=nutwork)(protoname p=nutty)(/import>

(send p=nutty)@P, {' frazzle', @X}</send>

so we know at once where to look for the doc-
u mentation.

For references to documents, file names are
too fragile, and in practice URIs are too. SGML's
Formal Public ldentifiers are a time tested way
to provide stable names for documents. Cata-
log ues provide loca I ma ppings.

79 formal public identifier _ own€r identifier,
" / /", text identifier

80 owner identifier - ISO owner identifier 
I

registered owner identifier I

unregistered owner identifier

82 registered owner identifier: "+//lDN ", do-
main name I "*/ /", other data

83 unregistered owner identifier : "-// ", data

27 28



g4 text identifier : Þublic text class, ,, ,,, un-
available text indicator?, public text de-
scription, " / /", public text language desig-
nation , (" / /", public text display version)?

E.g., "+/ /IDN cs. otago. ac .nz/ /DOCIIMENT

ErIang/SGML report//EN"

FPI's are text telling people who the owner is
a nd what the docu ment is ca lled ; ask them
where it is, update your catalogue.

FPI's may also be internet URN's

29

Kristina Sirhuber found that Ellemtel and Up-
psala people

o Did not like the tangling step.
Not a problem: an Erlang compiler could
work straight from the Erlang/SGML source
(no reordering or fragments in the Erlang
DTD)

o Did not like the idea of having to learn yet
another language
is a problem; if you want to produce well
docu mented prog ra ms you have to learn
a language other than Erlang. But the
Erlang manual set is written using SGML,
and it's rather simpler than IATEX.

Of course, "Bird tracks" would be even sim-
pler, but would not solve the context problems.

30
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XMerl,
Ulf Wiger, Senior Systems Architect

Network Architecture and Product Strategies
Data Backbone and Optical Networks Division

Ericsson Telecom AB

Interfacing XML and Erlang

00092 ETXWIG-99j093 1

enrcssoru f

o Erlang/OTP is moving into vertical applications
o XML is fast becoming an important standard
o Erlang and XML fit very welltogether

enrcsson f



o lnterest in Erlang is growing
o No longer just for embedded systems
o New interfaces must evolve

- Powerful GUI components

- Data exchange (COM, ODBC, XML, ...)
. XML is a logical addition to OTp

- (ASN.1, HTTP, tDL, CORBA, ...)

Numbet of Requ.rts to ww.erløg.org

Êo Real reason:

- I bought a book and became curious

ææ22 ETXW|G.99:oæ 3
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. XML spr¡ngs mosily from SGML
- All non-essential SGML features have been removed
- Web address support taken from HTML, HyTime and TEI
- Some new functionality added

. Modular¡ty

. Extens¡b¡t¡ty through powerful tinking

. Internat¡onal (Unicode) support
a Data orientation

o "A Stricter HTML"
o "A S¡mpter SGML"
. Relatively Easy to parse
o Content Oriented

m922 ÊTXWlG.go:m ¿
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o Large Web sites
- HTML is generated via special (XSL) stylesheets

- lnternet Explorer has built-in support for XML

o Document management
- When machines must be able to read the documents

o Mach¡ne-to-machine communication
- xML RPC, SOAP

- XML processors exist in many languages (even Erlang!)

æ0922 ÊfXWlG.99:093 5
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<?xml version="1.0"?>
<home.page title="My Home Page">

<title>
Welcome to My Home Page

<title>
<text>

<para>
Sorry, this home page is still under
construction. Please come back soon!

. All elements must have

a start tag and an end tag
(exception : <empty. tagl>)

. An element can have a

list of attributes

Erlang analogy:

{ Tag, Attributes, Content}

O4para>
<text>

</home.page>

w922 E1XW|G.990S 6
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<?xml version="l.0"?>
<home.page title="My Home Page">

<itle>
Welcome to My Home Page

</title>
<text>

<para>

{'home.page', [{title,'My Home Page"}],
[{title, "Welcome to My Home Page"},

{text,
[{para,

"Sorry, this home page is still under "
"construction. Please come back soon!")

l)
l).

Almost equivalent

Erlang

.+

->

->

XML

Sorry, this home page is still under
construction. Please come back soon!

4para>
</tex>

</home.page>

m922 EIXUWIê.99:093 7
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o XML is more complex than that
- Erternal DTDs

- Global namespace

- Language encoding

- Structural inlormation should be
optlmized for queries

a To parse XML properly, we use records
. To output to XML (or similar),

we may use the simple form

Example record definition
VoVo XMLBlement
-record(xmlElement, {

na¡ne,

Parents = [],
pos,

artributes = [],
content = fl,
language = [],
expanded-name = [],
nsinfo= [], % {hefrx, Local} I []
namespace = #xmlNamespace{ }

)).

m922 ETXWTG-*m I
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o A fast XML processor produces an
Erlang representation of the XML document

- Let's call this representation a "complete form"

o Erlang programs can use an XML-like representation

- Let's call this a "simple form"
o An export tool can take either form

and output almost anything
o P¡ans to support XML Stylesheets (XSL, more on that later)
o Bas¡c support for XPATH (needed for XSL, Xlink, Xpointer, ...)

æ0922 EIXWIG-99:o93 0
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o Vsn 0.6 is a single-pass scannerþarser
implementing XML 1.0

o Has been tested on thousands of XML documents
- Appears to handle lots of different documents

- Appears to be fast and flexible

o There are two ways to process an XML document:
- Tree-based parsing; the whole document at once

- Event-based parsing; one element at a time

a The XMerL processor can do either
- The behaviour is specified lhrough higher-order functions ("funs")

- Validation can also be carried out in funs

m922 €lXWtG-g}N t0
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o Proper handling of
- Global namespace

- Entity expanslon

- External and internal DTDs

- Conditional processing

- Unicode

a Some support for infinite streams

000922 EfXWIG-S9:093 lt
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o The export tool takes a complete or s¡mple form
and outputs some (almost arbitrary) data structure

- Translation takes place in callback modules:
CBModule:Tag(Content, Attributes, Parents, CompleteRecord)

- A callback module can inherit other callback modules

- A callback function can do three things:
a Return data on some output format
. Po¡nt to another callback function (alias)
. Return a modlfied (simple or complete) form for re-processing

o Ex¡st¡ng callback modules
- HTML (not yet complete)

- XML (generic, not complete)

m92 ETXLtrrC.g}os t2
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fooO ->
xnerì :export-simple(simpleO, xmer'ì-html, [{tìtle, "Doc Titìe"}] )

foo2O ->
xnerì ;export-simple(simpleO, xmerìJml, [{titìe, "Doc Title"}])

sìmpleO ->
{docunent, [{tit]e, "Doc rit'le"}, {author, "ulf wiger}1,

T

{section, [{heading, "headingl"}],
[{'p', "This ìs a paragraph of text."},
{section, [{heading, "headin92"}],
t
{'P', "This is another paragraph."},
ttable, [{border, 1}],

[ { headi n9,
[{co] , "head1"},
{col , "head2"}l },

{ row,
ltcoì , "col11"),
{coì, "col12"}l},

{ ro*,
[{col, "col21"},
{col, "col22"}l}

lÌ
l]

l]
l).
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t

{tabì e t

t

i
{'P', "rhis i

foo2O ->
xmerl : export-simpì e(s

simpìeO ->
{document

{ ror,
Iicol, "co]21"],
{col, "col22"}l}

l)
l)

l)
l).
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fooo ->
xmerì : export-sir¡p l e(sinpì eO, xmer'l-htnl, [{ti t]e, "Doc Title"}l

sinpleo

t

t

t

[{'P' ,

{document, I
t
{section, I

{sectì on,
t
{'P',
{table

[{co
{co

{ rovr,

{ rov,

{co
l)

l]
l]

li.

æ0922 ETXWIG-99|093 15

o Stylesheet support is clearly needed
o Interpreting XML stylesheets ¡s slow and cumbersome

(lots of independent, heavy XPATH quer¡es)
a Possible approach:

- Read the stylesheets us¡ng the XMerL processor

- Translate them ¡nto an Erlang program

- Optimization opportun¡ty:
convert xsl:match statements into malch cr¡ter¡a for a single scan
function

o Lots more work is needed here...

m922 Êfxwle-gg:N 16
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o Current xmerlvers¡on,0.6, is on Open Source
o Thanks to the beta testers:

- MickaelRemond

- Luc Taesch
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Abstract
This a¡ticle describes a vyay to extend ER¡,¡Nc with structured program
module packages, in a simple, straightforward and useful way.

1 Introduction
When EnlnNG was conceived, it inherited a lot of its flavour from languages
like Strand, Prolog and Parlog, which (at least in many implementations) have
a similar concept of program modules: these are program files (,,compilation
units"), each assigned a globally unique name (in the system), and each declaring
some or all of its functions as erported. Non-exported functions can only be
referred to from within the same module, while exported functions are also
accessible from any other module in the system. In ERlRNc, files containing
source or object code for a module must be given the same name as the module,
plus a suffix which is ".erl" for source files, and e.g. ".jam" for object files for
the JAM abstract machine.

The name space for modules in these languages is flat, i. e., when a partic-
ular module is referred to, this is always done by its full name, regardless of
the context in which the reference is made: there is no way to express a refer-
ence to another module in relation to the current module. Furthermore, since
programmers like to keep names short, names such as ,,lists,', ,,math", ,,queue',,

"shell", "random", etc., quickly become used (these examples all taken from
the standard library). when code from different vendors is combined in the
same system, each distribution possibly consisting of several hundred modules,
the likelihood of one or more name clashes becomes large. Also, because of the
meta-calls often used in ERleNc, it is not always an easy task in such cases to
rename the clashing modules uniquely without introducing errors, even if the
source code is available. To keep the risk of clashes down, some programmers
resort to giving modules abbreviated names such as "gb", ,,rb" ,,dbg", etc.,
which is uninformative and could be considered bad programming style, or us-
ing prefixed names such as ttsnmp-supervisort', ttsnmp_error", ,,snmp-generict,,

¿l
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etc., which more or less solves the problem, but in a way that is clumsy and
limited by the maximum length of file names on the host operating system.

Section 2 of this article describes the package system of Java and introduces
the basic workings of a similar system for ERLeNc. Section 3 describes exten-
sions to the ERUNc language in order to make life easier for the programmer
using packages. Section 4 discusses possible pitfalls, and section 5 is a summary
of the system and the necessary changes.

2 A package system

To solve this situation and bring order to the present chaos, I suggest a system
of packages whose basic structure is shamelessly borrowed from that of Java [2].

In Java, each compilation unit is a publicly available closs, which is similar to
a module in Enlaxc, the main difference being that EnlaNc modules cannot
have distinct instances and do not support inheritance. Java source and object
files are, like Enlnxc modules, given the name of the public class they contain
plus the extensions ".javatt and ".class", respectively.

In Java, however, classes can belong to a package: this is a way ofstructuring
the fi,les, and is orthogonal to the class hierarchy of Java. The same concept
can therefore be applied to ERLANc, even though it is not an object-oriented
language.

2.1 The structure of packages in Java
If a Java class file (having the sufÊx "java") contains a package declaration
stating a package name, then that class file belongs to the named package.
Furthermore, the páckage name also indicates to the Java implementation wher'e
the object file is located.

A Java package name consists of a sequence of names separated by periotl
characters' such as 

java.rni.server

The full name of the class Remote0bject in this package, then, is

j ava . rmi . server . Remote0bj ect

When the Java implementation tries to load the object file for a class by
its full name, it uses its CLASSPATH setting. This is simply a sequence of file
system paths in the host operating system, which are to be used for the search
in the order they are given. The package name is then subdivided at each period
character into a sequence of one or more names, This is interpreted as a relative
path in the host operating system, in a way that is system-dependent: in a
Unix-like system, the relative path corresponding to the above package name
would be

. / java/rní/ server/

An attempt is then made to, for each path R00T listed in CLASSPATH, load the
file whose name is the concatenation of R00T, the relative path for the package,
the class name, and the object file suffix (".class"); in this example:

R00T/j ava/rni,/server/RemoteObj ect . class

2



until such a file is found for some R00T, or all paths in CLASSPATH have been
tried. With this approach, object files are thus located in a set of directory
trees, rather than in a set of flat directories.

When a Java program refers to a class that is not defined in the same file, and
by its class name only, the Java compiler will assume that the class is defined in
the same package as that of the current file, and will not confuse it with classes

of the same name in other packages. In this way, a package declaration creates
a distinct name space for classes.

For simplicity, and often useful for testing or writing simple applets, if a Java
source file does not contain a package declaration, it is automatically placed in
the "unnamed default package", which is a flat name space just like the current
EnlaNc module system.

2.2 Packages in Erlang
Today, En¡,Rxc module names seldom or never contain period characters; one
reason for this is that since the module name declaration of an ERlexc module
has the form

-module(<A>).

where <A> is an ERlaxG atom,1 such a module would have to be declared as

e' g' 
-nodule ( 'foo. bar' ) .

stating the module name within single'quotes. Therefore, it can be expected
that the use ofthe period character as separator in module names can be adopted
with few (if any) existing ERI¡Nc programs needing rewriting.

My suggestion, then, is that ERI¡,Nc modules in packages be named sim-
ilarly to full class names in Java: for instance, the full name of a module ¡o

in a package a.b.c should be a.b.c.n, while its object file would be named
"m.jam" (we assume for simplicity from norv on that all object files are for the
JAM abstract machine) and reside in a directory È00T/a/b/c,/ for some R00T
in the search path of the Enlnxc code server. The object file for a module
whose full name does not contain any period characters, such as e. g. ioJib, is
thus assumed to be located in some directory R00f/, exactly as in the ERLexc
implementations of today; for this example, the file would be R00T/ioJ.ib. jan.

To handle this first step, only the code server needs to be modified, and
only when the name of a requested module does contain period characters will
the behaviour differ from that of today. It should also be apparent that this
convention is compatible with existing code: packaged code could pass a full
module name (generally as an atom) to old-style code, which could use the
name obliviously, even for making meta-calls, without errors; to the old code, a
module name does not have structure.

Existing standard modules could easily be moved into packages without dis-
turbing old code, by simply creating "stub" replacement modules in which all
exported functions make a direct jump to the function of the same name in the
corresponding packaged module; such stub modules will be small, and the extra

lAtoms are a primitive dâtatype in ERt,lHc; they can be seen as nulla.ry constructors,
and are identified by their print names. Unless surrounded by single-quotes, their names
must begin with a lowercase letter, and not contain other characters than letters, digits, or
underscore ('-'). Examples of atoms are foo, Dad-hattsr and ,fooOba¡,.
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call is a relatively small cost. In particular, the package erlang and all its sub-
packages should be reserved for standard library functions. A library module
such as lists could e. g. be renamed erlang. list - thus note that this would
present a very good opportunity to restructure (by renaming, splitting, moving
individual functions, etc.) the existing standard modules, preferably according
to the suggestion for a new set of standard modules made by Jonas Barklund [lj.
However, details of such a structuring of existing code into packages is outside
the scope of this article.

3 Extensions to the Erlang language
so far, I have only described a structured way of storing object files in relation
to module names. If the EnleNG language itself remained unchanged, this
convention would force the programrner to write the full module names, always
within single quotes, in all situations. This would be cumbersome and ugly, and
miss one of the main points with a structured name space: to be able to make
references relative to the current package.

3.1 A new form of module declarations
It is a simple task to extend the Enlnxc grammar to not only accept module
name declarations on the form

-nodule(<Ar>).

where <41) is an atom, but also more generally on the form

-¡noduLe(<Ar>. <42>' . ..<4,>) .

for n ) 2, where all <A¡>, i e [l,n], are atoms. Each such atom could of course
be individually stated within single.quotes, and it is therefore necessary to check
that the atoms do not themselves contain period characters, and that they are
not the empty string 1' 

r r'). It is also recommended that some other characters,
such as e.g. 'S' be reserved for future use in module names, for example for
auto-generated object files for sub-modules, if such a concept would be shown
to be useful.

We introduce a little terminology:

c The fuII module narne is the concatenation of the print names of the atoms(Ar)"'(Ar) and the separating period characters. A full module name
should not contain two adjacent period characters.

o The module narne is the atom <Ar>.

c The packøge narne is the concatenation of the atoms (A1>...(A2_1) and
the separating period characters.

for instance, in a declaration -nodule(fee.f i.e.foeju¡)., the full module
name is given by the atom ,fee.f ie.foejum,, the package name by the atom
'fee.f ie' and the module name by 'foejum'. For a module whose full name
contains no period characters, such.as ioJib, the package name is the empty
string, and the module name is the same as the full mJcrule name; thus, lhl
meaning of old-style declarations does not change.
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3.2 Package-relative compilation
The main advantage with the extended form of module name declarations, how-
ever, is not to relieve the programmer from writing single.quotes: it is to signal
that the source fiIe is part of a package, and that module references within it
may therefore be interpreted as relative to the same package.

Note that it is still legal to use a declaration such as -rnodule ( , foo. bar. baz')
to give a full module name, but that this does not enable package.relative com-
pilation. Compilation of modules with such old-style name declarations is not
affected by the transformations described in this section.

3.2.1 Explicit remote calls

When a remote call on the form

<A>: <F> (. . .)

is encountered in a packaged module, where <F> is any expression and <A> is an
atom uhose print name does not contain period characters, then that atom is
interpreted as the name of a module in the same package as the current module.

In this case, the compiler will automatically replace <.û,> with the correspond-
ing full module name, by prepending the package name to (A), separated by a
period character. For example, if the call fred:f O occurs in a module whose
package name is f oo. bar, it will be replaced by the call , f oo. bar. fred r : f O.

This allows the programmer to e. g. create a module named lists in a
package, and refer to that module directly by that name without confusion with
the standard module of the same name.

To simplify calling modules in specific packages, it is easy to extend the
EnlaNc grammar to allow remote calls on the form

<Ar>. <Az>.. .'<Ar>:<F>(. . .)

for atoms <A¿>,i € [1,n], n]2,and an expression <F> (with the same restric-
tions on the atoms as in a module name declaration). Thus, a programmer is
not forced to write a full module name within single quotes, but still has the
possibility. For example, the calls

foo. bar. baz: f o
and

'f oo. bar. baz' :f, o
are equivalent. Thus note that if the module specifier is a single atom, then
that atom may contain period characters, but not otherwise.

3.2.2 fmported functions

Import declarations in packaged modules should be handled analogously to re-
mote calls. If an import statement

-inport(<A>, [. . .] ) .

is encountered in such a module, and <A> is an atom whose print name does
not contain period characters, then that atom is interpreted as the name of a

5
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module in the same package as the current module, and the full module name
is substituted by the compiler.

The Enln¡¡c grammar should also be extended analogously to allow period-
separated full module names to be written without surrounding single quotes in
import declarations; l'. e., both

-inport ( 'foo. bar. baz, , [. . .] )

and

-import(foo.bar.baz, t. ..1 ) .

should be allowed, and be equivalent.

3.2.3 Forcing absolute module references

It is quite possible that a packaged module could need to refer to a module
that is not packaged (i. e., whose package name is the empty string). For this
purpose, it is necessary to be able to refer to a full module name using a leading
period character, as in the call

. lists : reverse (X)

This form (more generally described as .(41>....(Ar), for atoms <A¿>, i €
ll,n), n > 1), should therefore be included in the EnleNc grammar for remote
calls and import declarations.

The same effect could be achieved by giving the msdule name with a prepended
period character within single quotes:

' .lists' :reverse(X)

however, this is noú recommended in general, since two atoms ,n, and ,.n, do
not compare equal, but can be interpreted as references to the same object file.

3.3 Meta-call support
Meta-calls are often used in ERr,Rxc, either for direct function calls as in the
following examples:

<l.l>: <F> (. . .)

and
apply (<tl> , <F>, [. . .] )

where <M> and <F> are any expressions evaluating to atoms, or for the evaluation
of a function call by a new process, as in:

spawn(<M>, <F>, [...])

spawnJink (<11>, <F>, [. . .] )
or

spawn (<N>, <lt>, <F>, [. . .] )

where in addition, <N> is an expression evaluating to an atom that is taken to
represent the name of an En¡,eNG node.
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It must then be remembered that the atoms yielded by evaluating expressions
<11> above must be full module names; the built-in functions apply and spawn
(and their variants) cøn and should not be modified to interpret module names

relative to the current module. As a simple example, consider a function

f(X) -> spawn(X, start, t...1 ).

defined in a packaged module foo.m, and a call

foo.n:f('ny-server')

in some other module. It would then be impossible for the spawn in function
f oo.rn: f /1 to know if the module name my-server should be interpreted relative
to package f oo or if it is a full module name whose package name is the empty
string. Thus, the apply and spawn functions should remain unchanged, always
interpreting the given module name as a full module name.

3.3.1 Getting the rnodule name

Since it is generally a source of errorS to be forced to write things more than once,
I suggest a new predefined (but not exported) function tbis-module/O which
returns the lull module naÍ¿e of the module in which it occurs. For instance, to
ensure correct behaviour when spawning a process to execute a function run in
the current module, one could write

spawn(thisnoduleO , rl¡n, J. . .l )

Another typical example is to pass the full name of the current module to
some other function, for general use including making meta-calls, as in

gen-server: start (this-nodule O , . . .)

The call tbis-moduleO could be defined as synonymous to

noduleinfo (nodule)

using the already predefined function nodulejnfo,/1.
It would also be possible to use the automatically defined preprocessor macro

¡{0DULE for the same purpose, but the use of the preprocessor for any purpose
is strongly discouraged by this author.

3.3.2 Getting package-relative names

Where, in a situation similar to those above, it is necessary to refer to a module
other than the current, but in the same package, it would be convenient to not
have to specify the full package name. This could be accomplished by another
predefined (not exported) function this-package/1. For example, assume that
in a module n in package foo.bar, we are to spawn a function start/3 in a
module server in the same package. We could then write

spavn(this-package(server), start, [...]

which would be equivalent to

spawn('foo,ba¡.server', start, [.,.]
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but not dependent on the actual name of the current package.
The call this-package(<A>) could be defined as a substitution of the print

name of <A> for the last component of the value of this-module O , if <A> does
not contain period characters and is not the empty string ¡r r t.

3.3.3 No other predefined functions!

There should be no other additions to the set of predefined functions or ERr,nNG.
It might for some purposes be necessary to find the package name (the full
module name without the last segment) or the module name (the last segment
of the full module name) of the current module or of another module, or to
perform other operations on module names, such as concatenati¡¡g a package
and a module name, or to map a full module name or a package name onto
a relative ûle path, but such functions would more suitably be placed in some
separate support module.

It could also be argued that special versions of carl and spawn should be
added to handle this kind of name expansion automatically, but this is the wrong
way to go. It would add extra predefined functions without solving the general
problem when full module names need to be passed between funciions, and is
not even a big advantage. It is no doubt easier (but more opaque) to write, say

spar¡n (start, [. . .] )

instead of
spawn(this-noduleO, start, [. . .] )

but e.9.
spawu_this_package(server, start, [...])

is not really simpler than

spawn(thispackage(server) , start, [. . .] )

Furthermore it can be argued that, in particular for spawn, local functions
should if possible never be called via a meta-call, since this requires the target
function to be exported from the module, even if it is not part of the official
interface. A version of spaun which could initiate the evaluation of a named local
function, e. g. fun start/3, or an anonymous local function (a so.called ,,fun

expression") fu¡ (...) -> ... end, by a new process, would be much cleaner.2

3.3.4 Passing names of modules in other packages

when the full name of a module that is not part of the same package as the
current module is to be passed to some function for purposes as those described
above, it should be given explicitly as an atom, within single.quotes if neces-
sary. 8.g., if we were to give the full name of module a.b.c as argument to
gen-server : start,/3, from a module x .! .2, we would write

gen-server(ra.b.cr, ...)
2It has been hinted that this form of spana will be included in a coming release of ERLANc.
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The alternative would be to extend the syntax of period-separated atom
sequences to be allowed as general expressions, so we simply could write

gen-server(a.b. c, . . .)

That, however, is taking the idea too far; we would then have introduced a
general kind of atom-concatenating operator in the language, which could be
used regardless of context, but there is no really good reason for being able to
write something like

{rR2,.rD2,}
where the period character could easily be mistaken for a comma, or what is
worse, be mistakenly inserted instead of an intended comma.

3.4 Imported module names

The currently existing import declarations in ERI¡,xc allow the programmer
to use functions in other modules than the current by their function names
only; e. g., a declaration -inport (Iists, [reverse,/1] ) . allows a function call
lists : reverse (X) to be written more briefly reverse (X) , where the imported
name overrides any locally defined function of the same name.

A more general form of such declarations would allow the definition of a local
alias f.or a remote function, where also the actual name used locally for making
a call could be individually selected by the programmer.

When a packaged module needs to refer to several modules that are not in
the same package, it would then either have to specify the full module name
in each call to those modules, or use import statements so that the individual
functions can be called directly by name. However, there is then the possibility
that the same functiön name exists in two distinct modules, where both modules
have long full names, or that for some module, many functions are used but we
do not wish to import them all, perhaps because of the risk of clashes with
locally defined names.

3.4.1 Importing packaged modules

To support easier access to particular modules in cases such as the above, I
suggest a new form of import declaration, on the following form:

-import (<11>) .

where <H> is a full module name.
The occurrence of such a declaration in a module would allow the use of

the module name ølone, i. e., without a package name, in calls to the imported
module. For example, a declaration

-irnport (f oo. bar. baz) .

in module a. b . c would make a call

baz:f(...)

in the same module be synonymous to

foo.bar.baz:f (...)
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However, the behaviour of this-package(baz) would not be affected, as its
name suggests, yielding,a.b.baz'.

In particular, note that since the imported module name is always a full
module name, a declaration -iroport (Iists) . would make a call tists: f (. . .)
in the same module be synonymous to .lists:f (...) thus correctly referring
to the module whose package name is the empty string.

It is important that all occurrences of this kind of import, statement are pro.
cessed before any function-importing declarotions are expanded, since the latter
should be interpreted relative to the former, as well as to the current pack-
age. Thus, the two declarations -inport(foo.bar.baz). and -import(baz,
[fred/l]). (given in any order) in a module a.b.c together make a call
fred(X) synonymous to foo.bar.baz:fred(X), and not to a.b.baz:f¡ed(X).

3.4.2 Similarity to imported packages in Java

Java has a similar form of import declaration, on the two forms

package. class;

Paclrage . * i

where the former imports a particular class, and the latter all classes in a par-
ticular package. This allows the programmer to refer directly to any imported
class without its package name; however, if two classes with the same name are
imported, then neither can be used without giving its package name.

Java is a statically typed language, and needs information about the types
of all external classes referenced in a program file in order to compile that file.
The Java compiler therefore searches for object files for such classes, recursively
compiling source files where possible in order to produce any object files that
are missing. This makes importing of all classes in a package possible, because
the search order is well-defined, and all referenced classes must be present.

Enl.lxc, however, is dynamically typed, and the compiler never actually
needs to examine other source files in order to compile a particular file. It
would not be in line with Enlexc programming conventions to let the sets of
existing object files in two distinct packages decide from which ofthese packages
a particular module is imported; e. g., if. we would import all modules from
packages foo and bar, then a reference to a module m would be resolved to
either f oo.n or bar.n depending on which package actually defines a module n.
Therefore, a full module narne must be given in the -import (<l,t>) . declaration
described above, and not just a package name.

3.5 \Mhy no package-relative package references?
The reader may wonder why, in a "structured" package system, there are no
language constructs that allow the programmer to refer to a module in a sub-
package of the current package by a relative name, instead of by its full name.

For example, in a module a.b.n1, it would certainly be possible to let a call

c.¡¡2: f o
be interpreted as equivalent to

'a.b.c.n2':f o
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There are however several problems with this approach. Most importantly,
it adds to the complexity of the package system, making programs difficult to
understand and being prone to errors. For instance, all calls to functions in
packaged modules that are noú in subpackages of the current package would
have to be written as

.x.y.z:to
with a leading period character. This is annoying and could often result in
mistakes.

'When there is a need to refer to modules in subpackages by a short name,
the general mechanism.for importing packaged modules suggested above should
be sufficient, and results in perspicuous programs. The same design decision
was apparently made in Java.

4 Caveats

4.L Program transformations
If a source code transformation should want to rewrite a meta-call expression
such as

<M>: <F> (. . .)

if it can show that <M> will evaluate to a specific atom (A), to

<-A> : <F> (. . .)

(doing a so-called constønt propagation), then it is important to keep in mind
that the result of <H> should be interpreted as a full rnodule nanrc, ar;,d never
relative to the package of the module containing the code.

In this case, either the resulting program must not be compiled in a package'
relative way (this can be done by expanding all package'relative references and
substituting an old-style module name declaration, which states the full module
name within single quotes), or the program performing the transformation must
be aware of this interpretation and instead substitute the expression

(A' r). (A' z),..(A'r) : <F> (. . .)

where the 1At¡), i € [1,n], are the period-separated (nonempty) segments of
<A>. Note the leading period character, which explicitly indicates a full module
name.

4.2 Other possible problems

There exist some modules in the ERleNc distribution which make assumptions
about the present way of storing object files in the file system, notably the
module f ilename. Such modules may need to be updated to handle the tree
substructure of the new object file storage.
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5 Summary
I have described a system of structured module packages for ERleNc, which
is conceptually simple and easy to implement, and which should be backwards
compatible with practically all existing code. I have suggested straightforward
extensions to the Enl¡,Nc language for easier programming with packages, all
of which could be removed by a preprocessor pass if so desired. I have also
discussed why no further extensions should be necessary, or even motivated.

In brief, the following things need to be implemented in order to support
the package system as described:

o Extend the code server to analyse module names in order to find the search
path substructure for an object file.

¡ Add the new, package-relative compilation enabling form of module dec-
larations to the grammar.

o Allow period-separated full module names in remote calls and in import
declarations, including names with a leading period. (Note that this is not
dependent on package-relative compilation, and thus should be allowed
regardless of the form of module name declaration being used.)

o Extend the compiler to, for packaged modules, expand package.relative
remote calls to full module names.

o Add the predefined functions this-module /O atd this_package/1.

¡ The preprocessor epp must be extended to handle the new form of module
name declarations, in order to correctly support the automatically defined
macro U0DULE.

. Add -lnport (<lt>) . declarations for full function names <M), and make
the compiler expand these before ordinary function imports are processed.

. The stdlib function filename:find-src will probably also neecl to be
made aware of the new structure of object file search paths.
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Highlights
Erlang 5.0/OTP R7B

This document points at the most important improvements in Erlang 5.0/OTP R7B. For
more detailed information, please check the release notes for the respective applications

General

Some of the major new features in this version of Erlang/OTP are:

o The bit syntax, a language addition which can be used to construct binaries and to match
binary patterns.

o The new CORBA services cosNotification and cosTime.
o The new very capable cross reference tool Xref.

a The new application Comet which makes it possible to call COM objects from Erlang on the
V/indows platform.

o A new interopability guide whose purpose is to give the reader an orientation of the different
interoperability mechanisms that can be used when integrating a program written in Erlang
with a program written in another programming language, from the Erlang programmer's
point of view.

Note also that the Jive application has now been removed.

ERTS-5.0.L

o Several changes has been made to the garbage collector and intenial memory âllocation
routines to reduce memory consumption and memory fragmentation.

o The bit syntax, a language addition for constructing and matching binaries. For more
infomation, see Bxtensions to Erlang. Also, the handling of small binaries (up to 64 bytes)
has been optimized, as well as splitting of binaries.

o Call tracing is greatly improved. It is now possible to trace local function calls (and calls to
local functions) set up with the erlans: rraceJarrern BIF. Trace compilation for local call
is no longer needed.

o There is now support for operating system threads in drivers. The file driver has been
modified to make use of this, which means that lengthy file operations no longer cause
everything on the node to pause. Currently, only supported on Solaris and Windows. The
number of threads in the thread pool can be set with the emulator system flag -a. The default
number of threads is 0, which means that this feature is turned off. The number of th¡eads in a
node can be obtained by the call erlang: info (rhreadJool_size).

a The BIF erlang:monitor(process, Proc) has been extended to accept named processes,
local and remote. See the documentation for erlang : moniror/ 2 and erlang: demoni tor / 1,.

o The inet driver (inet-drv, i.e the driver for (TCP&UDP)/IP) has been replaced, as well as a
lot of supporting Erlang code in the Kernel application. The new code eliminates one data
relay process per socket and thereby gives a throughput boost.

¡ The Erlang emulator now uses a2bit tag scheme internally. This change is not visible at the
language level, but it means that the Erlang emulator can no,ù/ address the entire 4Gb address
space (OTP R6 could only address lGb).

¡l



IC-4.0.5

a Limited support for multiple file module definitions.
The current version supports multiple file module definitions for all backends except the C
oriented backends.

o The following new datatypes are now handled by IC:
O long long
O unsigned long long
O wchar
O wstring

Kernel-2.6.1

O On Unix, os : cmd./1 previously used a dedicated subprocess, which meant that calls to
os : cmd/1 were serialized. This is no longer the case.

o The gen- family (mainly gen-server md gen-fsm) and rpc has been rewritten to use the
new BIF erlans:monitor/2 as much as possible. This should improve performance and
remove some possibilities of hanging gen_server calls. In particular,
gen-server : multi-c al-l- / 2. - ¿ and rpc : multi-server-c ai-l- / 2, : should now never hang,
at least not when all nodes are of this release.
See also the documentation for gen_server Írûd rpc.

a The inet driver (inet-drv, i.e the driver for (TCP&UDP)ÆP) has been replaced, as well as a
lot of supporting Erlang code in the Kernel application. The new code eliminates one data
relay process per socket and thereby gives a throughput boost.

STDLIB-I..9.1.

o The win32res module has now been documented and made official. The module makes it
possible to access and manipulate the registry on v/indows platforms.

o Calls using gen-server, gen-fsm and gen-evenÈ to a process on another node no longer
hang indefinitely if the timeout is intiniry and the process doesn't exist. The exit reaion in
that case is noproc (for local processes, this change was made already in OTP R5).¡ The new modulê beam_lib reads data from BEAM files.

Appmon-2.O.1.

o There is now an Appmon User's Guide.
o The main window is now similar to that of the other tools, showing only one node at a time.

Asnl-l .2.9.3

¡ The ASN.I language feature coMpoNENrs op is now implemented.
o The encoding and decoding of ENUMERATED and INTEGER with NamedNumbers is made

more efficient and thus faster in runtime.
¡ The compiler now also supports AUTOMATIC TAGS for BER (previously only for pER).



Comet-L.0

Comet is a new application.

Comet, a COM client for Erlang, is a way to call any COM-service in'Windows from an Erlang
program. It's a combination of a gen_server and a port program (or port driver) that enables Erlang
programs to call almost any COM-server.

Comet uses a gen_server in the module erl-com, together with a port program (or port driver), to
call COM-servers. Both the late-binding interface lDispatch and early-binding virtual interfaces can
be used. Erlang types are converted to COM types and parameters are returned.

COM stands for Component Object Model, (or sometimes Common Object Model), and is
MicroSoft's technique for component-based programming. It allows programs on'Windows
systems to call other programs and libraries across language boundaries. It is a competitor to Corba,
but has other functionality too.

COM is available on all 3z-bit'Windows systems, such as NT 4, Windows 95,V/indows 98 and
'Windows 2000. Comet can be used on any of these.

With Comet, an Erlang application can use (almost) any COM-service on
Windows from Erlang. Examples of what can be done include:

o Opcning wubpages wiLh Inl.ernet Exporer (or Netscape)
o Reading and writing data fiom Excel Worksheet
o Reading and writing from Word
o Calling C-code-libraries in an efficient way, without the hassle of creating a port-driver
O Executing scripts in VBScript or JavaScript

Compiler-3.0.L

o The compiler builds lists and tuples in a smarter way than previous versions did, meaning that
literal lists and tuples of practically any size can now be built. The previous limit was 1024
elements in a literal list or tuple.

o Several changes has been made to the garbage collector and internal memory allocation
routines to reduce memory consumption and memory fragmentation. Also, the compiler now
makes sure that references to any data that will not be used again will be killed, so that the
garbage collector can discard it as soon as possible.

o It is now allowed to use an expression within a pattern, if the expression uses only numeric or
bitwise operators, and can be evaluated to a constant at compile-time. E.g., case X of {!+2,
T) -> T end

o The bit syntax, a language addition for constructing and matching binaries. For more
infomation, see Extensions to Erlang. Also, the handling of small binaries (up to 64 bytes)
has been optimised, as well as splitting of binaries.

o The compiler now supports inlining within a module, see the compiler documentation.
Numerous known problems and limitations have been corrected, and the optimisation is
better. For instance, tuples used in cases for grouping are no longer built.
The earlier compiler versions vl (R5) andv2 (R6) have been discontinued because there are
no longer any reason to use them.

j ,.,..rri,' r 'l
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Inets-2.5.3

o It is now possible to run more than one HTTP server in an Erlang node listening to the same
port but different addresses.

Jinterface-1.2

o A new class, AbstractConnection, has been added to deal with most of the aspects of the
Erlang communication protocol, and which can be subclassed in order to provide different
levels of support to the application as necessary. OtpConnection is now a subclass to
AbstractConnection.

o OtpCookedConnection is a new subclass to AbstractConnection, which together with
OtpNode provides an intuitive mailbox-based communication mechanism. By using this
interface, applications are no longer required to manage connections explicitly, since the
OtpNode now opens and manages connections to remote nodes as needed. Outgoing
messages are sent through mailboxes and automatically dispatched through the correct
connections to the destination node, while incoming messages are queued in the destination
mailbox. This allows parts of an application to communicate with several peers
simultaneously without the need to sort and dispatch incoming messages. Additionally,
mailboxes can be linked with Erlang processes or with each other, in much the same manner
that Erlang processes can be linked together.

Mnesia-3.9.2

o Access to non-local tables avoids disc_only_replicas if possible.
o A new configuration parameter fallback-error-funcrion has been introduced to let the

user handle the case when Mnesia has a fallback installed and another Mnesia goes down.
The default behavior is as it always been: to kill itself to avoid inconsistencies. The user can
now Start Erlang with -mnesia faLlback-error-function ' {UserMod., UserFunc} ,.

Orber-3.1-.8

o Earlier, Orber did not use the IIOP/GIOP version specified in an external object key when
invoking an intra-ORB request.

o The OMG standard now supports an Interoperable Naming Service. Initially, there where two
proposals of which Orber earlier supported one of them. Now both standards are supported.

o It is now possible to start Orber as lightweight.
a It is now possible to create pseudo objects, i.e., not server objects.

cosNotifïcatio n-1.0 .2

cosNotification is a new application which implements the CORBA (OMG) Notification service

cosTime-L.0.L

cosTime is a new application which implements the CORBA (OMG) Time service.



SNMP.3.2.I

o Debugging has been improved. It is now possible to debug all named processes (individually)
of the SNMP application. See the documentation for the snmp module for details.

¡ Filter (audit trail) logs on timestamp.
o The MlB-compiler has been improved. It is now possible to include Description-field into

compiled MIB.

Tools-1.6

o Xref is a new very capable cross reference tool which works with beam files as input, works
fast and eliminates the problem that the old tool Exref had with include files.
Xref is intended to replace Exref in forthcoming versions of Erlang/OTP.

o Eprof has been optimised to minimise the measuring overhead. Typically, the measured
program runs at about 50Vo of its ordinary speed.









Comet - an Erlang-to-COM Port

I Comet is a port and a gen_server module that enables
Erlang programs to deploy COM components

¡ Comet is under development, an early version is part of
OTP release 78

COM

I Common Object Model

I A standard for component development from Microsoft
r Windows-only (although a third-party version exist on

Solaris)

r Rival to CORBA on the Windows platform

r All Microsoft programs use COM
r Support for distribution, DCOM and COM+

I

;

!



COM Model

I Classes presents interfaces

I Interfaces are a bunch of related functions or methods

r No data are exposed, only interfaces

r Properties of objects accessible through access-functions

COM Model continued

r IDL describes classes and interfaces

r IDL compiles into a type-library that can be browsed with
a tool

r Two ways to use a class

- Dispatch - a special interface for interpreted languages

- Virtual Interface - faster, for compiled languages

¡ Comet can use both (although dispatch is safer)

2



COM Memory Handling

I Reference-counting

r Language support in Visual Basic, "Java" (and C#)

r Erlang programs must (currently) explicitly free interfaces

Erlang Ports

r A way to call external code from Erlang

r Implemented as a linked in driver (DLL) or a port progr¿rm

r Comet offers both

- port driver is considerably faster

- port program is safer, if the COM server crashes, it
won't bring the emulator down

r A gen_server module interfaces to the port program or
driver

¡ The Comet port driver and program are multithreaded

aJ

I

!
I



Comet as a Port Driver

r An application calling a COM Object

- Comet as a driver

IWhatever

thread

some_application ErlComDrv. dl1

er1_com

Comet as a Port Program

r An application calling a COM Object

- Comet as a port program

Er

ErlComDrv. exe

thread

some_application

erl_com

4



Calling COM from Erlang

I All calls through the gen_server module "edcom"
r erl_com provides methods for calling

I erl_com has functions for:

- creating objects

- fetching interfaces

- releasing interfaces and objects

- retrieving type information of objects and types

- creating threads for calling COM objects
asynchronously

A Simple Example

r An interface that implements some utilities

inÈèrf.ce lsorcUtílitics : tDisÞ¡tch
{

fid( 1) ¡
I¡RESULT DaysBerrecn(linl DATE alatel, fin,

louL, reùEl, ðor¡blê¡
tid(2 ) ¡
sRESrrf¡" ReDlaceÀll I [tû] Ag¡R BSIIT.

.lêü1.

r Calling it from Erlang

S' 'lÈ ras â dük üd s¿orry nigbè
soEeuÈl,llÈlas).l= êr¡_com:crcâte_¿iapatch(T, .{cl,ass ial for

52= er]_c$! lnvok€ (I, .ReptaccÀ!1., aS,
D= crl-comr lnvóke{¡, .DayrB6grêen,, f lv!_datc,

arl-conr!èIeass{I} .
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Mapping COM Types to Erlang

r COM uses a small set of types

I Comet mapps Erlang types to COM types through the use
of tuples

- Basic types are converted properly: integers, floats,
strings and booleans

- Other types are prefixed in a tuple, ê.g. {vr_dare
{'J.999, 1,2, t2}, {}}

t Constants in COM are enumerations

r Strings currently 8-bits in Comet

r Complex types as structures, are currently not supported

Invoke (dispatch interface)

r The invoke method in the dispatch interface is used to late-
bind to interfaces

I Comet provides the methods invoke, propertyjuc and
property_get

ôbj= g¡¡_r....reatè_objecÈ (8, . (class .id)' L
I= erl_c@:query_j¡tertÀcÊ{Obj, . {à disprtch i¡tülrcc 1d). r,
Valu€- erl_con: inrckc { I. rf,tÊtbod,, lp$æBêrrl } .
erl-com:properÈy_¡ruÈ ( f , .prop$Èy,, lparàG¿sr¡, Vrluê2 ],
value3' Grr-c6¡Þro¡rarrv-g6t{r, rànoehèrpro¡ErÈI')l;. 

r r:1,1 :r , .j. , ,,, , .,,,,,1..,,,i,r,, ,

. ",....i'!. ;"r+' i,-;*,_,.._r,,,... ;r.;ilu-:.-.,.- ". ..

I Errors returned âS {com_error, code}

r Can have named parameters (not support in Comet yet)

6



I A virtual interface is an array of function pointers

- Virtual Method Table used for C++ objects

r Called in Comet using assembler glue

- Every parameter, including return value, must be
explicitly typed

- Address of virtual function must be specified

- Only practical when code is generated

r Wrong parameters cause Comet to crash

Calling a Virtual Interface

(¡-, t6, [{vt-ßÈr, rnscl),loutslr] - crl-cil : cos\-caI¡,

¿f

i'| ...¡r

i': t t.iti

t' , ,,.."r

i,r
i': ;lt, ..: j

Ì. a :¡ì i'i

It

ir The Internet Explorer browser presents COM interfaces

r Example: creating an Internet Explorer and navigating to a
URL

1 opens a Comet process and a thread in it
2 creates an object, retrieves its default interface

3 invokes the methods "navigate" and the "visible"

Browser Example

!ufia!l-cdr: invokê(ObJ,
êd-cd I t,r€9.rll'JrùÈ (obJ r tã¡a)
obj.

(ok, Pid)È Grl-cüra¡rrÈjroccss{ }, Æl*¡ erl-e@:ntr-thraadlPiiu, v
Obj. e¡1_"*'.ra¡!É_dlslÞtch lt,

?cLsclx_r¡ocÀ¡._sERvtn l,
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Excel Example

r Excel is also accessible through COM
r Easiest way is to start with a Visual Basic-program

- The Excel macro recorder can generate these

r Example: adding a graph

Visual Basic:
Chart6,À¿ld
ÀctivecharÈ.Cha¡tq¡pe = xlpieÞrptoded

Erlang:
Charts = er:._coerpackage_lnterf,ace{8, er¡_com¡property_get(8, .Chuts.)l
er]-com¡ i¡rcke{Charts, i.Add, }
C= erL_coe i tÞckage-ia¡erf àqe { E, erÌ_cæ ; properly-Jet I E, .Àcf iwchút ¡ t )
erL-com:protrEr¿yJrot {C, .C}¡ut1:,¡)e.. ?X¡-piaÞq¡¡odeil}

Generating Glue Code

r Can be used for both virtual- and dispatch-interfaces

r Type libraries, compiled from COM IDL, describes COM
classes and interfaces

I Comet reads information from Type Libraries
r Erlang modules are generated with glue code

f Each interface generates a module

I Each enum (set of constants) generates a module and a
header-file with macros

8



Excel Example with Generated Code

- (Code is generated from the Excel type-library)

Visual Basic:
chârts.Àdd
Àcèivcctrarè.Chuùî!trE è xlPieÈ<¡rloded
ÀcÈivechrrt. SetsourceDât'a _

Sourcê:EShêeÈ6 {'ShcêU' } .Ra¡qe('82 :Ca'}, _
PlotByr.xlColtma

Àc Èivectarl. l,ocèCioa .l{hse :'xlf,ocåÈioDÀaobJ ecÈ, Næ ! "Shêctl'Erlang: .-

charts : aitld (xe-t¡¡:¡icåt.lØ r clurÈr (El l , '

Àct.ivcc'l¡arÈ' ¡c-Âlr¡rlicalim.rctiæCbut (E) , - :

char¡ : chËrtD¡De (ÀclivccharÈ, ?XltlêExploaþd )
RÉ ehEeèe:!age(re-l¡rt)Ì1câtlon,sh!åtr(8, .&æè1,1,:i:!.82:Ctl.l.:,.:r..:,;:, ,, :::r::1::::::,:
charÈ.:ecCsouceDaËalÀcLiwcbârÈ, ¡', ?rlcoltGgt, : '

chårÈ : locreion ( Àctlvechrt!, ?rtL@È:i6ÀsobJccÈ, .ShèÊÈI. t,
^ .'i*i1i.i....*. .. . .-i*., - .-.r,..:.ai.i.t+.':i.,i*;^; ;;

Problems

r Combining an object-oriented approach with Erlang's
semi-functional

r Handling state

r Memory management

r Type conversions between Erlang and other system

r Asynchronous operations

r Performance considerations

I Robustness

I

i
I
i,
a

f

i

:
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Future Improvements

r Feedback needed

I Improvements considered

- Full Unicode support

- Calling Erlang from COM

- Event Sinks

- Erlang COM Servers

- COM+ Distribution

- Complex types

- Other API's on other platforms

- Combining COM's ref-counting with Erlang's GC

References

I Comet documentation from OTP

I Don Box: Essential COM (Addison V/esley)

r Box, Brown, Ewald and Sells: Effective COM (Addison
Wesley)

r Oberg: Understanding & Programming COM+ (prentice
Hall)

I Jason Pritchard: COM and Corba Side by Side (Addison
Wesley)
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6 The bit syntax

This section describes the "bit syntax" which was added to the Erlang language in
release 5.0 (R7A). Compared to the original bit syntax prototype by Claes Wikström
and Tony Rogvall (presented on the Erlang User's Conference 1999), this
implementation differs primarily in the following respects,

l. the character pairs '<<' and '>>' are used to delimit a binary patterns and
constructor (not '<' and '>' as in the protofype),

2. the tail syntax ('lVariable') has been eliminated,

3. all size expressions must be bound,

4. atype unir:u has been added,

5. lists and tuples cannot be generated

6. there are no paddings whatsoever.

6.1 Introduction

In Erlang a Bin is used for constructing binaries and matching binary patterns. A Bin is
written with the following syntax:

<<E1,82, En>>

A Bin is a low-level sequence of bytes. The purpose of a Bin is to be able to, from a
high level, construct a binary,

Bin = <<El-, 82, En>>

in which case all elements must be bound, or to match a binary,

<<E1,E'2, En>> = Bin

where ein is bound, and where the elements are bound or unbound, as in any match.

Each element specifies a certain segment of the binary. A segment is is a set of
contiguous bits of the binary (not neccessarily on a byte boundary). The first element
specifies the initial segment, the second element specifies the following segment etc.

The following examples illustrate how binaries are constructed or matched, and how
elements and tails are specified.

t .,



6.l.l Examples

Example 1: A binary can be constructed from a set of constants or a string literal:

Binl-1 = ((1 , 17, 42>>,
Bin12 = << t'abc " >>

yieldsbinariesofsize3;binary-Èo-lisr(Bin11) evaluatesto []-, !7, azl,and
binary_ro_list (Bin12) evaluates to tgZ, 98, 991.

Example 2: Similarly, a binary can be constructed from a set of bound variables:

A = 1, B = 17, C = 42,
Bin2 = <<4, B, C:L6>>

yields a binary of size 4, and binary-ro-tisr (Bin2) evaluates to [1, t7 , 00, 42]
too. Here we used a size expression for the variable c in order to specify a 16-bits
segment of Bin2.

Example 3: A Bin can also be used for matching: if D, E, and r are unbound variables,
and sinz is bound as in the former example,

<<D:16, E, F/binary>> = Bin2

yieldsD = 2i3,E = 00,andFbindstoabinaryof size l:binary_r.o_1isr(F) =
t421.

Example 4: The following is a more elaborate example of matching, where Dsram is
bound to the consecutive bytes of an IP datagram of IP protocol verìion 4, and where
we want to extract the header and the data of the datagram:

-define(rP_VERSION, 4) .

-define (IP_MIN_HDR_LEN, 5) .

DgramSize = size (Dgram) ,
case Dgram of

ID:16, Flgrs : 3, FragOf f : 13,
TTL:8, Prot.o:8, HdrChkSum:16,
SrcIP:32,
DestrP:32, RestDgram/binary>> when HLen >= 5, 4*HLen =< Dgramsize ->OptslJen = 4* (HLen - ?IP_MIN_HÐR_LEN),
<<Opt.s : Opt.slen/binary, Dat.a/binarl/)) = RestDgram,

end

Here the segment corresponding to the oprs variable has a type modifier specifying
that opt.s should bind to a binary. All other variables have the default type èquat to 

-
unsigned integer.

An IP datagram header is of variable length, and its length - measured in the number of
32-bit words - is given in the segment corresponding to HLen, the minimum value of



which is 5. It is the segment corresponding to opts that is variable: if sr,en is equal to 5,
opts will be an empty binary.

The tail variables ResrDsram and oara bind to binaries, as all tail variables do. Both
may bind to empty binaries.

If the first 4-bits segment of Dsram is not equal to 4, or if sr,en is less than 5, or if the
size of Dgram is less than 4 *sl,en, the match of oçrran fails.

6.2 A Lexical Note

Note that "B=<<1>>" will be interpreted as "B =< ;.1rr", which is a syntax error. The
correct way to write the expression is "B = <<1>>".

6.3 Segments

Each segment has the following general syntax:

Value : Si ze,/TtpeSpec i f ierl,ist

Both the size ând the qpespecif ier or both may be omitted; thus the following
variations are allowed:

Value

Value: Size

Value/T\peSpeci f ierl,is t

Default values will be used for missing specifications. The default values are described
in the section "Defaults" below.

Used in binary construction, the value part is any expression. Used in binary matching,
the value part must be a literal or variable. You can read more about the vaiue part i;
the sections about constructing binaries and matching binaries.

The size part of the segment multiplied by the unit in the qrpespecif ierlisÈ
(described below) gives the number of bits for the segment. In construction, size is any
expresssion that evaluates to an integer. In matching, size must be a constant
expression or a variable.

The rvpespecifierlisr is a list oftype specifiers separated by hyphens.

Type
The type can be integer, f loat., or binary.

Signedness
The signedness specification can be.either sisned or unsisnea. Note that
signedness only matters for matching.

Endianness
The endianness specifîcation can be either bis or t_irrle.

Unit
The unit size is given as unit: rnteserlirerat. The allowed range is l-256. It
will be multiplied by the size specifier to give the effective size oÍ the segment.



Example:

X: 4 / little-signed- integer-unit : 8

This element has a total size of 4x8 = 32 bits, and it contains a signed integer in
little-endian order.

6.4 Defaults

The default type for a segment is inteser. The default type does not depend on the
value, even if the value is a literal. For instance, the default type in '<<3 . 14>>' is
integer, nOt float.

The default size depends on the type. For inreser it is 8. For floar it is 64. For
binary it is all of the binary. In matching, this default value is only valid for the very
last element. All other binary elements in matching must have a size specification.

The default unit depends on the the type. For inteser and floar it is l. For binary it
is 8.

The default signedness is unsisned.

The default endianness is ¡:.g

6.5 Constructing binaries

This section describes the rules for constructing binaries using the bit syntax. Unlike
when constructing lists or tuples, the construction of a binary can fail with a badars
exception.

There can be zero or more segments in a binary to be constructed. The expression

Each segment in a binary can consist of zero or more bits. There are no alignment rules
forindividual segments, but the total number of bits in all segments must be evenly
divisible by 8, or in other words, the resulting binary must consist of a whole number of
bytes. An badars exception will be thrown if the resulting binary is not byte-aligned.
Example:

<<X:1,Y:6>>

The total number of bits is 7, which is not evenly divisible by 8; thus, there will be
badars exception (and a compiler warning as well). The following example

<<X: L ,Y:6,2:L>>

will successfully construct a binary of 8 bits, or one b¡e. (Provided that all of X, y and
Z are integers.)



As noted earlier, segments have the following general syntax:

Value : SLze /TypeSpeci fierList
'When constructing binaries, value and size can be any Erlang expression. However,
for syntactial reasons, both vatue and size must be enclosed in parenthesis if the
expression consists of anything more than a single literal or variable. The following
gives a compiler syntax error:

<<X+L:8>>

This expression must be rewritten to

<< (X+1) : 8>>

in order to be accepted by the compiler.

6.5.1 Including literal strings

As syntatic sugar, an literal string may be written instead of a element.

<<"hel1o">>

which is syntactic sugar for

<<Sh, $e, $f, $1, $o>>

6.6 Matching binaries

This section describes the rules for matching binaries using the bit syntax.

There can be zero or more segments in a binary binary pattern. A binarypattem can
occur in every place patterns are allowed, also inside other patterns. Binary patterns
cannot be nested.

The pattern '<<>>'

Each segment in a binary can consist of zero or more bits.

A segment of type binary must have a size evenly divisible by 8.

This means that the following head will never match:

foo (<<X: 7/binary, Y: l-lbinary>>) ->

As noted earlier, segments have the following general syntax:

Value : Si zelT\peSpeci f ierLis tr

When matching val-ue value must be either a variable or an integer or floating point
literal. Expressions are not allowed.



size Imrst be an integer literal, or a previously bound variable. Note that the following
is not allowed:

The two occurences of l¡ are not related. The compiler will complain that the ¡¡ in the
size field is unbound.

The correct way to write this example is like this

foo (N, Bin) ->
<<X:N,T/binary>> = Bin,
{x, r} .

6.6.1 Getting the rest of the binary

To match out the rest of binary, specify a binary field without size:

foo (<<A: 8, ResÈ/binary>> )

As always, the size of the tail must evenly divisible by 8.

6.7 Traps and pitfalls

Copyright O l99l-2000 Ericsson Utvecklings AB
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Abstract. The present paper presents an overview of the main results
of the ASTEC project Verification of Erlang Program5, focusing in par-
ticula¡ on the Erlang verification tool. This is a theorem-proving tool
which assists in obtaining proofs that Erlang applications satisfy their
correctness requirements formulated in a specification logic. We give a
summary of the verification framen'ork a.s supported by the tool, discuss
reasoning principles essential for successful verification such as inductive
and compositional reasoning, and an efficient treatment of side-effect-free
code. The experiences of applying the verification tool in an industrial
ca.se study a¡e summa¡ised, and an approach for supportiug verification
in the presence of program libra¡ies is outlined.
The verification tool is essentially a classical proof assistant, or theorem-
proving tool, requiriug users to intervene in the proof process at cru-
cial steps such as stating program inva¡iants. However, the tool offers
considerable support for automatic proof discovery through higherlevel
tactics tailored to the particula¡ task of verification of Erlang programs.
In addition, a graphical interface permits easy navigation through proof
tableaux, proof reuse, and meaningful feedback about the current proof
state, to assist users in taking informed proof decisions.

I fntroduction

Software written for telecommunication applications has to meet high quality
demands. Such software is often highly concurrent, and testing is not by itself
sufficient to ensure reliability requirements are met. At the Ericsson corporation
the functional language Erlang [1] has been developed for programming telecom-
munication applications. Today many commercially available products offered
by Ericsson are partly programmed in Erlang. The software of such products is
typically organised into many, relatively small source modules, and at runtime
consists of a dynamically varying number of processes operating in parallel and
communicating through asynchronous message passing.

Our approach to verification of software programmed in Erlang is code ver-
ification: we prove that Erlang code satisfies a set of properties formalized in a

¡



2 Foundation

In this section we briefly highlight the foundations of the tool: the Erlang pro-
gramming language, a specification logic for capturing correctness requirements
of Erlang programs, and a proof system for proof derivation.

2.1 The Erlang Programming Language

Erlang/orP is a programming ptotfortn providing the necessary functionality
for programming of open distributed (telecom) systems: a language Erlang with
support for concurrency, and middleware orP (open Telecom Platform) pro-
viding ready-to'use components (libraries) and services such as e.g. a distributed
data base manager, support for "hot code replacement", and design guidelines
for using the components.

In the following we consider a core fragment of the Erlang programming
language with dynamic networks of processes operating on data types such as
integers, lists, tuples, or process identifiers (pid's), using asynchronous, call-by-
value communication via unbounded ordered message queues called mailboxes.
Real Erlang has several additional features such as modules, distribution of pro-
cesses (onto nodes), and support for interfacing with non-Erlang code written
in, e.9., C or Java.

Besides Erlang expressions e we operate with the syntactical categories of
motches m, patterns p, guard,s g, and ualues u. The abstract syntax of Core
Erlang expressions is summarised as follows:

V
op(etr... ,en)
begin êt,... te, ead
e(e1,. .. ,en)
case e of rn end
catch e

receive rn end
e7!e2

u ::= op(ut,. .. ,an)
p:,:=op(pt,...,pòlV

rn ii= pt [when g1j -) €lt r . . . ,etki

Pr þhen gnl-) e¡,. .. tênk
g ::= elr. , . ,cn

Here v ranges over Erlang variables, and op ranges over a set of primitive con-
stants and operations including the integers ranged over by i, tupring {"r,"r},
the empty list [], list prefix l"rl"zl, pid constants ranged over by pid, and atol
constants ranged over by a and f.

e



Note above that Erlang variables are always upper-case (F and Pid) while
atoms are lower-case (server, exec and sparn). The server function is con-

tinuously prepared to receive tuples containing the name of a function F and
a process identifier Pid. It then spawns off a new process evaluating the exec
function, which simply invokes the received function F and sends any result to
the process addressed by the process identifier Pid.

Since Erlang is an untyped language a possible outcome of sending a wrongly
typed message to the server process is that the newly spawned process will
terminate due to a runtime error.

A Semantics for Erlang The formal semantics of Erlang is given as an op-

erational semantics in the form of a set of rules for deriving labelled transitions
between structured states [26]. Our semantics for Erlang is a small-step oper-

ational one [11], which is motivated by the free intermixing of functional and

side.effect concerns found in Erlang.
A natural approach to handling the different conceptual layers of entities in

the language (i.e., functional expressions and concurrent processes) supporting
modular (i.e., compositional) reasoning, is to organise the semantics hierarchi-
cally, in layers, using different sets of transition labels at each layer, and ex-

tending at each layer the structure of the state with new components as needed.

Thus first the Erlang expressions are provided with a semantics that does not
require any notion of processes. The actions here are a computation step 7, arì

output pidla, reød(q, u) which represents the reading of a value u from the queue

ofthe process in whose context the expression executes, and /(u1,... ,u') which
represents the calling of a builtin function (like spann for process spawning) with
side effects on the process level state.

Then the transition behaviour of Erlang systems (concurrent processes ex-
ecuting expressions in the context of a unique process identifier and a mailbox
of incoming messages) is captured through a set of transition rules separated
into two cases: (i) a single process constraining the behaviours of an Erlang ex-
pression and (ii) the (parallel) composition of two Erlang systems into a single
one expressed by the parallel composition construct "11". The system actions are
computation steps r, output pidlu andinput pid?u.

Erample 2 (Erlang Semontics).
We will illustrate the operational semantics by considering the case of a

built-in function with side-effects, like for instance spalr¡r. On the level of Erlang
expression the evaluation of a built-in function like spann is covered by the
transition rule:

isProcFun(f)

l(q,..',rò 4,
where isProcFun(f) tests whether the function / names a built-in function, and
u represents any Erlang value (akin to an input parameter). As seen in the above
rule the operational semantics is infinitely branching, due to occurrence of the

i;jÈ .,:
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number of negations, to ensure that the corresponding fixed points exists (due
to monotonicity).

The syntax of the logic can then be summarised:

þ ::= t1 = tz I true I fatse I -ó I ù A óz I ùv ôz

| 3î: n.ôlVT,T.öl \T:T¡.þ l/ú (application)

I þ) ól Í"1ó
I "X.ól 

pX.ô lX (fixed point reference)

This powerful logic is capable of expressing a wide range of important system
properties, ranging from type-like assertions to complex reactivity properties of
the interaction behaviour of a telecommunication system. As a syntactic conven-
tion fixed point formulas can be named, e.9., nanle + d abbreviates the least
fixed point ¡,rX.$fXlname] and na,nle + { abbreviates the greatest fixed point
vX.þIXlname] (X is assumed fresh in /).

The semantics of a formula in the logic is defined in the usual (denotational)
fashion, as the set of Erlang systems that satisfy the formula (see [7] for details).

Example 3. The type of natural numbers is the least set containing zero and
closed under successor. The property of being a natural number can hence be
defined recursively as a least fixed-point, assuming the term constructors 0 and
t1:

nat ë ÀN.(N=0 V 1V.(nat YAN=Y+1))

2.3 The Proof System

Reasoning about open distributed systems written in Erlang requires reaSoning
about their interface behaviour relativised by assumptions about certain system
parameters. Technically, this can be achieved by using Gentzen-style proof sys-
tems, allowing free parameters to occur within the proof judgments of the proof
system. The judgments are of the form f I A, where l- and á are sets of asser-
tions. A judgment is deemed uølid if., for any interpretation of the free variables,
some assertion in .4 is valid whenever all assertions in l- are valid. Parameters
are simply variables ranging over specific types of entities, such as messages,
functions, or processes. For example, the proof judgment tþ r F / P(r) states
that object P has property @ provided the parameter r of P satisfies property
,þ.

The proof rules of the proof system are mostly standard from accounts of
first-order logic in Gentzen-style proof systems, with rules like Va and V¿ shown
below:

qv¿fffffffiaÇr,

rtó.4(vn)ffiV\'lresh



defined. The introduction of subtyping in the underlying theory, can, as usual,
introduce typing proof obligations during parsing of terms and formulas.

For types considered to be freely-generated (intuitively the types where "se-
mantic equality" coincides with the syntactic notion of equality) such as e.g.
the natural numbers, recursive predicates can be automatically generated that
permit structural induction style arguments about elements of the type.

Sequents f I A are pairs of ordered sequences of formulas (assertions) f :
ôt,...,þn and A = ,þt,...,tþx.These formulas may contain free variables,
which are of two kinds: parameúers which are generated by rules such as V¡
above, and meta-uari,ables, the result of postponing the choice of a witness in a
proof rule such as V¿. To ensure that assignments to meta-variables are sound a
simple scheme based on associating indices to variables, from [27], is used. Bound
variables are represented using de Bruijn indices, to permit checking equality of
formulas quickly up to o-conversion, which is important for obtaining efficient
implementations of the discharge rule.

Ftom a user's point of view, proving a property of an Erlang program using
the verification tool involves "backward" (i.e., goal-directed) construction of a
proofgraph (tableau). A proofgraph is, here, an acyclic directed graph ofproof
nodes containing sequents and rooted in an initial proof node. Each proof node
in the graph is either a leafnode, meaning that it either represents an open goal,
or that the sequent was solved by the application of an axiom proof rule without
premises, or it is a parent node that has been reduced by applying the proof
rule and such that its children nodes correspond to the premises of the rule. An
application of the discharge rule is represented in the proof graph by a directed
arc from the discharged node to its companion node. Arcs in the proof tree are
labelled by the proof rule that caused the arc to appear, to permit flexible display
of proofs and portable proofs (to allow for, as an example, proof carrying code
schemes [21]).

Open proof goals may also be (copy)discharged (or subsumed in more stan-
dard terminology) when instances of the goal can be found elsewhere in the proof
graph. In practice application ofthe copydischarge rule is absolutely essential to,
for example, combat the state explosion caused by the interleaving semantics of
Erlang. However, there are two restrictions to its use. First, no open proof goal
can be copydischarged against an ancestor proofnode. Second an acyclicity con-
dition is enforced to prevent cyclic copydischarges, for example such that node N
is copydischarged against node M which is in turn copydischarged against node
N. A finished proof graph is a proof graph that contains no open goals.

The application of a proof rule can be canceled (undone), resulting potentially
in non-local cancellation effects on the proof tree when e.g. the companion node
of a copydischarge node is canceled, naturally also causing the copydischarge to
fail. Another such problematic case is when a meta-variable is assigned, and can-
celed in a proof branch, but where the meta-variable is also present in another
proof branch. In such a situation both the assignment, and cancellation, may
also affect the proof steps in the second proof branch. To permit a sound can-
cellation scheme in spite of these difficulties a global ordering of proof sequents



with tactic t1, otherwise tactic t2 is chosen. Finally t-fix can be used to write
recursive tactics, the first argument being an arbitrary initialization value, the
second a function of an arbitra¡y parameter and a "continuation", and returning
a tactic.

As an example of the usage of such tactical combinators a derived tactic
forall-all-r is given below, that tries to apply the rule Vn to all right-hand
assertions. We assume that the number of assertions to the right is returned by
the function leugth-assertions-right:

va1 forall-all-r =

t-fix 1

(fn position =) fn continuation =)
t-booI

(fn seq =¡
positj,on (= length-assertions-right seq)

(t-orelse
(t-conpose

(forall-r position)
[continuation (position+1) J )

(continuation (position+l) ) )
t-skip) : tactic;

3.3 User Interfaces and Cornmands

The standard user interface to the proof assistant is the conventional command
line interface of Standard ML (of New Jersey) to-which a number of commands
to interact with the proof assistant has been added. Conceptually the user in-
terface defines notions such as "which is the current proof graph" and "which
is the current proof node". The commands of the proof assistant operate on
proof graphs, possibly with side effects. For instance, there are commands to
start a new proof, to define a lemma, to navigate proof graphs (to motlify the
notion of the current proof node), to navigate the hierarchy of proof graphs, to
grow (or complete) a proof graph by applying a tactic to its current sequent
resulting possibly in new proofbranches, and to cancel a previous proofstep. As
another example the discharge and copydischarge proof rules are implemented
as commands rather than tactics, since they cause global effects to the graph
structure.

A clear alternative to combining tactics using tacticals is to directly use

the Standard ML programming language facilities to define functions executing
proof commands. This works reasonably well, but has the disadvantage that all
intermediate proof nodes are kept. In contrast, using tactical combinators, no
intermediate proof nodes are ever kept.

A second, graphical, user interface is under development. This user interface
consists of two parts: the first is programmed in Java and provides additional user
assistance through the implementation of modern theorem prover features [4]
such as "proof-by-pointing" (to suggest, based on the proof context, the next
proof rule to apply), a more structured database of lemmata, proof recording



selecting one progressing ordinal variable per discharge node, a total ordering (¡
on these ordinal variables can be found such that if lc 1t k' then at the discharge
node where it' progresses, k is preserved. This corresponds to a lexicographical
ordering on the vector of related ordinal variables.

3.5 Embedding of Erlang

The Erlang program constructs are encoded as terms of the many-sorted first-
order logic. The current tool generation contains a definition of the transition
relations (on the expression and system levels) as recursive predicates in the un-
derlying logic. In addition, and to improve the speed with which new transitions
are computed, a set of lowlevel rules was implemented directly, for inferring
transitions e 1 e' that trigger on the syntactic shape of the Erlang construct e.

An example of such a rule is shown below, for the case of input under parallel
composition to the left in a sequent (,9 is assumed fresh in ,l,á):

r,r, 4S,5'- 
^9 ll sz F Á

ll?"
f,s2 Yg S, s' - sr ll ^9 l- Á

i-,srll ,r-\s'lA
In general the handling of operational semantics in EVT is split into two parts:
one language dependent part where tactics corresponding to the operational
semantics of the language in question are introduced and a second, largely
language-independent part, for deriving valid transitions from such sets of oper-
ational semantics tactics.

3.6 Tactics for Deriving Tlansitions

The present tool implements four highJevel tactics, diasenJ, diasen-r, boxsenl-
and boxsenr, for reasoning about combinations of program terms and modali-
ties. For example, the diasen-r and boxsem-r tactics tries to achieve the result of
the rules ( )" and [], below, r¡¡ith intuitive definitions (assuming t 3 fi,. . . ,t 3
ú, and no other such continuation state ú, exists):

/\ i"lfi:ó,...,tn:þ,4\trW

Ir fltlzQ,A lltn:$,4
l,

Above, the syntax ú : @ represents the statement ú has the property {, a synonyme
of þt.

The means of realising tactics achieving the effect of these rules is by repeat-
edly applying language specific operational semantic tactics such as, e.g., ll?z
shown before, together with simple general simplification steps like splitting con-
junctions and reasoning about term equalities. In addition language dependent
tactics for handling data are applied.

i
:
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Ievels simultaneously, in manners which, when properly formalized, may be ex-
ceedingly complicated. Our proof theoretic approach, using loop detection, or
discharge, allows very substantial parts of this formalisation to be almost com-
pletely hidden from the user. In effect the discharge mechanism, as described in
the previous section, attempts to cast the proof as so far constructed as a proof
by simultaneous induction, by seeking an ordering that makes the dependency
relation between induction and co-induction variables a well-founded one. Main-
taining the constraints on this dependency ordering is done by the proofeditor.
Thus there is no need for users to specify the sequence, nesting, or mutual depen-
dencies of simultaneous inductive arguments, or even to state that induction is
being used. All this is managed by the tool. However, the user will need to have
a basic understanding of the general principles of simultaneous induction for the
operation of the discharge rule to be understandable. And, most importantl¡
the tool has no builtin support for finding inductive assertions. Such support
can be programmed (as tactics), or must alternatively be provided explicitly.

4.2 Compositional Reasoning

The essence of compositional verification is the reduction of an argument about
the behaviour of a compound system to arguments about the behaviour of its
components. A system P containing component Q can be represented through
term substitution as PIQ lX), where X is a variable ranging over entities of
the type of Q. We can relativise an assertion PIQ lX): @ about the compound
object PÍQ lxl to a certain property ty' of its component Q by considering Q
as a parameter for which property ry' is assumed, provided we can show that Q
indeed satisfies the assumed property ry'. Technically, we achieve this through a
term-cut proof rule of the shape:

(TermCut)

Very often, constructors occurring within the scope of recursion give rise to
unbounded state spaces. An example is a process spawning statement, giving
rise to the formation of an unbounded process set. In such cases we have to
combine (co-)inductive with compositional reasoning. For example, after a new
process P has been spawned off by a recursive process Q one can apply the
above term-cut rule to relativise the proof on the specification of Q rather than
on its implementation, thus avoiding new processes from being generated by Q
explicitly in the process term, and thus allowing the (co-)induction through loop
detection and discharge to go through.

The above term-cut rule provides the basic low-level facility for composi-
tional reasoning. Applying the rule requires a suitable choice of the cut-property
r/. It should capture the essence of the behaviour of Q needed for completing the
proof. In some special cases we can give a concrete structure to the formation of
ry', as illustrated in the next subsection, and give (and support through tactics)
more high-level decomposition principles exploiting this additional structure.



For example, a list sorting function sort can be specified as a satisfaction
pair sort(.L) : yrepost(L ; list,0"o¡¿.L) where type lisú is defined by:

L: list +
L=ll

V 3.P, R: ErlangValue.
L = IPIRJ A R: list

and type 0"o,t L is defined by:

V;0"or¡L =
isSortedV

AisPermutation V L

A more detailed account of how to deal with side'effect-free Erlang code can
be found in [15].

5 Case Study: A Distributed Database Lookup Manager

Erlang is used extensively for writing robust distributed telecommunication ap-
plications. Central in many of these applications is a distributed database, Mne-
sia [28], also written in Erlang. The Mnesia system is crucial to the robustness
of many Erlang based products developed at Ericsson. It is, for instance, re'
sponsible for error recovery, the prompt and safe handling of which is essential
in telecommunication applications. These features make the Mnesia system a
rewarding object of study when trying out new verification techniques.

The case study at hand concerns only a small part of the Mnesia system,
a protocol for the evaluation of a query which is distributed over several com-
puters in a network. The sta¡ting point for this case study was the Erlang code

implementing the distributed database. We extracted, from the real implemen-
tation, the code for the distributed query evaluation protocol and added some

code to provide a very simple simulated interface to parts of the system that
were irrelevant for the problem at hand. The result was an Erlang program that
could be seen as a very precise, ar¡d in some sense formal, description of the un-
derlying algorithm. Isolation of the code responsible for the lookup mechanism
and analysing the intended behaviour of the code resulted, as a side effect, in a
clear and patentable picture of the underlying protocol 1221.

As input the protocol receives a database query divided into subqueries.
These subqueries are distributed over the network in the form of processes on
those computers where the specific data for a subquery is stored. Whenever a
subquery process receives a message, it extracts the corresponding data from the
database tables and sends it along the network.

One process is responsible for initialising the lookup process ring, and for
collecting the resulting data. To avoid excessive delays and storage consump-
tion, query answers are collected in segments, managed by the lookup manager.



subqueries. The first one manages the original input list. The second one receives
a list of client names and returns a list of pairs of the form {Narne, Nunber},
enumerating every phone number that is owned by the respective client. And
finally, for each of the numbers, the third subquery collects the target number
and the fee of every phone call that was originating from it, returning a list of
quadruples ofthe form {Name, Number, Target, Fee}.

After spawning the ring, the initial process Pr is ready to receive a message of
the form {user-request, UserPid, NrSolutions} where the triple represents
an atom userrequest to identify the message type, the pid of the requesting
process and the maximum number of solutions that the latter process wants
to receive.Whenever this message arrives, a message is sent to the consecutive
process in the ring P'' which is the first process able to perform a subquery
lookup. The process P1 subsequently calls the function counting, which collects
all answers that the subqueries of the ring produce. The idea is that for all
solutions that a process in the ring receives, it computes all new solutions using
its subquery lookup function. This might result in an increase or decrease of the
number of solutions. These new solutions are passed to the next process and so

on, until P1 receives the answers and can present them to the user.
However, in order not to overload the network, the processes in the ring

are not sending all the ans\¡/ers they find, but just a fixed number given by
PacketSize, which is dynamically determined by Pr, and depends on the number
of requested solutions and the network load. Thus, the number PacketSize is
sent along in the message from Pr to the next process P" in the ring. The latter
process computes all answers it can find according to its subquery and sends
at most PøcketSize of these ansv/ers to the next process, whereas the remaining
answers are kept in the store. All consecutive processes in the ring perform the
same actions and eventually P1 receives at most PachetSize answers. The process
Pr may now add these answers to its store and as long as the store contains less

than the demanded number of answers (NrSolutions) a message will be sent to
the process P, requesting to produce new answers

Except for the initial processes, all other processes in the ring, i.e., P2,. . . , Pn,
are evaluating the function processjn-ring having three arguments, the pro-
cess identifier (pid) ofthe next process in the ring, the function representing the
subquery, and the empty list representing a local store for the process. These
processes wait for a message containing at most PacketSize answers of the pre-
vious process and the val:ue PacketSize itsefi. The number of stored answers is
compared to the number PocketSize of demanded answers and if enough answers
are already in the store, these are sent along to the next process and new answers
are computed. In case not enough answers are stored, first all new answers are
computed, whereafter at most PacketSize answers are sent to the next process

and all other answers are stored for the next round.
The property that we want to verify is informally described as:

Is the retrieval of the information terminating?

In other words, given an arbitrary query and an arbitrary positive integer, when-
ever we build a ring corresponding to this query and send a message of the form



and then, by continuing state exploration, to a subgoal of the shape

some assumptions l- (4)

proc(nkriuC(' . .),. . .) ll

proc(process-in-ring(. . .),. . .) : rootspec(. .')

The idea is to prove two lemmas, one stating the correctness of processjn-ring,

some assumptions l- (5)

proc(pr o cess in-r ing(. . . )) : proc-w ait-f or-input (.' . )

and one concerning the composability of rootspec with proc-wait-for-input,

Cl : rootspec(. ..), (6)

C2 : proc-woit-for-input(.-.) I
Cl ll C2 : rootspec(.. .)

Subgoal (6) states a compositional property of root and ring processes: putting
together a (possibly aggregate) process (P1) acting as a root with a (possibly
aggregate) process acting as a ring element results in an aggregate process which
again acts as a root. Obviously the correctness of this statement is crucially
dependent on input and outputs being properly connected, which are matters
we will not be concerned with here.

By themselves, (5) and (6) axe not sufficient to conclude (4). However, using
(5) and (6) it is possible to reduce to a goal which is actually an instance of the
goal (3), and the remarkable fact is that, in principle, an inductive argument
can be set up such that at this point the proof can be completed (c.f. [l).

Properties of the Separate Processes We a¡e thus left with two main sub-
goals, one of the shape (5), and one of the shape (6). We do not comment further
on (6) other than observe that the ring process property proc-woit-for-input we
are looking for must be strong enough to permit (6) to be proved. Instead we
turn to proc-wait-for-input.

We start by observing the role of a special token that is initially sent by the
first process (Pr ) i" the ring and implies termination as soon as it is also received
by this process, i.e., when the token has gone through the entire ring. This
special token ({ [] ,PacketSize]), which we call the end-token for convenience,
is repeatedly sent by P1 to P¡ after initially sending { [[]l ,pactetSize] once.
In case the number of demanded solutions is larger than the number of solutions
present in the database, the process P1 can only respond to the user when this
end-token is received from the process P2.

The first process in the ring P1 plays a special role and the abstract states
we distinguish for this process are

1. the process is waiting for a user:equest,

¡f

I
;
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A compositional reasoning framework will turn out to be useful especially
in connection with standard program libraries. Since these are developed to be

used frequently, it is worth spending much effort in analysing and describing their
properties since many applications will potentially benefit from this knowledge.

In our approach we try to capture the behaviour of library functions by speci-
fying their operational semar¡tics on an abstract level, regardless of their concrete
implementation. To this aim we provide rules in the style of Section 2.1 which
describe the possible transitions that any Erlang process evaluating the respec-

tive function can take, restricted by the shape of the environment if necessary.

Adding these rules to the general proof system of Section 2.3 enables us to argue
about any program that uses the library module without having to consider the
module's source code. In this way we support a compositional style of reasoning
which is relativised by the assumption that the concrete implementation of a
library follows its specification.

From a pragmatical point of view we can argue that such assumptions are
justified since software libraries are usually well-tested, and since their frequent
use uncovers unexpected behaviour very soon. Flom a conceptual point of view
however, the consistency between the library-specific transition rules and the
concrete implementation with respect to the general proof system is an issue: do
the specific rules fully reflect the behaviour of the library functions, or are they
too abstract in the sense that certain details of the implementation are ignored
although they have an impact on the verification problem? Or, in other words:
is the (low-level) implementation of the iibrary module correct with respect to
the (high-level) specification?

We now concretely demonstrate our ideas using a specific class of programs
which plays an important rôle in open distributed applications. The essential
characteristics of this class are described in the following subsection.

6.1. Generic Client-Server fmplementations

To support the software development process, the Erlang OTP Team has devised
a wide range of design principles which describe how to structure a concrete
Erlang software architecture. In particular several kinds of behauiour modules
are offered as templates to build concrete systems. Among these one finds the
gen-server behaviour which is widely used to implement client-server applica-
tions in a standardized way.

The gen-server module offers a number of interface functions which provide
synchronous communication, debugging support, error handling, and other ad-
ministrative tasks. The actual, application-specific implementation of the server
has to be provided by the user in a separate module, called the callback mod-
ule. Whenever the generic part of a server receives a request, the corresponding
callback function is being invoked.

For example, genserver provides the call function which can be invoked
in the user process to send a request to a server:

Ansl¡er = gen-server:caIl(Server, Req)



If the ha¡dle-call- function yields an answer, it is immediately returned to
the waiting user process, and the server changes into the idle state again:

(r[wait(pfd')1, pid, q) ll
({reply, ensuer, newstate}, pid' , Q')

+ (rfanswerl, p'id,q) ll (roop(n ewstote), pid', q')

The remaining cases are handled in a similar fashion.
We are currently in the process of extending the proof system by appropriate

transition rules and applying it to simple examples, starting with systems which
consist of a finite number of clients and servers. Later, for more elaborated
case studies, we will'try to identify tactics and tacticals which automatically
take (most of) the decisions described in Section 3, and we will try to extend
the method to programs which involve dynamic process creation. The whole
approach is also easily adaptable to several other libraries in the Erlang distri-
bution, like systems of finite-state machines implemented by the generic genJsn
module.

7 Conclusion

The present paper gives an overview of the main results obtained in the ASTEC
project Verification of Erlang Programs, focusing in particular on the Erlang
verification tool, a theorem-proving tool which assists in obtaining proofs that
Erlalrg applications satisfy their correctness requlrements f<lrmulated in a speci-
fication logic. We gave a summary of the verification framework as supported by
the tool, discussed reasoning principles essential for successful verification such
as inductive and compositional reasoning and reasoning about side-effect-free
code, summarized our experience from a larger industrial case study, and sug-
gested a practical approach for supporting verification in thd presence of program
libraries.

The experience gained in the project shows clearly the potential of the chosen
approach to verification of Erlang programs. We were able to verify Erlang sys-
tems which are beyond the scope of most other existing verification approaches
due to their dynamic nature. The price to pay is undecidability of the general
verification problem. The verification task has to be split into automatable and
manually assisted parts. Thus, the success of the approach depends crucially on
the efficiency of the decision procedures employed and on the support provided
for minimizing the need for human intervention in terms of highJevel reasoning
principles and user interface.

To make the presented verification method practically useful a considerable
additional effort is required in several research directions. These include provid-
ing automatic support for identifying appropriate induction schemes, providing
easy and context-sensitive access to the available proof machinery through the
GUI, and designing efficient decision procedures automating the straightforward
low-level reasoning and finite state space exploration.
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Abstract Morunr was initially intended as a replacement
for simple monitoring tools as Mon [5], with addi-
tional support for variable tracking and graphing,
as well as more complex instrumentation features.

The paper is structured as follows: Firstly,
the main ideas of Mo¡.lpt operation are pre_
sented, paying attention to the classes and orga-
nization tree, the measurement objects (including
the adapters for MoN monitors), alarm and event
handlers, and the alarm destinations. Section B is
devoted to the external XML interface and how
the EnlÃrnoN subsystem can be used to perform
XSL transformations to browse such output in-
formation. Section 4 presents a small example of
MoNnr output, an alarm report, transformed to
fit different output devices. Finally, some conclu-
sions are presented in section 5.

Keywoxls: monitoring, instrumentation, dis-
tributed systems, functional programming, Er-
lang, XML

Mo¡vnt is a simple and flexible monitoring tool,
suitable for network monitoring, host perfor-
mance tracking, and for the instrumentation of
complex systems, among others. The whole foun-
dation for Mor{nr is the ErlanS/OTp platform
which was chosen for its robustness features, ease
of integration and speed of development.

In order to keep Mo¡¡er independent from
the output device used to present system in-
formation, all data is generated as XML docu-
ments which are transformed by ERLATR0N, a
distributed XSLT processor also implemented in
Erlang using a C++ library.

1 Introduction
MoNot is a simple and flexible monitoring tool,
suitable for network monitoring, host perfor-
mance tracking, and for the instrumentation of
complex systems, among others. It was originally
developed as a debugging and monitoring aid for
a video.on-demand server under development at
the Lncle lab, and then evolved and generalized.

The whole foundation for MoNBr is the Er-
lang/OTP [1] platform, including MESH, EVA,
SASL and Mnesia. Erlang has been chosen for its
robustness features, ease of integration with the
rest of the system, speed of development, and the
functional background of many Lrcle members.

*Partially supporred by FEDER TIC-1FD97-1ZS9 and
Xunta de Galicia PGIDT99COM10502

2 Principles of Operation

MoNer follows the MESH and EVA design, lever_
aging the infrastructure they provide and extend-
ing it. Figure 1 presents the modular structure
of the system. For each meâsurement an MO
(measurement object) is created, supervised by
an MRP (measurement responsible process). A
master handler (nai.n_haadler) receives MESH
and EVA events and alarms, and may invoke spe-
cific action handlers according to complex con_
figured conditions. Event and alarm logging is
performed through the standard MESH logs; ad_
ditionally, custom loggers can be plugged into
naiu_ha¡dler or directly into EVA. The user in_
terface is implemented through a web adaptation,
using Enlernox (see section B) and INETS from
erlets.

I
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2.1, The Classes Tree

Instead of defining MESH Measurement Objects
one by one, MONET creates a tree of monitored
object classes, together with the measurement ob-
jects that will take objects of that class as mon-
itored resources, like the one shown in figure 2.
Each object class - a tree node - can be fur-
ther specialized as desired.

Leaf nodes usually represent individual hosts
or resources, but are not special in any way.

The tree is traversed from the root towards a
node to determine the measurement classes suit-
able for that node.

Figure 2: A sample classes tree

2.2 The Organization Tree

Resources to be monitored are defined as a di-
rected Braph, reflecting the logical grouping as

Figure 1: MoNBr structure

managers see them. This logical grouping is com-
pletely artificial, and can be based on their phys-
ical, topological or simply organizational struc-
ture. Note that, despite its name, this structure
is a directed graph and not strictly a tree, because
branches can merge at any point (see figure 3 for
an example). It is supposed to make sense to hu-
mans and has no other constraints, and does not
even require all monitored resourcqs to be present.

Each resource can have an attached list of
classes; these classes position the resource in the
classes úree, thus implicitly declaring the mea-
surement objects that will monitor it.

Resources can also contain additional data
in order to store their physical position, net-
work connections, desired graphical representa-
tion, etc. This information can then be used by
measurement objects to get additional configura-
tion or by the user interfaces when representing
the tree.
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Figure 3: A sample organization tree



2.3 Measurement Objects
Following the MESH conventions, specific mon-
itors are Measurement Objects, supervised by a
Measurement Responsible Process. Measurement
Objects can run in remote nodes.

In order to ease the development of simple,
common monitors, Mo¡,¡pr provides two generic
measurement types which act as bridges between
MESH and Erlang functions or Unix executables,
respectively. Thus, existing monitor scripts and
executables - such as those from Mot¡- or Er-
lang code can be used as monitors without addi
tional coding.

2.4 Alarm Handlers
Alarm handlers are called from nain-handler
when the appropriate alarms and conditions are
triggered. Again, they can be either external ex-
ecutables or Erlang functions.

2.5 Alarm Destinations
Whenever an event or alarm is received, Mo¡¡nr
checks whether it should call a handler. Alarm
destinations are currently defined as functional
expressions in order to define complex conditions,
such as:

Call dunphandler sbenever an alarm is ¡eceived
(ie., nhen stddeps:aluays/S returns true)

{ alrays, dunpbandler},

?{ Call nyHandler if the se¡der is enano20borg
{ {sender, lenaao20borg]], nyHaadter],

?l Catl tbisHa¡dler if extnodule:e¡tfu¡c/S
7. retu¡ns true (called as
% e¡tnodule:ertfutrc(Nane, Sender,
7. Severity, Class, [LocalArgsJ))
{ {ertnodule , etrtfu¡c , [localargs] ] , thisHa¡d1er] ,

.l Call dunper if either always o
'1, or ¡evero are true:
{ {any, [ {alvays,[J],{never,[]] l], dumper ],

7. CaIl selHa¡dler if the tso former ale true:
{ { all, t{any, t {alrays,[]],{never,U} l},

{ertmodule,ertfunc, [tocatargs] ] J ],
seIIIandle¡)

l
This allows for composition of arbitrarily com-

plex conditions as long as they can be expressed
in Erlang. The use of higher-order functions to
express complex configuration conditions is also
employed in stylesheet selection (section 3.3).

2.6 XML Interface
The main Moxpr user interface is implemented
as a set of erlets called from INETS. They never
produce HTML output directly, but call the ap
propriate XML interface functions and transform
the result instead, using ERlernoN (see sec-
tion 3).

As long as Mo¡¡nr information can be retrieved
from different devices, it is advisable to provide
a general mechanism to adapt this content to the
specific features of such output devices. Contrary
to when style information is hard-coded into the
content, separation of style from content allows
for the same data to be presented in different
ways. This enables:

o Reuse of fragments of data:

Same content should look different in differ-
ent contexts.

o Multiple output formats:
Different media (paper, online), different
sizes (manuals, reports), different classes of
output devices (workstations, hand-held de-
vices).

. StAles tailored to the reader's preference:

Print size, color, and so on; easier support
for blind or visually impaired users.

o Standardized styles:

Corporate stylesheets can be applied to the
content at any time.

o Freedom from style issues:

Technical writers do not need to be con-
cerned with layout issues because the correct
style can be applied later.

c EasU interface with third,-party software:

Simple, standard interface for data inter-
change with other applications.

In order to achieve such goals, MoNpr gener-
ates most of its results as XML documents which
can be transformed at a later stage according to
an XSL stylesheet.

3 The Erlatron Subsystem
To perform the XSL transformation, Mouer
uses En¡,¡tRoN, a distributed XSLT processor
implemented in Erlang using a C++ library
(S.r,urornou [4]).

t
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S.L Overview
Figure 4 presents the actors involved in the
ERl.¡rtRoN subsystem. ERl.rrRoN adapts the
SRsLorRo¡¡ library by using a port which per-
forms basic transformations of a couple of Erlang
binaries representing the XSL stylesheet and the
XML source. SesLo'rRoN is based on the Expet
library [3] and has been designed for performing
fast and compact transformations. The port is
managed by a generic server that offers XSLT
services to any client. This sløue serl)er consti-
tutes the basic processing unit and, considering
the CPU cost of performing XSL transformations,
low additional overhead is expected when used
from Erlang.

ßlt

Figure 4: ERletRoN actors

In order to exploit a distributed framework,
such as the Beowulf cluster introduced in [2], a
simple master/slave architecture is deployed. In
this setup, a møster ser\ter is used to distribute
requests to different slave servers running on a
pool of computer nodes. The state of the mas-
ter server is a collection of pending transforma-
tions as well as the information about idle slaves.
The dispatching of requests, carried out by the
master scheduler, consists of pairing a pending
transformation with an idle slave server. Figure 5

shows the interaction among actors when solving
an XSLI service.

server takeover possible in case of failure without
disturbing client interaction.

3.2 Benchmark

As the reader can guess, ERurRoN architecture
seems to be quite interesting for web sites with a
high number of requests which involve many XSL
independent trasformations for dynamic content
generation. We are going to present some prelim-
inary results when using ERletRoN on a Linux
Beowulf cluster with a frontend and up to 22
nodes. The frontend (Dual Pentium II 350MHz
384M8) runs INETS, serving a 64KB HTML
generated using a 25KB XML document and a
small XSL stylesheet; each node (AMD K6 300-
266MHz,96MB) hosts an BRletnoN slave. All
the nodes are linked using a switched 100Mb Fast
Ethernet.

Figure 6 shows the requests per second
achieved when running Apache Bench (ab), a tool
for benchmarking an HTTP server, at the fron-
tend. As new XSLT processors are added to the
slave pool, the server is able to increase its ser-
vice rate until the concurrency level (d, number
of simultaneous requests, -c) matches the pool
size. Figure 7 presents the time taken to attend
a collecti,on of requests, varying the concurrency
level.
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Figure 5: Interaction among actors

Clients interact with the mariter server through
a global registered name, making an EnlRTnoN

Figure 6: Requests per second

Figure 8 shows how the average time for a
request can be kept almost constant while con-
currency level is not greater than the number of
slaves. It should be pointed out that the overhead
for the case slaues = 22 and C low is due to the
use of nodes 17-22 which are AMD K6 266Mhz,
while nodes 1-16 are AMD K6 300Mhz. The mas-
ter scheduler should take this fact into account
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Figure 7: Execution time

and introduce some kind of priority among slaves.
This is particularly interesting when some slaves
run at the frontend because that will reduce net-
work communications.

stylesheet. As the same document type can
have different stylesheets, the database also
stores a rule that decides whether the style
can be applied.

. Stvlesheet selection:

Using the information stored in the XSL
repository, a stylesheet, matching its rule in
the given context, is chosen.

A rule for a given stylesheet is defined as a func-
tion that takes a context and an extra argument
and returns true if the stylesheet can be applied
to the document in such context. The conteat
is defined as a list of pairs {Key,Value}, lípi-
cally the result of parsing the QUERYJTRING or
the environment of an HTTP query. Some use-
ful functions are provided to test for an specific
{Key , Value} pair (equaI) or for matching a reg-
exp (natch). For example, a rule to trigger an
stylesheet when using the Lynx browser is lynx,
defined as:

lynx(Context, -Ertra) ->
natch({r'User-Agent", "Lyu"}, Context)

Higher-order functions are used to define com-
plex queries combining simpler rules. For exam-
ple, the rule all takes a list of rules (functions
and, optionally, the extra parameters) and tests
all the conditions. As an example, the following
Erlang term binds the document type neas with
the XSL http / /ny.bost/xsl/styte.xsl when
using Lynx and a simple style is required.

{meas,
"sirnple Iyûx style for meas",
"http: //my. host/xsl/style. xslrr ,

{a11, [Iynr,
{egual,{"sty1e", "sinpÌe"}}] }}

4 Examples

The following small example shows a simple
alarm list browsed from Netscape, Lynx, and a
WAP emulator, all with different styles.

The initial XML was, in all cases:

<ÂLARüS>

<ALARM>

<NAllE>ping-borg24</NÂllE>
<SENDEÞborg24</SENDER>

<CAUSE>u¡ltnor¡n< /CÂUSE>
<SEVERITY>maj or</SEVEBIlY>
<CLASS>equipnent </CLASS>

</ALAR¡,I>
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Figure 8: Average service time

3.3 StylesheetSelection
Given a valid XML document, one of the Enl¡-
TRoN duties must be the selection of an appro-
priate XSL stylesheet based on the type of the
requested document and the nature of the out-
put device, even though other parameters can be
taken into account such as system workload (e.g.
a simpler formatting can be chosen under heavy
load condition). In order to accomplish this re-
quirement, ERI¡rRon subsystem incorporates a
module with two basic features:

. Stulesheet registrøtion:

A Mnesia database is used to store the bind-
ing between a document type and an XSL

1612 24
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<ALARI{>
(l{A}fE) c luster-t emp<,/NAl{E>

<SEIûDER>environ-non(/SENDER>
<CAUSE>Possíble air cond failure</CAUSE>
<SEVERITY>naj or<,/SEVERITY>
<CLASS>environmental</CLASS>

</ALAR}I>
<ALARI{>

(NAME)re sponse-t ine</NAltE>
<SENDER>adapt -nodule </SENDER>

<CAUSE>Service queue length too long<,/CAUSE>
<SEVERITY>ninor< / SEVERf TY>

<CLASS>processing</CLASS>
</ALARM>

</ALAR¡.IS>

If the User-Agent is Lynx, the style chosen is
a very simple one, without tables (figure 9).

Figure 9: Alarms browsed from Lynx

In the User-agent is Mozilla (Netscape) in-
stead, a richer XSL is chosen, displaying the
alarms as a table (figure 10).

F¡a Êda Vletr Go Coãru¡cer
.¡dB l8

Figure 11: Alarms browsed from a WAP terminal

Figure 12: An alarm card from a WAP terminal

5 Conclusions
MowBr is a simple and flexible monitoring and
instrumentation tool, developed in Erlang, mak-
ing use of the OTP facilities and interfacing to
external monitors and handlers if desired. All
information presented is produced as XML and
transformed using XSL according to the user pro-
file, browser or othçr variables.

During the development, Erlang/OTP is show-
ing an extremely high productivity in absolute
and relative terms, after an'initial learning curve.
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Figure 11 shows a compact alarm list produced
for a WAP terminal. In order to speed download
time, specific alarm details are included as WML
cards in this WAP style, as shown in figure 12.
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UAB = Ericsson Utvecklings AB
CSLab = Computer Science Laboratory
ErlSys - Erlang Systems

SARC = Software Architecture Laboratory
OTP = OTP Product Unit
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